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MARGUERITE:-A TALE OF FOREST LIFE IN
NEW DOMINION.

THE

»Y THE AUTHOR 0F " GENTLEMEN ADVENTURERS IN ACADIA,' &C.

PART FIR ST.

CHAPTER I.

"A slippery and subtle knave.,,
-SHAKESPEARE.

In commencing this story of forest
life in the New Dominion more than a
century ago, I must ask my readers to go
with me to the town of Halifax, and see it
as it was in the year 1756-at the time when
the great contest between France and
England for the supremacy in America was
about to begin. Halifax was then the most
important town that the British possessed
within the limits of the present Confedera-
tion of British America. Both the French
and English, from the early settlement of
Acadia, had recognized the natural advan-
tages of the bay, called Chebuctou by the
Souriquois or Micmacs; but it was not till
the year 1748 that England acknowledged
the necessity of building up a town on the
Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia, which
would be a rival to the formidable fortress

.of Louisbourg, in Isle-Royale, and a base
ofoperations against the French in America.
In the early part of the summer of 1748,
when the woods were arrayed in their
deepest green, Lord Cornwallis commenced
to build the town which has ever since been
one of the principal military and naval
stations of Great Britain on this side of the
Atlantic. Accessible at all seasons of the
year; remarkably free from dangerous

rocks and shoals; capable of defence at no
very great cost; within a few days' sail of
the colonies of New York and New
England,-the harbor of Chebuctou seemed
designed by nature for the site of a large
commercial city. The country around
the harbor was very rocky, and covered
with a thick growth of spruce to the very
water's edge; and it gave the first settlers
no little trouble to clear off a tract sufficient
for their purposes on the western side of a
hill, which slopes gradually to the beach.
The first houses of the town were certainly
not remarkable for their architectural pre-
tensions, for they were either built out of
spruce logs or of rough lumber, which was
then imported from the settlements of New
England. None of them exceeded a storey
and a half in heiglt; and many were con-
spicuous for their high-pitched roofs and
fantastic gables, as may be seen from a
few specimens which even yet remain of
the architectural taste of the fathers of the
town. The house occupied by the Governor
-or President, as he was first called-was
a very grotesque affair, being simply a build-
ing of one storey, surrounded by cannons
mounted on casks filled with gravel; but,
at the time of which we are writing, a
mansion, more suitable to the vice-royal
dignity, was nearly ready for occupancy.
Even St. Paul's Church-devoted to the
services of the Churchof England-had no
more right to be considered a triumph of
architectural artthan ithasin these modern
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days, when Halifax is a city of palaces
compared with what it was a century ago.
The town, from the very first, was regularly
laid out in blocks of considerable size; the
streets were broad, but exceedingly rough
and almost impassable in places; for the
first inhabitants, it is hardly necessary to
mention, had as much as they could do to
provide roofs. to cover their heads without
tormenting themselves about street im-
provements. The town was defended by
the fort on the hill overlooking the harbor
-then as now known as the Citadel-and
by several batteries and block-houses at
important points, whilst the whole place
was surrounded by a strong fence of pali-
sades, for which the woods, that stretched
in all directions, afforded any quantity of
material.

The total population of the town in 1757
could not have exceeded three thousand
souls, among whom were a good many
Germans and Dutch. As the exterior of
the dwellings was rude in the extreme so
the interior presented little to gratify the
eye. The poorer classes was glad to get
any kind of rough furniture; and it was
only in the residences of the officials and a
few merchants that the visitor would see
some articles made out of solid mahogany,
and exhibiting curiously carved legs
and gorgeous brass ornaments. Those
were the days of hoops, powder, gilt
buckles, and three-cornered hats. The
wealthy citizens and officials dressed as
gaily as their means allowed, and enjoyed
themselves in their way. Their entertain-
ments may not then have been as expensive
or elegant as in the present fast times;
but the ladies, no doubt, rustling in heavy
brocades, flirted as determinately with the
officers of the United Services, whilst the
poor civilian was too often left to bite the
tips of his gloves with pure vexation at the
coquetry or faithlessness of some fair one,
snugly ensconced in a quiet corner with
one of those who wore that uniform which
always possesses such an influence over the
female-I was about writing-' heart,"
but, perhaps, "imagination" will be the
more appropriate word.

Our story opens on the morning of a fine
day towards the latter part of September.
It was about ten o'clock, and there was a

considerable crowd proceeding up the main
street in the direction of a small square or
parade ground, in the centre of which stood
a tall, grim tree, which had long been
shorn of its lower branches. On itstopmost
boughs, tradition says, more than one
unfortunate man had swung during the
early days of the town; but, at the time of
which we are writing, it was*not a public
execution that attracted the miscellaneous
crowd-chiefly soldiers, sailors, and the
lower classes of citizens-to the square.
The object of intereit was an individual
who was fastened in the rudely-constructed
stocks, which had been erected against the
side of the old tree. Although he was not
to suffer the extreme penalty of the law,
yet he had a rope hung about his neck;
but it was only intended to be a gentle
reminder to him and all other offenders of
what they might expect, should they there-
after seriously offend the military authori-
ties, who were all-supreme in those days.
A military guard in charge of a subaltern
was stationed close to the stocks to see that
the orders of the authorities were carried
out to the letter. The gamins, as usual,
were mustered in force, quite ready to
hoot and pelt the culprit most vigorously
whenever they could do so without being
seen by the soldiers, who were endeavoring
to keep them in check.

But what appeared to attract most atten-
tion was a large placard, which was tied to
his breast, and contained the two following
emphatic words, written in staring capitals
by some cunning pennian:-

"AUDACIOUS VILLAIN."*

To the spectator the urfortunate object of
public scorn appeared to be about thirty
years of age, of medium height, with a
trame giving the idea of considerable
activity and strength. His face was bare

* Lest it be thought that the author has invented
out of his imagination the curious mode of punish-
ment stated in the text, it may be mentioned that not
only was it actually carried out in the case of a man
who had struck a gentleman in a high position during
the ear.y days of the colony, but the culprit was
forced to enter the ranks. In those times offenders
against the law were frequently put in the stocks or
whipped at the cart's tail; while those who refused to
turn out in the militia had to undergo the strange
penalty of " riding the wooden horse."
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of whiskers or beard, and was bronzed by
exposure to the sun and wind; his wiry,
straight hair and his rstless yes, together
with the shape of his head, would convey
the idea to a close observer that he had
Indian blood running in his veins. As he
sat on the platform, he preserved a sullen
demeanor for nearly the whole term of his
punishment; but now and then, as some
saucy youngster would jeer at him, his eyes
would for a moment blaze with hidden fire,
and his lips quiver with suppressed anger,
but he gave no open demonstration of his
feelings.

Three months before the curious scene
we have briefly described, the military
authorities had reason to believe thatthere
was some one within the town in league
with the French. Their suspicions had
been aroused by the information that had
been brought to them by a friendly Indian,
that a French vessel had been seen on the
coast, not very far from the town, and that
one of its boats had communicated with the
land,where a party ofindians wasencamped.
The Indian was unable to approach close
enough to see the faces of the persons in the
boat, or obtain any knowledge of their mis-
-sion; but he was positive that one ofthe num-
ber was left behind when the vessel left the
bay. Some important plans and papers,
not long after this event, were not to be
found in the Engineer's Office in Halifax;
and when enquiry was made into 'the mat-
ter, it transpired that one Boudrot and his
brother had been seen lurking about the
quarters where the robbery toQk place.
This Boudrot was an Acadian who had
been keeping a tavern-not in the best
repute with the authorities-and he had
b.en already warned that unless he kept
more within bounds he would be summarily
.ejected from the settlement. Orders were
given to search his house,-a small, low
shanty near the beach-but though they
came upon him unawares, they found noth- t
ing of the missing documents. Boudrot
expressed his surprise at the questions that
were put to him, and professed himself, in chis broken English, a loyal subject of the
king. But their search was not iyithout its c
results, for a soldier discovered in a small 1
closet off the bar a person whom Boudrot c
declared to be a brother of his own. At a

first he answered the queries of the officer
in a quiet, subdued tone; but as his replieswere far from being satisfactory-for noth-
ing could be elicited from him except that
he belonged to Minas, and had come to the
town on some business of his own-he was
ordered to accompany the guard to the
Ctadel till further enquiries might be
made suspecting him. Then he seemedto forget himself, and broke out into
a tirade of abuse in French against the
officer. Thereupon, two of the guard
seized him; but he broke from them, and
levelling the officer to the floor, attempted
to reach the door. A scuffle ensued; but
in a very few moments he was securely
bound and marched off to the military
prison. The next day he was brought
before the authorities; but he refused to
give any other account of himself than that
previousy given, and persisted in exhibit-
ing a sullen demeanor which influenced his
examiners very strongly against him.
Enquiries were made concerning him in the
town; but no one professed to know any-
thing about him. Al thatcouldbeelicited
was the fact-which was in his favorsome-
what-that Boudrot had had a brother
some years before at Minas; but he was
supposed to have left the country even
before the expatriation of the Acadians as
a body.

After a short deliberation, it was decided
to sentence him to three months imprison-
ment, expose him on the public square as a
warning to ail similar offenders, give
him a hundred lashes at a cart's tail, and
then ship him to Louisbourg at the first
convenient opportunity. Although suspi-
tion was strong against him, yet it was felt
chat there was not sufficient evidence to
-onvict him of being a spy in the French
service; and all that could be done was to
)u-nish him for his attempt to resist the
officer who had ordered his arrest. At the
ime we have seen him he had completed
iis three months imprisonment-the re-naining part of his sentence had yet to be
arried out.

As the Acadian was undergoing this
rdeal in the face of the assembled popu-

ace, a party of gentlemen, mostly officers
f the garrison, came up and stood looking
Lt him for a few mnoments. AR>' one who
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was observing the prisoner very closely at
the time of the arrival of the party, could
have noticed that his eyes lit up with a sud-
den fierceness; and that his resemblance to
an Indian appeared more striking than
ever. The party, however, looked at him
with an anused air, and then proceeded to
their destination.

The party-for we now leave the Acadian
to finish his probation-went to the
"Beach"-the name given to an irregular
street following the windings of the shore,
and where was transacted most of the busi-
ness of the town, they stopped for a minute
or so to converse with some of their citizen
friends, who were about entering a long, low
wooden building, along whose front ran
a piazza, where at all hours of the day
would be seen gathered the notables of the
town chatting on current topics of interest.
One of the officers, as they passed on,
laughingly called the attention of his friends
to a placard on the walls of the building
just mentioned. It informed the public that
there would be offered at auction on the
following day:-

"TWO WELL-GROWN NEGRO-GIRLS, AGED

14 AND 12, TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER."

The party soon reached a rude wharf,
just below the Market House, where a
number of idlers were collected to watch the
loading of two canoes with provisions and
materials for a hunt in the country. When
the preparations were all completed, four of
the gentlemen we have followed to the
Beach made their adieus to their friends
and took their seats in the canoes. In the
course of a few seconds they were speeding
rapidly across the harbor under the skilful
direction of a Micmac.

Two members of this party require our
particular attention. One was Henry
Osborne, an officer in one of the regiments,
and one of the aide-de-camps of the Gov-
ernor. Any one watching him as he dex-
terously drove his paddle into the water
and kept chaffing his less skilful compan-
ions, would see that he had a good English
face, a bold, fearless eye, and a frank,
pleasant exterior. The friend, Captain
Hay, who was handling the other paddle in
the same canoe, was a man some twelve or

fourteen years older; and had seen more
service than either Osborne or the others,
who were only subalterns in the same regi-
ment.

In those days sport was not without risk
at times, for the Indians were generally
prowling in the woods; but for many weeks
previous to the departure of the party,
nothing had been heard of them and the
Micmac guide-an old and tried friend of
the English-was confident that the great
majority of his people were absent in Isle-
Royale, where the French had summoned
them to a grand council. At all events,
the party felt strong enough to face any
handful of Indians that might be wander-
ing in the forest; and, indeed, the prospect
of meeting with some of them only gave a
spice of additional excitement to the expe-
dition in the opinion of Hay and Osborne,.
who were among the most adventurous
and daring spirits of the garrison.

The hunters landed at Dartmouth, on the
opposite side of the harbor, as it was their
intention to proceed by a chain of lakes
which extend from that place to the Shu-
benacadie River, which flows for a consider-
able distance across the country, until at
last it mingles with the waters of the Bay
of Fundy. It was in this way that the
Indians were wont in old times to make.
their forays upon the English settlements.
on the Atlantic coast. Some years before
this story commences, a large party had
suddenly swooped down in the night on
the little settlement at Dartmouth, and in
the course of a few hours had either mas-
sacred or captured the inhabitants, although
there was a company of regular troops
stationed in the vicinity. At the time of
which we are writing, the place was almost
entirely deserted-only some three or four
persons still clung to their homesteads with
courageous hearts.

We shall not attempt to follow the party
in their progress up the lakes, which pre-
sented, at that time, scenes of exquisite
beauty. The tiees, which were just com-
mencing to assume their most gorgeous
autumnal hues, overshadowed the lake in
great luxuriance-the maple, the beech,
the birch being intertwined in many places,
and contrasting charmingly with the deep
green of the spruce. In the stillness of
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morning, as the sun lit up the placid bosom
,of the lakes, they would resemble so many
mirrors set in a framework of gold, scarlet,
and crimson-of a rich Arabesque pattern,
which no workman but nature could pre-
tend to equal in beauty.

The day after the incidents we have nar-
rated, there was not a little excitement
among the military authorities on account
of an occurrence of considerable interest.
On the completion of his punishment, the
supposed Acadian had been taken to his
former quarters in the fort, and it was
intended to carry out the other part of his
sentence on the following morning; but
when the guard went in at an early hour
the next morning, he found, to his great
astonishment, that the room was empty.
It was soon seen that the Acadian had
worked off the lock on the door by the help
of a small chisel (of which he had somehow
obtained possession), and then managed
to climb, unperceived by the sentry, to the
top of the walls, whence he dropped into
the deep ditch, and found his way to the
country. Strong suspicions were enter-
tained by the authorities that Boudrot hs.d
some connection with the escape of the
prisoner, but no evidence was offered to
justify his imprisonment, though he was
carefully watched for some time after.

But we must now leave Halifax, and fol-
low the hunters into the forest.

CHAPTER II.

As chief who hears his warder call
" To arms I the foemen storm the wall,"
The antlered inonarch of the waste
Sprang from his heathery couch in haste.

-Scorr.

-On the morning of the second day after
their departure from the town, the hunters
were encamped on the margin of a brook,
in the depths of the forest, and were busy
making their preparations for their Arst
tiunt. The air was fresh and bracing, the
very odour from the spruce boughs was
redolent of health. An enormous fire
was burning briskly in front of the rudely
constructed camp. Hardly any 'wind was
stirring when Osborne and his friend
awoke; but by the time they were seated
at their breakfast, the movement of the

dead leaves on the crisp ground, or the
rustling of the branches of the hollow trees,
gave promise that there would soon be
a strong breeze. It was just such a day as
one can enjoy amid the solitude of the
woods.

Hunting the moose in the months of
September and October, is very lively sport,
for it requires a thorough acquaintance
with the habits of the noble animal. The
slightest crackling of a dry twig, or the
least scent borne on the breeze, is enough
to alarm the wary brute, and send him
miles away from the perplexed hunter.
During the hot summer months, however,
the moose is easily approached, as in order
to avoid the flies, which are then so trouble-
some, he passes nearly all the day in
the deep water of the rivers and lakes, feed-
ing on mosses, lilies, and other aquatic
plants. Then the hunter may approach
him without difficulty; but no true sports-
man will ever attack him at this season.
Indeed, his flesh is poor and comparatively
unfit for food till the fall.

In the winter, again, he can be easily
tracked to his places of resort, which are
generally where there is an abundance of
young ash, or birch, or a species of maple
called " moose wood," on whose bark and
twigs he luxuriates. As a rule, never more
than half-a-dozen animals are to be found
in one of their " yards," which cover a space
of ground varying from ten to forty acres.
It requires a skilful hunter to come within
gunshot of the animals when they are in
their yards; but the moment he sights
them he has a first-rate chance of bringing
down his game, especially if the snow is of
more than ordinary depth. The hunter,
on his snow-shoes, will soon be able to
drive the moose into the deep drifts, where
he will be an easy victim. But it is in the
autumn, and commencement of winter,
that the skill of a sportsman will be best
brought out.

Two of the party remained in camp,
whilst Osborne and Hay accompanied the
Indian to survey the situation, and see it
there were any " signs" of moose in the
surrounding country, which has always
been, from time immemorial, a favorite
resort of the animal; for it abounds with
the trees which he prefers, and is watered
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by numerous streams and lakes, in which
he can revel during the hot summer
months.

The brook to which we have previously
referred ran into a small river, called by
the Indians the Musquodoboit, and it was
in the direction of that stream that the two
hunters first proceeded. In less than an
hour they came within sight of the river,
sparkling in the sunshine amid a wilder-
ness of overhanging trees. The country
presented a pretty combination of hill and
dale, and the two friends were able, more
than once, to enjoy quite a commanding
view of the surrounding forest. Eventually,
however, they came to a more level part of
the country, where they found considerable
groves of ash and small maple; and as
they were .now likely to meet with moose,
they moved with greater caution, and care-
fully surveyed the ground and the trees
for signs.

At last their patience was rewarded when
they had come upon a patch of moose-
wood; for there the Indian pointed signi-
ficantly to a tree somewhat larger than its
fellows, and said:-

Moose been here 1"
Where?" said Hay, who had been un-

able, from the place he was standing, to
see anything to account for the satisfaction
visible on the faces of both the Indian and
Osborne.

"There has been a large moose here,
only a few hours ago," replied Osborne,
" for you will notice that the sap is still
wet." With these words, Osborne directed
his friend's attention to two ash trees, off
which the bark had been neatly scraped by
the keen teeth of the hungry animal in the
course of the saine morning.

The party then went on a short distance
further, and came upon other signs, show-
ing that several moose had been in that
neighborhood. It therefore became neces-
sary to use every caution to entrap thc
wary animal. There was now a brisk
breeze, and it was necessary to keep well to
leeward of the place where the tracks had
been seen. By a careful scrutiny of the
" signs," they concluded that he must have
taken a course almost parallel to the river,
and they accordingly struck off to the water,
which was about half a mile away, so as to

bring them well to leeward of the " signs"
they had seen.

When they had reached a suitable place
close to the river, and were screened care-
fully from view, the Indian took a piece of
birch bark, and, forming it into the shape
of a trumpet, applied it to his mouth. The
result was a loud roar, like that of a bull,
and was certainly far from musical. The
" call" was repeated several times, but to
no purpose.

" Moose shy in the day-no answer call,"
said Toma, at last,. exhausted with his
efforts to entice some wandering moose.

Leaving -Iay in the same position.
Osborne and the Indian went off to see if
they could come again on the track. Fol-
lowing the course of the river for a few
minutes, they struck once more into the
woods; and, bv good luck, came upon the
marks of a moose-apparently the saine
animal. IIe had evidently halted; and
after a few moments hesitation, the Indian
concluded that the animal had retraced its
steps; for it is a common trick of the moose
to make a sudden detour in their course.
and then lie down under cover not far from
a part of the path which they had pre-
viously passed over. In this way a hunter
may pass them quite unconsciously, and
give them timely warning of his presence.
Keeping well down wind all the time, the
two hunters made several attempts to strike
the lair of the cunning brute; but all to no
purpose for at least half an hour or more.
They had nearly decided that the animal
had somehow taken the alarm, when thev
suddenly noticed, as they stood on a small
acclivity where they were taking cautious
observations, a large grove of moose-wood
and small birch some distance to their
right-down in a hollow. As the grove
seemed to be in the vicinity of the track
they had supposed the moose to have taken,
they moved carefully on their hands and
knees down to the- hollow till they got on
level ground. At last they came to a spot
which appeared to their practised eyes
admirably suited for a lair; and after
making a number of movements in various
directions, they were gratified by the sight
of a large pair of horns moving gently
among the trees.

Osborne moved carefully and silently a
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few steps farther until he was able to see
the head of the animal, and then the Micmac
gave a gentle call; and as he did so, the
horns became perfectly motionleàs for a mo-
ment, and then suddenly darted up from the
ground where the creature had been lazily
reclining and nibbling off the choice twigs
which were so abundant around him. Then
he stood for an instant revealing all his
noble proportions-a large moose of some
seven or eight years, with immense antlers,
which towered above the surrounding sap-
lings. His horns were thrown back, and his
long, asinine ears was intent on catching
a repetition of the call, when Osborne
brought his gun to his shoulder. At that
instant, the animal caught a glimpse of his
adversary, and was about to bound away;
but he was too late, for the bullet, sped by
an unerring hand, brought him to the
ground, where he lay a big, ugly, lum-
bering mass of flesh. As he lay perfectly
motionless, the hunters saw that the shot
had taken instant effect, and immediately
approached him. In another moment the
Indian had completed the work by cutting
the animal's throat deftly with his hunting
knife. He then proceeded to cut up the
carcass; and in the course of a few hours
the party returned to the camp with a
large supply of choice venison.

When they reached the camp the sun was
just sinking below the horizon, and it was
quite dark before all were seated around the
fire discussing their supper of moose-steaks
and coffee, with that keen appetite which
sportsmen are sure to have. The camp
was simply made of spruce branches laid
upon poles, and was open in front.
Seated on buffalo robes and bear skins,
and directly opposite to a waving fire, which
was kept burning in front of the camp, the
party presented an exceedingly comfortable
appearance. Tall spruce trees surrounded
them, and stood out in the night like
so many weird sentinels. A few steps
behind the camp a brook passed swiftly
over its pebbly bottom, now and then
diverging into little streamlets where its
progress was impeded by the obstructions
which had been brought down by the
freshets of spring. The mo'on, then at its
full, was sailing majestically through a
clear autumnal sky, studded with a few

stars sparkling like so many gems of unsul-
lied radiance.

All the party, with the exception of
Osborne, were smoking furiously as if they
were competing with the heavy volume
emitted from the green logs that hissed and
seethed on the fire. The Indian was sitting
a few paces off, on the opposite side of the
fire, engaged in cleaning his gun for the
next day's sport. The horns of the deer
which had been shot a few hours previ-
ously were already hanging over the
entrance to the camp, like a trophy of the
chase in some baronial hall of Old Eng-
land.

Lazily reclining on their elbows, they
puffed away in silence for at least twenty
minutes. Each appeared to derive a vast
amount of pleasure.in watching the smoke
as it curled up into the air.

"How many Chateaux en Espagne,"
observed Marston at last, " rise and vanish
with the smoke. How many pleasant
memories are evoked. Most of us some
time or other build our air castles; but the
smoker never ceases constructing them in
his brain. Like the genii in Eastern story,
he is able to raise palaces at a moment's
notice, and people them with fair creations
of his fancy. Shade of Sir Walter Raleigh,
is it not so?"

"But a pipe cannot remain full for ever.
Tobacco, like all other things terrestrial,
must fade away," said Hay laughingly, as
he reluctantly shook the bowl clear of its
ashes and laid it aside.

" For my part," interposed Osborne after a
moment's pause, " I consider that smoking
is a practice more honored in the breach
than in the observance. Sir Walter
Raleigh is responsible for having done
mankind a great injury when he intro-
duced the weed from his loved Virginia."

"What is the matter with the dog?"
suddenly exclaimed Fortescue, directing
attention to a noble pointer belonging to
Hay.

As Fortescue spoke the others turned
towards the dog, which was moving rest-
lessly and eyeing a part of the surrounding
wood as if he saw something.

" Perhaps he smells a bear !" said one of
the party. " I saw a lot of tracks to-day
about a quarter of a mile off."

. 7
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"Nonsense," replied Hay; "bears are
not likely to come so close to the fire."

The dog hereupon commenced to bark
furiously, and the sportsmen immediately
seized their guns and searched the woods
around the camp; but they saw nothing
to account for the disquietude of the animal.
By the time they had returned to their
seats, the dog became quiet and settled
himself once more cosily by the fire. The
conversation then naturally turned to
stories of the Indians.

"I do not think one can ever consider
himself safe," said Hay, " from these
treacherous wretches. You all remember
Martin of the Artillery, who went ashore at
Passamaquoddy, only a year ago, and found,
himself in the hands of the Indians, who
were lying in ambush. Theycarried hiri to
Louisburg, and it was several months before
his friends knew that he was safe. They
are lurking where you least expect them."

" However," said Osborne, " they are
all absent from this part of the country
just now. What do you think, Toma?"

"May be," replied the Indian. "Saw
Indian tracks to-day."

" Why, you never told us !" exclaimed
Osborne.

"Where did you see them?" asked'Hay.
"Near theMousquedaboueck; perhaps

old camp-not sure."
" It is all right," said Osborne, who

knew the Indian better than his compan-
ions; "if Toma thought there was any
danger he would tell us."

A quarter of an hour later, Hay said:
"Come now, Toma, we must go out on our
hunt. for the m6on is now well up and it
will be a good time to 'call.' Are you
resolved, Osborne, not to accompany us?"

" Yes; I feel tired to-night."
It was now past eight o'clock, and the

moon was speeding athwart the heavens in
all her glory, lighting up the glades and
giving a silvery glow to the trunks and
boughs of the tall white birches, which
stood a few paces from the camp. Hay and
the Indian proceeded in the direction of a
part of the country where moose signs had
been seen in the course of the day; and
they had not been out for an hour when
they heard some "calls" in the distance.
Fine as was the night the air was some-

what chilly; and the hunters walked
briskly for a time over the ground, which
was thickly carpeted with fallen leaves,
until at last they felt warm and in a perfect
condition for the sport. They came to a
large tract, undulating and covered with
small groves of maple, and here they found
the " signs" more frequent. Placingthem-
selves in a favorable position, the Indian
commenced to call; but no response came
for some minutes. They moved silently
about for at least -three-quarters of an
hour, until Hay got perfectly chilled and
despairing of finding.any game, lit a small
fire of dry twigs behind a large rock, and
knelt down to warm his numbed hands.
In the meantime the Indian started off to a
place some distance to the right of Hay,
who could hear him repeating his calls with
dogged perseverance. At last he recog-
nized what he believed to be a response to
the repeated calls of the Indian, and there-
upon he took up his gun and took a position
a few steps off under cover. The sound
was repeated from a spot within gun shot,
and almost instantaneously Hay observed
a pair of antlers looming to a gigantic size
in the light of the brilliant moon. Hay
made an attempt to approach closer so as
bring the animal into better range; but
before he could carry out his intention the
moose suddenly vanished, having evidently
scented danger. In a few moments, a shot
fro,m the direction the Indian had taken,
told Hay that the guide had seen him.
Toma, however, was unsuccessful; for he
rejoined Hay in the course of half an hour,
much disgusted with his failure.

"Never mind, Toma," said Hay, " per-
haps we shall have another shot at him
yet; or, at all events, see another."

" Moose scared," answered Toma after a
minute's pause.

" Well," replied Hay, " it will never do
to return without making another attempt
to bring back something to the camp.
They'll say Toma's no hunter."

" Toma shot more moose than the Eng-
lishman has years," retorted the Indian,
evidently piqued at the reflection cast upon
his ability as a hunter.

" Well, then, Toma, kill another to-
night," replied Hay, good-humoredly.
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It was necessary to make a considerable ing tree," replied Hay, in allusion to the
circuit in order to reach the point where fact that it is fot unusual for trees which
they believed they would most probably have been tom from their roots by the
find the same animal, or its consort. So tempest, and only supported by the inter-
they occupied at least two hours in a tramp vening branches ofsome neighborlyfellow,
through the forest, but they seemed fated to core down at Iast with a crash which
to have a run of ill-luck that night, for they awakes the echoes of the forest far and
could not come within range of a single wide.
moose, though they heard any number of But Toma did not condescend to discuss
"calls." At last, feeling fatigued, Hay the subject, and the hunters then pro-
decided to return to the camp, which must ceeded in silence the rest of the way to the
have been at least three miles off. On their camp, where they found Osborne patiently
return homewards-perhaps about a mile awaiting their return, while the other
from where they started-they were sud- members of the party were soundly asleep
denly startled by a loud report considerably under the buffaloes. A few minutes later,
to their rear. ail the camp was buried in repose, the

" Gun!" said Toma, with emphatic bre- Indian alone keeping watch for two hours
vity. later, when another was aroused and took

" Who could it be-hardly any of our his place; for those were times when it was
friends? No, for they are in an entirely not prudent to overlook such precautions
different direction." even on a moose hunt. Danger too often

"Injins, may be." lurked in the night-time behind every tree.
H-araly, Toma; more likely some fail- ( To be continued.)

SONG OF THE SNOW-FLAKES.

BY G. E., CLARENcE, ONT.

With faces bright,
All clad in white,

We leave our airy sources;
Though puny things
On gauzy wings,

Resistless are our forces.

When winds are out,
And all about

They drive us in their madness,
We whirl along
As light as song,

And dance for very gladness.

Athwart the sky
In clouds we fly,

In wild and dire commotion,
To find a place
In earth's embrace,

Or 'neath the waves of ocean.

And when the rose
,Or purple glows

Upon the gates of morning,

Our pearly rays
Reflect the blaze

Of nature's bright adorning.

On pine and spruce,
Like fiags of truce,

We cling around the bzknches,
Till, by)heir swap,
We fail away

In mimic avalanches.

Our presence tells
Of tinkling bells

Dispelling gloom and sadness,
While o'er the ways,
The swift-drawn sleighs

Glide on in joy and gladness.

Spring's balmy breath
Bespeaks our death;

We melt at her appearing,
And down we flow,
To vales below,

O'er rocks and banks careering.



One Christmas.

ONE CHRISTMAS.

BY A. N. D. S.

" To the Lord our God belong mercies
and forgivenesses, though we have rebelled
against him, neither have we obeyed the
voice of the Lord our God to walk in his
laws which he set before us."

There was a slight tremor in the clergy-
man's voice. as lie spoke the words, and a
momentary compression of his lips when
he had finished, before he began the next
sentence :-

" Enter not into judgment with thy ser-
vant, O Lord, for in thy sight shall no man
living be justified."

It was Christmas morning; a wonder-
fully bright, clear, Christmas morning; a
keen, invigorating frosty morning. Great
drifts of snow in the open fields and
deserted gardens, and along the sides of the
well-beaten sleigh-tracks; and a dazzling
sun shining with unwonted brilliancy
over all.

The church bell had ceased now; but a
little time ago it and the sleigh-bells
together had rung out a merry chime, as
the sleighs from the neighboring farm-
houses and the more distant parts of the
town had set down their occupants before
the door of the church.

Inside, the church looked gay and pic-
turesque with its wreaths and garlands of
evergreen, follo'wing the sharp angles of the
windows and the chancel arches, and
twining gracefully around pillars and
pulpit.

The chancel itself had a great stained
window, through which the mellow light
came ruby-red, and purple, and gold; and
Maggie-poor little Maggie, who- should
never look on it any more with childish
wonder and delight-thipking, as she often
used to think, of the city of pure gold
" like unto glass," with its walls of jasper
and sapphire, and of all manner of precious
stoneb-poor little Maggie, grown to
woman's years, but still innocent and pure

in heart, with a wild-rose bloom on ber
cheek, and a bright-alas, too bright-light
in ber large blue eyes, should never again
kneel there in the light of the great colored
window to partake of the emblems of His
broken body and shed blood. For Maggie
had passed away, and the snow was lying
white and cold on her grave in the old
churchyard.

It was not to be wondered at that a
thought of his dead child was in the clergy-
man's heart all through that Christmas
service. The sorrow for ber loss was so
recent; this was their first Christmaswith-
out her. The last time the day had come
round she had been there in ber place in
the choir; he had heard ber voice, he could
always distinguish it from the othervoices,
-a sweet, girlish voice, not loud or strong,
but clear as a bird's, and with an undertone
of sadness even in its joyous measures that
always went to his heart.

Was she singing now the new song in
the presence of Him whose birth they were
metto commemorate? How she had loved
this day and its holy services. Was ber
spirit with them now?

And Maggie's mother, sitting there with
Maggie's three surviving sisters in the pew
near the pulpit. What a great gap there was
in her heart to-day! Sore trouble had been
hers and ber husband's before this last and
heaviest stroke-trouble they could neither
of them ever put quite out of their minds,
especially not on a day like this, meant to
be so joyous-trouble, too, which had in it
a bitterness which no sorrow for their dead
child could ever have; and which, year by
year, had deepened the lines on the wife's
forehead, and sewn with silver threads her
dark hair,-the hair which Maggie had
been so proud to think ber own resembled.
Yes, as the clergyman had said. " it had
pleased the Lord to afflict them ;" and as
months rolled on to years and still the one
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shadow hung over their home, people
began to notice how changed both husband
and wife were,-how his erect form was
beginning to stoop, and how, as we have
said, her forehead was becoming seamed
with care-lines, and her hair was turning
white.

And yet even with this shadow on its
hearth, their home had been a happy one,
for each had striven to bear up bravely
and to make the most of the blessings left,
and each had hoped and prayed and be-
lieved that in God's good time the cloud
would be lifted. So, though the parsonage
was not quite what it used to be, and though
the father and mother were changed, it was
as we have said, a happy home.

In this trouble of which I have now
spoken, Maggie and the younger children,
but Maggie most of all, had shared. In-
deed, it had gone very heavily with Maggie
at first, and she had drooped and pined
under it, till the parents in alarm had put
away as it were their own great grief to
dissipate hers. But with time she had
grown tranquil and resigned, and out-
wardly cheerful. Her step was again the
lightest in the house; her smile the bright-
est; her help the readiest,

Now, all these things had ceased to be.
This Christmas Day Maggie was lying
away from them all under the churchyard
snow. When the choir broke out glad and
full in the Venite: " O come, let us sing
unto the Lord; let us hearti'ly rejoice in
the strength of our salvation," the . mo-
ther's tears fell fast under her veil for the
missing voice; she missed it most of all
to-day, for this was Christmas.

The service was over, and the people had
gone to their homes, not a few talking as
they went with friendly sympathy of their
clergyman's sorrow. The family at the
parsonage were alone. Dinner was over.
What a sad dinner it had been! When
the father had raised his hand to ask a
blessing, his voice had faltered, as it had
done in church-it often faltered now-and
the mother had had to exercise all her
self-control to keep down the choking in
her throat, that seemed as if it must have
vent in sobs. The children had not cared
to eat, at least they had not enjoyed as they
were wont to enjoy the great annual turkey

and the big plum-pudding with its liquidY
leaping flames. If the mother had con-
sulted her own inclination, the great pud-
ding would not have been made at all this
Christmas; but she thought only of them,
though they, poor things, did only indiffer-
ent justice to her consideration, for their
childisli hearts were full of grief and a
sense of loss.

The afternoon wore slowly on. A great
storm of snow had arisen, and was
driving blindly through the air; the sun,
which had shone so brightly in the-
morning, was overcast, and cold, grey
tints had settled over the sky. The-
hours passed slowly in the lonely par-
sonage house; but at length evening came..
In his sermon for that morning, the clergy-
man had taken for his theme the oft-told
and still new story of Divine Love. From
a full heart he had spoken of that amazing
love of God, before which all human love,
so strong and deathless, grows faint and
cold. His own sad heart was comforted,
his faith exalted, as he pursued the theme.
Oh well for weary souls that thus it is; well
for those whom the Father chasteneth, that
in all their sorrows they have this great
consolation-" The love of God, which
passeth kno*ledge!" That love which
shrank not at the sacrifice of the Son of
God. Oh, surely, may the Christian say,
in all his dark hours, " If God could yield for
me his only son to a weary life on earth, to
sorrow and tears, and temptation in the
flesh; to sufferings, to the measure of which,
no sufferings of mine can ever approach;
and at last to the bitterness of death,-then
may I knowthat it is in mercy He afflicted
me; then may I feel that my light afflic-
tion, which is but for a moment, will work
for me a far more. exceeding and eternal
weight of glory."

The night express came gasping, shriek-
ing, breathing hard through its great iron
lungs, up to the G- Station. The con-
ductor passed from car to car, calling out
with the peculiar nasal twang of his class
the name of the station, and pausing here
and there to awaken some sleeping passen-
ger, or, as the people began to hurry from
the cars, to offer the assistance ofhis hand
to some unprotected woman or girl as she
stepped on the slippery, snow-covered'
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platform. There were the omnibusses from
the hotels, and a private sleigh -or two
belonging to persons who were expecting
their friends, and who, in defiance of the
wild, blustery night, had come to welcome
and carry them off in person.

Into one of the omnibusses stepped a
young man, wrapped in a heavy travelling
coat, the collar of which was drawn up
around his face and neck so high as almost,
with the aid of his astrachan cap, which was
pulled correspondingly low, to conceal his
features and preclude, if that were his
object, the chance of recognition. He had
travelled all day, and had resisted every
attempt on the part of his companions in
the car to engage him in conversation, ab-
sorbed as it would seem in his own thoughts,
for even the book and newspaper with
which he was provided lay most of the time
untouched on the seat beside him. When
the omnibus had carried him some dis-
tance through the street to where two roads
branched off, the one in the direction of
the church and parsonage, the other to
another part of the town, he had himself
set down, paid his fare, and, taking his
valise in his hand, walked rapidly away
in the direction of the parsonage. The
road was evidently familiar to him or he
would have been confused by the blinding
storm and the darkness of the night-in
spite of which he walked on with a quick
assured step, and never once paused until
he found himself at the gate of the par-
sonage. Then he came to a dead stop,
and, with his hand upon the latch of the
gate, stood irresolute, looking up at the
lights which gleamed from the windows of
the house. After a pause of some minutes,
he opened the gate with a noiseless hand,
and stole cautiously up the path to the
house. The blinds were up in one room
where the light was brightest, and, raising
himself to a level with the window, he
looked in. It was the family sitting-room,
of moderate size, and homely in its appoint-

ments. A small open stove occupied one
corner of it, and in his leathern arm-chair
before the fire sat the clergyman, with littre
Marian, his youngest child, upon his knee.
One arm was round the child, the other
was resting on the arm of the chair and
supporting his head, and his eyes were

looking thoughtfully into the leaping blaze
before him. The mother and two other
children were gathered round a table on
which some work and books were scattered,
and she was apparently interesting them
in the gaily-colored pages of a large open
book, bright with gilding and color-a
Christmas gift, no doubt. The picture
was a pleasant, home-like one, and the
unseen spectator of it as he looked drew
his hand hurriedly across his eyes,
which were suddenly moist. Then his
covert glance searched rapidly around
the room, and he seemed to miss some
familiar form or object. Then it seemed
to strike him that there was a some-
thing wanting in the little group. They
were very quiet all of them, and they sat
with a sort of hush upon them, and for the
first time he noticed that they were all
dressed in black. It might have been a
Sunday night, they spoke so softly. He
could see that they spoke to each other
now and then; and there was no loud
laughter or noisy childish play. All
was cheerful; but quiet, strangely quiet.
When he had looked thus for some time,
the traveller left the window and stole softly
to the door. Here again he stood irreso-
lute, and once even turned away, as if
about to leave without ringing. Then
with sudden determisation he laid his
hand on the knob. and rung the bell.
There was a short pause, and his heart
beat audibly in the stillness. Then a step
was heard, and a moment after the door
was opened by the clergyman himself.
The good man looked with some surprise
at the tall, muffled figure, covered with
snow, standing in the door-way. It was
trembling all over, and it did not speak or
look at him.

" What can I do for you?" he asked
gently. "This is a bad night to be out.
Come inside."

The figure moved a step into the hall,
and then a sudden cry broke from it: " O
father, father 1"

At the words there was a movement quick
as lightning in the adjoining room, and
almost before the clergyman had taken
them in, the mother's arms were about the
traveller, and she was weeping on his
breast. " O Harry, my boy, my boy 1"
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Then tbe father started forward and
stretched out his hands to grasp his son's,
and with a faltering voice he bade him
welcome home. They drew him into the
warm, pleasant room, and seated him
before the blazing fire; and the children
came forward half-shy, for he had been
absent three long years. He kissed them
again and again; but he could not speak,
and then he looked at his mother and she
knew what he meant.

" She is not with us now," she said in a
broken voice. "God has taken her to
Himself."

"O Maggie, Maggie l" And this was
Harry Vincent's return home.

He had left his father's house in anger
and rebellion; a wayward erring youth,
impatient of control and spurning the
counsel that would fain have held him back
from sin. He had left in anger, and for
three long years they had not known his
fate. Whether he was still living, or had
found a grave . in the far-distant gold-
regions, for whose shores they had ascer-
tained him to have taken passage, (but
from which, if he had landed on them, no
word or line had ever reached them) the

BLANCO WHITE'S SONNET.

Poor Blanco White 1 Probably few of us
in this city, where for some years he dwelt,
are unacquainted with the main outlines of
his mental and moral history. No sadder
nor more pathetic story, none that more
wrings the heart, has ever been written
than that which his life records; how he
passed from one form of Christian faith to
another, how from that again to a third,
and then passed out of ail forms of belief
into the dim darkness and uncertainty
beyond. That, however, is atheme neither
for this place nor time. It is not a little
remarkable that he, to whom English was
an acquired language, who can have had
little or no experience in the mechanism of
English verse, should yet have left us what
Coleridge does not scruple to call " the
finest and most grandly cônceived sonnet
in our language." Coleridge, it is true,
slightly modifies these words by adding,

dread uncertainty had been a heavy trial to,
them. It had been the first shadow on
their home. But now he was returned. If
Maggie had but lived to see it ! That
night, alone with his mother, the house ail
still and ail but they two gone to rest, he
sat and talked till the clock had struck the
first small hours. He told her what he
could not tell his father, loving and forgiv-
ing as he knew him to be; how, when the
first heat of his anger was gone, his heart
had smote him bitterly for his sin; how he
would have returned, but pride had held
him back; how he did not write, hoping
that success might first crown his search
for gold; how disappointment and sickness
had followed him; and how atlast,weary and
heart-sick, he had humbled himself, and,
like the prodigal in the parable, had re-
turned to his tather's house. "Father, I have
sinned against heaven and before thee, and
am no more worthy to be called thy son."

At midnight the storm ceased, and the
quiet stars came out and shone upon
Maggie's grave. Her dying prayer was
heard; the wanderer had returned to his,
father's house, and there was joy in
heaven and on earth ! Farewell!

"at least, it is only in Milton and in
Wordsworth that I remember any rival."

"Mysterious Night 1 when our first parent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard thy name,
Did he not tremble for this lovely frame,
This glorious canopy of light and blue?

Yet eneath a curtain of translucent dew,
Bathed in the rays of the great setting flame
Hesperus with the host of heaven came,
And lo 1 Creation widened in man's view.

Who could have thought such darkness lay
concealed,

Within thy beams, O Sun I or who could find,
Whilst fly, and leaf, and insect stood revealed,
That to such countless orbs thou mad'st us blind?

Why do we then shun Death with anxious strife?

If Light can thus deceive, wherefore not Life?"

-Arcbishol Trench.
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THE TOWER OF LONDON AS A PRISON.

BY THOMAS WIDD (A DEAF-MUTE.)

Those who have visited the British capital
:and " commercial metropolis of the world,"
could not but view that venerable pile, the
Tower of London, with mingled feelings of
;awe and wonder. To most people who go
to London, the chief curiosity which they
desire to see is this edifice, of which they
iave read so many strange stories and dark

-deeds in their school-days. Many a day
'did the writer spend in the British Museum
.and public libraries in London, reading its
-wonderful history; and, with the know-
ledge thus gained, and the materials on
land, he purposes giving the story of "The
Tower of London as a Prison." To give
its whole history-as a fortress, a prison, a
palace, and a repository of curiosities-
,would fill many volumes; for the Tower
of London consists of many towers.

As we ascend Tower Hill, the hoary
ýwalls of the ancient pile arise before us
.amidst the surrounding mass of more
modern buildings, grim witnesses of a
bygone age. The dark shadows 'f the
past enshroud the gloomy fabric; but they
:serve to throw into stronger relief the jus-
tice and the liberty, the intelligence and
.the refinement which illuminate our day.
While contemplating the Tower of London,
the mind spontaneously reverts to the
Norman Conquest. Amidst the terrific
conflict which sprang from the Norman's
ruthless desire to quench the spirit of
liberty in the bosom of the Saxon, the
Great or White Tower arose. The patriot
-citizens of Loydon so spurned the iron
rule of him who sought to crush them, that
the policy of the Conqueror would lead
him to provide some stronghold adapted
.at once to shelter himself and to awe the
rebellious. Thus the Tower of London
was the offspring of England's tempestu-
ous morning. And now in the zenith of
Britain's prosperity and peace, when the
various races are perfectly blended into one

harmonious whole, and the Norman and
the Dane, the Roman and the Celt are best
known amongst us as having imparted
grace and spirit to Saion vigor, the gloomy
old pile is almost lost amidst the all-per-
vading light.

THE TOWERS.

The vistor enters the fortress by
THEz MIDDLE TOwER, formerly called the

MARTIN TOWER, which is a strong portal,
flanked with bastions, and defended by
gates and a portcullis.

THE BYWARD TOwER resembles the
Middle Tower, which forms the principal
entrance- to the exterior line of fortifca-
tions.

THE TRAITOR'S GATE, or ST. THOMAS'
TOwER, is a large square building. The
passage underneath, by which state pri-
soners entered the Tower, is guarded by two
strong water-gates. It is now used for the
raising of water, and has a steam-engine.

THE CRADLE TOwER, of which only the
lower part of the original structure remains.
It forms a curious vaulted gateway, which
led in former times to a drawbridge.

THE WELL TOwER is a vaulted chamber,
of which very little remains of the original.

THE IRON-GATE TowER is described so
far back as 1641 as an " old ruynous place."

THE GREAT or WHITE TOWER, in which
are the apartments of the prison of Sir
Walter Raleigh, and here he wrote his
" History of the World." This was also
the prison place of many others.

THE BLOODY TOWER, built in 1327. In
this tower is the traditionary scene of the
murder of the royal children, the two sons
of Edward IV., in 1483.

THE BELL TOWER, so called on account
of its having the alarm-bell of the garri-
son. The venerable Bishop Fisher and
Queerr Elizabeth were imprisoned here.
It is a very old building.



THE BEAUCHAMP TOWER is full of deep
interest. Built in 1199, and the name.is
derived from Thomas de Beauchamp, Earl
of Warwick, who was imprisoned here by
Richard IL., in 1397.

THE DEVEREUX TOWER, named after R.
Devereux, Earl of Essex, the favorite of
Qsueen Elizabeth, whose enemies prejudiced
his sovereign against him, and who was
imprisoned here, and condemned to die.
This tower has walls eleven feet thick, and
has secret passages to other buildings.

THE FLINT TOwER, whose narrow dun-
geons gave it the name of Little Hell.
The old walls only remain, it having
become so ruinous in 1796 that it was pulled
down and rebuilt.

THE BOWYER TOwER, in which the Duke
of Clarence, brother of Edward IV., was
drowned in a butt of Malmsey wine in

,1474. The fire in the Tower of London in
1841 originated in this tower.

TUE BRICK TOWER, where Lady Jane
Grey was imprisoned.

THE JEWEL, or MARTIN TOWER, a prison
lodging, The crown jewels were once kept
here, and on the walls is inscribed the
name of the beautiful but unfortunate
Anne Boleyn.

THE CONSTABLE TOWER is a prison-
lodging.

THE BROAD-ARROw TOWER is so con-
cealed by official buildings, that it almost
escapes notice. It is a prison-lodging, aud
has many inscriptions on its walls.

THE SALT TOWER is one of the most
ancient in the fortress. Also a prison-
lodging.

THE RECORD TOWER is also called the
Wakefield Tower, from the imprisonment
of the Yorkists there, after Margaret's vic-
tory at Wakefield, in 1460, and anciently
the Hall Tower. The Records of the
nation were kept here in the earliest Norman
times. Its walls are thirteen feet in thick-
ness. The Records are now removed to
the Record Office in Chancery Lane.

Besides these towers, there are many
other buildings and strongholds of deep
interest, which help to make upthe famous
Tower of London. Rumors reach us of
secret passages, torture-rooms, and of dun-
geons, abounding within and beneath the
fortress, which accords well with the
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dark age in which it was built, and with
the dreadful scenes it has witnessed;
but history here, unaided by tradition, is
sad enough. Let us pause before that
gloomy archway, the Traitor's Gate. How
often have grandeur, and even royalty,
passed beneath its ominous portals, to ex-
change the dreams of honor and of glory,
and the festive brilliancy of courts, for
the realities of prison-lodging, torture-
room, and the fatal block and axe! The
frowning gateway of the Bloody Tower
admits us into the Inner Ward. We glance
around at the towers, in whose chill and
lone lodgings illustrious captives have
sighed out a lifetime! The eye at last rests
on the simple Chapel, within which the
bodies of these prisoners moulder in the
dust, and in front of which is the spot
which marks with so indelible a stain the
Tudor Race-the spot where was erected the
scaffold, which accustomed Englishmen to
look upon woman's life-blood, held sacred
in the most ruthless Norman age, ebbing
beneath the headsman's stroke t

THE PRISONERS.

In the Norman and early Plantagenet
age, history has recorded the names of few
captives of note. One of the most remark-
able was the first state prisoner known to
have been incarcerated in the Tower of
London-Flambard, Bishop of Durham.
His origin was humble, but his talents
made him so .useful to William Rufus in
carrying out his oppressive system of taxa-
tion, that he raised him to the highest
place in the State. Henry I. imprisoned
him on his ascension in iîoo, to please the
people, but the wily Flambard contrived to
escape, and fled to Normandy. Hugh de
Burgh was another captive statesman of this
period, but of a far different order. This
great man and faithful Jninister was guard-
ian of the kngdom during Henry III.'s
minority. Those who envied his greatness
prejudiced the king against him, and he
was cruelly imprisoned within the Tower
dungeons in 1240, but was subsequently
released.

In the fourteenth century, the Tower
appears in the lustre of that martial glory
which was shed upon England by the royal

ThrTwe Lnd P
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warriors, Edward I., Edward III., and

Edward the Black Prince. A tragical in-

stance of the irksomeness of captivity to

Cambria's mountain chiefs, was given in

the attempt made by Griffin, the son of the

Prince of North Wales, to escape from the

Tower. The treacherous rope by which he

lowered himself from the turret broke, and

the unhappy prince was found next morn-

ing a mangled corpse beneath. His son,

undaunted, soon after did escape, and suc-

ceeded to the Principality; but only to fall

in battle before the victorious Edward, who

sent his ivy-crowned head to be fixed over

the turret which had proved so fatal to his

father. The names of many Welsh chiefs

arc chronicled as having been captives in

the Tower during the reign of Edward I.

Many a mighty spirit from Scotland, too,

chafedwithin these gloomy and dismal dun-

geons during this century. Among them

are John Baliol, in 1297; the noble Wal-

lace, who suffered a cruel imprisonment

and a terrible death in 1305; the earls of

Ross, of Athol, and of Menteith; and King

David in 1346. The Black Prince sent

the King of France (John) and his son,

along with many French nobles, to the

Tower. The Treaty of Brétigny, however,
restored John to his throne in 1360.

Six hundred Jews were incarcerated in

these dungeons during Edward III.'s reign,

for adulterating the coins of the realm.

The king was prejudiced against Jews in

general, and he banished ali the unhappy

Israelites from his kingdom. compelling

them to leave behind all their wealth,

which was immense, and all their libraries,

so rich in the treasures of science, which

were taken possession of by the monaste-

ries. Roger Bacon owed much of his

extraordinary knowledge to the Jews' libra-

ries, especially to the gigantic volumes of

the Babylonish Talmud.
In the fifteenth century, agloomy shroud

of darkest deeds enveloped thé Tower of

London. The Black Prince died .in the

glory of his manhood, and England be-

came the prey of wolf-like passions of rival

factions. Richard II. was a child in char-

acter. His imbecility allowed lawless

ambition to rage unchecked, and the Tower

chronicles record how dismally it wrought

in the sons and son's sons of Edward III.

They show us the royal cousins wresting
the crown from each other, and dooming
one and the other to dungeons and to

assassination; and even causing the valleys

and plains of England to flow with the
blood of her bravest sons, and this to

gratify the terrible lust of power. This

dark period was appropriately commenced

with the erection of the fatal scaffold on

Tower Hill. The first victim who shed his

blood on this spot was Sir Simon Burley.

" A noble knight, I found him," writes

Froissart, " sage and wise." His only

crime was faithfulness to his young sove-
reign. Richard's queen pleaded for Sir

Simon on her knees, with tears, but in vain.

He was beheaded in 1388.
The king's weak government produced

general discontent, of which Henry Boling-
broke, son of the famous John of Gaunt,

availed himself to gain popularity, and

very easily prevailed upon the nation
to aceept him as their sovereign. The

deserted king assembled the chief men of
the realm in the Palace of the Tower, and

gave his crown to Bolingbroke, and the

king himself was cast into a dungeon in the

Tower ! He was afterwards sent to Pornfret

Castle, Yorkshire. A mystery hangs over

his death.
The year 1406 brought a most interesting

young captive to~the Tower-the eldest son

of Robert III., of Scotland. While on his

way to France to be educated, the royal

youth was driven by a storm upon the Eng-

lish coast, and was doomed to captivity for

eighteen years by King Henry, who, how-

ever, gave liim a princely education; and

when restored to liberty, Scotland had in

him a king distinguished for consummate

wisdom and virtue. The next prisoner in

the Tower was .the saintly, though weak,

monarch, Henry VI.

Margaret's victory at Wakefield, 1470,
again seated Henry on the thrcdne, and

filled the Tower with his enemies. However,
another reverse again dethroned the king,
and he found himself again in the Tower

dungeons, and was soon after found dead.

His queen pined for three years in captivity,

and was then released from the Tower. In

1483, the gay Edward sickened and died.

His young sons were committed to the care

of his uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, after-
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wards Richard III. The royal children
were sent to the Tower and never seen again.
It is said they were murdered by Richard's
orders in the Bloody Tower, and b'uried at
the foot of a staircase in the White Tower.
Lord Hastings, who opposed Richard's
murderous course, was doomed to instant
death on pretence of approval of Jane
Shore's practice of magical arts to Richard's
injury. The wicked sentence was executed
in the Tower in front of St. Peter's Chapel.
Jane Shore was also sent to a tower dun-
geon. The battle of Bosworth Field ter-
minated Richard's career, and placed
Henry, Earl of Richmond, on the throne.

In 1401 a law was passed empowering the
bishops to imprison any one suspected of
keresy. From that time the cells of the
Tower were constantly tenanted by those to
whom truth was dearer than this world's
liberty and life; and often were its dismal
recesses the scenes of their terrible tor-
tures. Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham,
a man renowed for his virtues and valour,
was the liret of his rank in England to
suffer in this most noble cause. Henry V.
had an interview with him in the Tower in
the hope of prevailing on him to retract his
opinions; but finding even royal rhetoric
to fail, he was left to the clergy, who burnt
him in St. Giles-in-the-Fields in 1417. In
the reign of Henry VII,, the last male of
the Plantagenets was a captive in the Tower.
The young Earl of Warwick was the son of
that Duke of Clarence who died in the
Bowyer Tower-a victim of Henry's jea-
lousy of the Plantagenets. In Henry
VIII's -reign, Rome was in the zenith of
its persecuting spirit; and the cells of
the Tower were Ailled with those con-
victed of heresy. This whimsical king's
passion for Anne Boleyn changed the cur-
rent of royal opinions; and we find him
espogsing the cause of the Reformation for
the next ten years. The Tower dungeons
were again filled, principally with those
who withstood Henry's claim to be head of
the Church, among them was the gifted and
brilliant SirThomas More,Lord Chancellor,
and Bishop Fisher, at the ages of eighty
years. The tragical fate of Anne Boleyn
soon followed, and brought the Romish
party into favor.

On the ist May, 1536, a splendid tourna-

ment was held at Greenwich, at which the
king and queen were present. Henry
abruptly quitted the gay scene, and the fol-
lowing day, while Anne was dining,
officers arrived with a warrant to commit
her to the Tower. The gates of the palace
of the gloomy fortress again opened to
receive Queen Anne; but'her glory had
departed. She came attended by her
jailers, her fair fame foully aspersed, to
await in captivity the fearful scenç which
in a few days was to cut her off from all
that she held most dear. She inhabited
the same royal apartments-the Queen's
Lodgings-which were the scene of her
triumph before her coronation. She was
not allowed to see the king after he quitted
her at Greenwich. She was atraigned
before her uncle, the Duke of Norfolk, in
the great hall of the palace, charged with
unfaithfulness to her kingly husbandt
She was dignified and composed before her
judges; but they pronounced her guilty!
She heard her sentence with a serene coun-
tenance, and lifting up her hands and eyes
to heaven, she exclaimed: "O Father!
O Creator! Thou who art the way, the
truth, and the life 1 Thou knowest I have
not deserved this death!" On the i9th of
May in that year a mournful procession
passed over Tower Green-Anne was on
her way to the scaffold. She was attended
by two or three of her faithful maidens,
and her attire was black. 'Those who were
eye-witnesses to the scene, record that her
beauty on that day was mournfully bril-
liant. After addressing a few calm words
to those around her, she laid her head
upon the fatal block, and the executioner
severed it from her body with one stroke of
his sword. Her body was thrust into an
old chest, and was immediately placed in
the vaults of the chapel, in front of which
the scaffold was erected. Thus closed the
brilliant career of Anne Boleyn t

Lady Katharine Howard succeeded Anne
Boleyn to Henry's hand and heart; but no
sooner was she exalted queen, than the
accomplishers of her former ruin seemed
to hover around her like evil spirits. Many
terrible accusations were brought against
her, and she was arraigned for high trepson
and brought to the scaffold in if4, at the
age of only twenty years. Two years after,
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the gifted Cromwell perished on Tower
Hill. He was the son of a blacksmith,
went to Rome and became secretary to Car-
dinal Wolsey, and then a member of parlia-
ment, and was finally raised to the highest
office iti the kingdom. After his death,
the Tower dungeons were, during the
remainder of Henry's reign, filled with
learned divines holding Reforming views.
In 1546, Anne Askew, a lady of cultivated
mind and good family, was tortured in the
tower and burnt at Smithfield,'for having
denied, in conversation, the doctrine of
transubstantiation. The last of Henry's
victims seems to have been Margaret,
Countess of Salisbury, related to the
murdered Duke of Clarence. Her crime
seems to have been her royal blood. When
brought to the scaffold, she refused to lay
her head on the block. "So do traitors
use to do; but I am no traitor," she
exclaime<. A terrible scene ensued, which
ended in the executioner seizing her by her
grey hairs, and dragging her down to the
block. Thus perished the last of the Plan-
tagenets of whole blood!

The reign of Edward VI. witnessed the
death on the scaffold of two of the young
king's maternal uncles, Lord Thomas and
Lord Edward Seymour, through the
machinations of Dudley, afterwards Earl
of Northumberland. This ambitious noble-
man sought to place the wife of his son,
Lord Guildford Dudley, on the throne in
1553. But events unexpected turned the
tables on the Duke of Northumberland,
and Mary sent Lady Jane Grey and her
young husband to the Tower, and there they
lost their heads,-Lady Jane on the Green,
and Lord Guildford on Tower Hill. Mary
also committed the Princess Elizabeth to
the Tower. Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer
soon followed. and each tenanted a dun-
geon in this British Bastile! The dungeons
were all now filled with those who rejected
the faith of Rome. Cranmer, Ridley, and
Latimer did not stay there long, for a more
terrible fate awaited them. The Popish
clergy could not rest till they persuaded
Mary to send them to the stake. At this
time religious persecution was the order of
thç day, and hundreds of holy lives were
sacrificed to the shrine of the Vatican.

The accession of Elizabeth, however, put
a stop to this butchery.

In the reign of James I., Sir Walter
Raleigh was sent to the Tower on susOicion
of being implicated in a plot to give the
throne of England to the niece of Mary,
Queen of Scots. This lady was imprisoned
for presuming to marry, made her escape
with her husband, was recaptured in Calais
Roads, and died in the Tower in 16i6,-her
reason having .fled. Sir W. Raleigh was
released after twelve years' incarceration,
and sent to Guiana, iii South America, to
search for gold; but, failing in this, he
returned, and was sent to the Tower, and
beheaded in 16r8-to please his enemies in
Spain. Sir Walter's prowess fiad too often
defeated the Spaniards, and they rejoiced
in his ruin. His talents as a statesman, a
warrior, and an author were great. In the
struggle between Charles and his Parlia-
ment, the eminent statesman, Thomas
Wentworth, Earl of Stafford, lost his head
for trying to stem the current of rebellion,
to the intense grief of his sovereign,-64.
Archbishop Laud perished on the scaffold
for trying to introduce popery'into the
Established Church. In Cromwell's time
the Tower was well filled with Charles'
friends, and when Charles Il. was restored
the adherents of Cromwell took their place
in the tower, and forfeited their heads on
the bloody scaffold. In the reign of James
II., the unfortunate 'Duke of Monmouth
endeavored to lay claim to the throne,.on
the plea of the marriage of his mother with
Charles Il. He was defeated at Ledge-
moor in 1685, and brought to the Téwer,
and two weeks after was beheaded on
Tower Hill. Seven Bishops found lodgings
in the tower for opposing James I.'s intro-
duction of popery in England. Judge
Jeffries, the notorious abettor of that king's
tyranny, was brought to the Tower, where
be ended his life.

Tower Hill was again stained with blood
by the convulsive efforts of the Stuarts to
regain the throne. As Sir Simon Burley
was the first who perished on this scaffold,
so let us trust that the names of Balmerino,
of Kilmarnock, and of Lovat, will· be the
last recorded as having ended their' days
on this fatal spot. These three Scotch



lords were beheaded on Tower Hill in
1746, for favoring the pretensions of Prince
Charles Edward, grandson of James il.

THE GRAVES OF THE DEAD.

The venerable chapel of St. Peter's, in
the Tower of London, has the remains of
nearly all the above prisoners, now moul-
dering in the dust. This chapel was
erected in 1272, on the site of a much hand-
somer edifice built in 11o0. It is a plain
stone building, consisting of a nave and
one side-aisle. It is devoid of ornament;
but the simple structure contains that which
awakens thoughts of deep and solemn
interest. Here rests in peace the revered
and beloved Lady Jane Grey; and with her
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many less exalted, but perhaps not less
worthy martyrs. Here the dust of a North-
umberland and a Norfolk instruct us that
grasping ambition often only raises itself
on the loftiest pinnacle to experience the
deepest fall. Here, Thomas Cromwell,
the noble Earl of Surrey, the good Duke of
Somerset, the brilliant Devereux, Earl of
Essex, the place where once lay the b6dy
of Sir Thomas More, combine to teach
that the loftiest talents, the most exalted
virtues, are no security against the ldss of
fame, of liberty, and life. And the once
lovely queens who also moulder in these
vaults repeat the same warning respect-
ing woman's beauty and most attractive
grace.

MORS AND SOMNUS.

»Y a. a. M., HAMLToN.

Exhausted from her daily round,
Now Nature dropped, ail slumber bound,
Wrapped in a morning dream she lay;
The life of night had dozed to sleep,
Not yet awake the life of day.
The tears of night not now did drip
Adown the darkness of her hair;
Not yet were seen the dews of morning,
With pearl and diamond light adorning
Her fiashing risen forehead fair.
The night-blowing flowers,. had shed

leaves;

Nodding and drooped and dozing yet,
The sunflower dwells with eyelids met
Fast 'neath the cottage eaves.

The nightingale, that sleepless lover,
Had ceased hi, serenade;
And brave sky-lark, the early rover,
Vith iloods of orison doth cover

Not yet champaign and glade.
The beetle hums no more;

The bee is not astir;

Silence, silence, everywhere !

their

Silence, silence, everywhere I
The genii world is all astir
In that still, haunted hour-

Spirit of meadow, fell and flood;
Spirit of cloud and shower;
Spirit that quickeneth the bud,
That coloreth the flower.

You can feel their breath like balm
In the rapt Aurorean calm;
In the air's faint quiverings
You can hear their wavy wings.

And who are thes that flying come?
Twin-winged rovers-

Cleaving the air's blue windless deep,
They come with wreathen arme like lovers,

From out the far horizon's sweep
Of gold and crimson-lighted meadows;

Beneath the morn's grey amber dome

Fly they soft and swift as shadows.
One is ripe and rich as sunlight;
One is still and pale as moonlight,
Falla his hair in coal-black rings,
And a sense of nunobness swings

Ifr and Soç
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With the waving of lis wings.

Melancholy like a weight
Hangs upon his eye and brow,
Melancholy fixed as fate,
Melancholy wan as woe;
Weighs it down his marble limbs
With a leaden sense, and swims
Heavily round bis drooping head;
But mingled with a peace divine,
Like a halo overspread,
Even as that reflection fine
Thro' the oriel's glass that streams,
And falls thro' dark Cathedral glooms
Over effigies and tombs.

One is ripe and rich as sunlight;
Part bis rose-red lips with smiles,
And his graceful head is sunbriglt,
With his tresses' clustering piles.
Like Apollo's forehead rayed,
The light of dreams his brow doth braid,
And plays like an Iris around his face
That droops with a sof t and languid grace,
Even as a dew o'erladen posy.

His limbs are moist and warm and rosy,
And flexile as flowers, tho' lulled and still,
And laid in these exquisite contours

That beauty flings like festoons round her

When wandering at lier own sweet will
lu happy careless hours.

He bears in his hand the golden chalice
Whereat they renew the wine of life;

And like bees around a flowery palace,
Droning and drowsing with lulling tune
In the hot and slumbering noon,

Sweet thoughts about him are thronging rif;
Soft images around him move

Of dews, and flowers, and purling streams,
Of youth, and freshness, and hope, and love.

And so they flos as quiet as dreams,
Or as clouds on the lap of the summer winds-
They are Sleep and Death, the twina.

Where a grand ola mapsion riseth.
Stately 'mid parterte and lawn,

Straight towards the open casernent

Wend they dimly thrb' the dawn.
Lo I within a silent chamber,

Rich wlth oak and crimson gloom,
Lay Its young lord, sleepless, tossing,

Weary.eyed and pale as doom.

and Somnus.

"Come, oh blessed," so he murmured;
"Take me to thy gentle breast;"

(It was thus he lay invoking

Sleep, that mercy-bearing guest.)
"Come, my brain is wild with watching I

Come, my heart-throbs will not rest 1

Drop upon life's fitful fever

Thy sweet cooling kiss of balm;
Fall upon my being's tempests

Like some still divinest calm.
I have thought too long and wildly,

And the quivering neryes outworn
Straight are all a-wail with anguish-

Unstrung harp-strings, tempest torn.

Long time have I vainly wooed thee,
Never tempest-driven dove

Sought the sheltering wood more wildly
Than I seek thine arms of love.

Standing by my vassals' couches,
Thou hast bathed their brows with wine,

Cool as dew, but soft as wine;
Every care thou lull'st but mine;

Even my boson's gentle lady,
Tired with faithful vigils done,

Yielding to thy soft allurement,
Drops-and I am here alone."

Yet not alone, for he was 'ware,
Entering with the golden dawn

Thro' the casernent open drawn,
Of a wreathen winged pair.

Are they the shadows of the clouds?
Are they the shimmer of the trees

Across the wall in golden. shrouds
Flickering to the morning breeze?

A gentle influence softly stole
Like a wave of peace across his soul
As to the couch of pain they leant,

A calm sweet purpose in their eyes;
Their motions like twin harmonies

,Were swayed by one divine Intent;
And over him they gently bent,

Stirring him softly as he lay,
With loving looks and gestures bland,

And they bore him In their arms away
Towards the Spirit Land.
When the world was flushed with wakening bloom,
And the morning's glory filled the room,
Only au empty shell was there;
For when they looked 'neath the eye-lida, whme
Thi light of the soul had eriwhile shone,
All was darkness-.'the nian had gone.
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EARLY SCENES IN CANADIAN LIFE.

BY REV. THOMAS WEBSTER, NEWBURY, ONT.

CHAPTER XXIII.

SETTLERS FOR CROWLAND.-JOURNEY PROM

PENNSYLVANIA INTO CANADA-ITS MAN-

NER-ITS DANGERS - SCENERY-SPIRIT

THAT ANIMATED U. E. L.S-ARRIVAL AT

FORT ERIE-HOSPITALITY OF THE EARLY

SETTf.ERS.

Among the early settlers in the township
of Crowland were the Yokoms,-a family
many of whose numerous and respectable
descendants are still resident in the vicinity
of their first Canadian home, while others
of them have established themselves in
-various parts of the country. They came
into Canada from Pennsylvania in the year

1799. Like other loyalists who came into
these provinces at that early day, they
knew that they would have much to endure
while making the long and hazardous
journey to be performed ere reaching their
destination. But their ardent longing to
again dwell beneath the folds of the dear
time-honored flag, nerved them to brave all
the dangers of the intervening wilderness,
infested though it was with beafts of prey
and -roaming Indians, some of whom were
known to be hostile to the whites. Little
did it avail, those who were so hapless as to
fall into the hands of these avengers of the
departing glory of the Red Men, to plead
that they were friends-being British, not
Yankees. Such nice distinctions were
without weight in the depths of the forest,
out of reach alike of British arms or favors.
It was enough for the grim savages to see
that their victime belonged to the hated
pale race that was spreading itself all
abroad over the hunting-grounds of their
fathers.

Though by no means ignorant of the
dangers, toils, and unnumbered'difficulties
to be encountered by the way, yet unde-
terred by them, band after band of devoted
loyalists gatherç4 together the remnants of

their portable property, and having trav-
ersed the intervening solitudes, made
homes for themselves in Canada. For
mutual protection and assistance, a number
of families usually travelled together.

The Yokom party was composed of two
families. Their household effects were
packed into a large covered waggon, and so
arranged that at night some of the party
could sleep upon the goods in the waggon.

The women rode upon horseback,-Mrs.
Yokom riding on a pony carrying an infant
of three months in her arms, and having
her little son, Jesse, a lad of four summers,
placed behind her on the same animal.

With the exception of only the teamster,
the men and larger boys all walked.. The
cattle belonging to the party, of which
there was quite a number, were driven by
the merl and boys, to whom they gave not
a little trouble by ther frequent attenipts to
escape into the woods, particularly at night.

The preliminaries all arrangel, the little
company moved forward bJneath the
solemn arches of the grand old forest.

The scenes through which their route lay
were often imposingly magnificent or wildly
beautiful. The former abounded in the
mountainous region of Pennsylvania; the
latter were liberally distributed along
almost their entire pathway. As they
paused to rest after having climbed a
rugged mountain to its summit, how raptur-
ously would the genuine lovers of nature
contemplate the varied beauties of hill and
dales, forest and flood, spread out before
them far as the eye could reach. Or when
they had descended to the pleasant stream
that like a band of silver wound itself along
the verdant valley, the wearied travellers,
won by the facilities the place afforded for
the purpose, determined to compensate
themselves for the toils of the past days by
an early encampment. How soothingly
wQold thQse sweet melodies of pature-the
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singing of birds, the humming of insects,
the murmuring of the stream, and the
sighing of the gentle winds among the
tree-tops-steal over the senses of the quiet
listeners, charming their ears and solacing
their flagging spirits!

It was not, however, all sunshine,
enchanting scenery, or melodious sounds
to the emigrating bands who came in those
days through the " forests drear" in the
United States to the "woods profound" in
Canada. There were deep swamps and
treacherous quagmires, unbridged creeks
and rivers to be passed over,-the passage
of all of which was attended with difficul-
ties 'and some of them with danger.

Nor when they laid. themselves down
beneath their star-bespangled canopy were
they always allowed to enjoy the so-much-
needed repose. Frequently at dead of
night were the forest echoes awakened, and
the slumber of the jaded wanderers put to
flight, by the hideous howling of ravenous
wolves prowling about the camp, eager to
clutch and feast upon some tired and worn-
out animal. Then would the terrified
mothers with quaking hearts gather their
little .ones more closely in their circling
arms, fearing lest their voracious visitors
might snatch one of their darlings from the
open camp,-the men of the party mean-
<hile firing guns and resorting to the other
usual expedients for driving the unwelcome
serenaders to a distance.

But the discomforts of their situation
were greatly increased when storms of rain
came on in the night, drenching their per-
sons and rude couches, and extinguishing
their camp fires,-the dreary scene illumi-
nated only at intervals by the lightning's
glare as it flashed through the inky heavens
or splintered a tall tree close at hand,
while the fierce wind- swept through the
forest hurling its giants to the earth,-the
rolling of the thunder, the roaring of the
tempest, and the crashing of falling timber
all about them, altogether constituting a
combination of terrors that might well
appal the stoutest heart. And all this was
sometimes intensified by the fear of an
attack from the savages.

Such were the sufferings and dangers
through which the pioneer fathers and
mothers of Canada passed in theirjourney-

ing through the wilds. What impelled
them thus to expose themselves and their
families? Their love for British institu-
tions. The hope of securing these for
themselves and their posterity inspired them
with courage to endure hardships and to
overcome all obstacles while pushing their
way to the desired country.

By the good providence of God the
Yokom party accomplished their tedious
journey without any serious mishap. It
had occupied a number of weeks; they had
also been rather late in the season in start-
ing; consequently, when they reached the
frontier, the trees were already aglow with
October's gorgeous hues.

They passed through the place where
Buffalo now stands, but which was tien a
forest. There, had his British proclivities
allowed him to locate himself on that side
the Niagara, Mr. Yokom could have
obtained for a mere trifle a large tract of
land embracing that on which the city of
Buffalo has since been built; but vith the
earnest devotion to the British Crown
which characterized the U. E. Loyalists, he
preferred to press forward into the Cana-
dian wilds.

On the 13th of October, 1799, the party
crossed to where Fort Erie was afterwards
built, and there made their first encamp-
ment on Canadian soil.

The first exhilaration of spirits, natural
upon finding themselves and families safe
in the so much desired country, did notpre-
vent them from realizing that they had by
no means parted company from difficulties
and hardships. The autumn winds admon-
ished them that the long Canadian winter
was rapidly approaching, while they were
without habitations to shelter their wives
and little ones from its inclemency, or food
to sustain them during its dreary months.
Provisions were very scarce,-few of those
who had settled in the vicinity before them
having raised more that year than they
required to satisf ythe wants of their own
families. Even when they found one with
a small surplus the paying for it was the
smallest part of the trouble in obtaining it,
owing to the long distance it sometimes
had to be conveyed, and the almost impas-
sable condition of the bush-roads and
bridle paths. To the newly-arrived emi-
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grants the prospect was indeed gloomy in,
the extreme. a

It has been said that " fortune favors the s
brave;" but Christians in all ages of the c
world have experienced that it is a truth s
that Providence provides for those who put t
their trust in Him.

Mr. Yokom having ascertained the s

whereabouts of a Mr. Jacob Lemon, who t
was a member of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, sought his house. From this f
Christian brother he received that hearty
welcome which the early settlers knew so t
well how to give; and beneath the hospi-
table roof of Mr. Lemon he and his family t
remained during the winter.

It does not appear that Mr. Lemon's
house was any larger or more commodious
than the ordinary little log-house of the t
period; but large hearts sometimes make
small houses and small purses do duty for
large ones. The kindness of the act was
not likely to be forgotten by the Yokom
family.

CHAPTER XXIV.

SUFFERING AMONG THE EMIGRANTS-INCI-

DENTS OF THE " HUNGRY YEAR"-HOMES
OF THE SETTLERS-SUBSTITUTES FOR

WINDOW GLASS-AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-
MENTS-FERTILITY OF THE SOIL-GOING
TO MILL.

The scarcity of provisions, which had
been slightly felt in the autumn, became
more distressing as the year advanced.
Even some families who had come into
the country at an earlier period than the
Yokoms, were obliged to live upon very
humble and sometimes scanty fare. But
the deficiency bore most heavily upon the
recently-arrived emigrants, who, if they
had the means to buy, were unable to find
persons having grain or other articles of
food for sale. So destitute of food did the
family of Mr. Yokom become before the
harvest of x8oo, that they were reduced to
the necessity of living for some time on
green wheat boiled in milk. To Cana-
dians of the present day it would seem
impossible for human beings to subsist
on such diet, yet it sustained Fife, and some
of their forefathers have been brought to
even gre-ater straits.

This was not what is commonly known
as the " the hungry year"-that occurred
ome years earlier. Then there were no
lder settlers from whom even occasional
upplies could be obtained. The destitu-
ion and suffering were general.

The supply of provisions in the Niagara
ection of the country was exhausted before
he close of the autumn of 1791. The
wild game afforded an uncertain and insuf-
icient supply for the wants of the people.
They were obliged to kill their cattle, and
hese were hearly all gone before spring.
Then the majority of the settlers found
hemselves face to face with gaunt famine.

Before it became generally known that
any of their number were suffering from
ibsolute want, a family resident in the
:ownship of Clinton (the writer believes)
had used their last morsel and had been
for some time without food. Knowing that
as yet there was no lack of it in the house
of a neighbor, Mr. P- H-, but a few
miles distant, and able no longer to
endure the pangs of hunger, they went
thither--ostenibly to make a visit-in
reality to obtain a meal. The hospitable
family of Mr. H-, without suspecting
the famishing condition of their guests,
busied themselves in preparations for their
entertainment. How tantalizing the odors
emitted during that process to the senses of
the poorstarving visitors! And when their
hostess placed the meal upon the table, for-
getful of all propriety-of their own desire
to conceal their utter destitution from their
neighbors-of everything but the gnawings
of hunger, they rushed forward uninvited
and, seizing the food, devoured it before the
bewildered. Mrs. H- could recover from
her astonishment.

Another family who had settled in the
neighborhood of Crowland suffered very
great distress during the winter of 179I-92.
After having exhausted all their little store
of provisions, they were obliged to kill their
cow. The beef, though very sparingly
used, in order to make it sustain them as
long as possible, was at length all consumed.
Then the unhappy parents, sorrowfully con-
sidering what next they could find to pro-
long their own lives and those of their
little ones yet a little longer, recollected
the cow's feet, They were taken from a
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loft upon whicn hey had been thrown when
the pnimal was killed. After boiling them
thoroughly, the bones, &c., were removed,
and the residue reduced to a jelly. This
was served out to the family in certain
small quantities as long as it lasted. Then
a sort of jelly was made from slippery-elm
bark, upon which they contrived to subsist
for some time.

The above were not .exceptional in-
stances; very many families who had pre-
viously been accustomed to abundance, suf-
fered fron equal destitution.

After the breaking up of the ice in the
streans, fish were obtained, which afforded
some relief to the famishing inhabitants.
The nutritious qualities of the various
natural products of the forest were tested
to the utmost extent. The inner bark of the
pine, and of different varieties of elm, the
btids of basswood, ground nuts and other
edible roo~s, leeks and different varieties of
wild plants, used as greens, all were tried
as articles of food by the unfortunate set-
tIers in their endeavors to appease the
cravings of hunger.

Those who have never known wantmay,
and too often do, accept the bounties of
Providence as a matter of course, without
one thought of the Gracious Giver; but
could thoee who had suffered so long and
so intensely for lack of food gather the har-
vest of 1792 without their hearts overflow-
ing with gratitude to Him who giveth
fruitful seasons?

Though the scarcity of food during the
winter succeeding Mr. Yokom's arrival in
the country, did not cause suffering so gen-
eral or extreme as that endured by the set-
tiers in 1791-92; yet, so far as Mr. Yokom
and his fellow emigrants were concerned, it
was quite sufficient to prepare them to
appreciate the blessings of the harvest of
1800.

Before that time, however, he and they
had, with the assistance of their neighbors,
erected houses into which they had moved
with their families,-thankful, after all they
had endured since they left their old homes,
to gather their families again beneath their
own roofs.

True, these edifices possessed slight
claims to eleggnce or architectural beauty.

ßbqnties 9p small Iog-4quses pf hç xqwet

primitive construction, usually consisting
of a single apartment, sufficed for the
majority of the settlers of Crowland at that
time. Window-glass was, except to those
of them who were able to bring it from a dis-
tance, an unattainable luxury; yet some
of them were not contented when their
doors were closed upon the outer world, to
see their home-circle enveloped in semi-
darkness. Therefore, those of them who
could do so, procured paper which they oiled
and used as a substitute for glass. Failing
.to obtain paper, they éarefully removed the
thin membrane from the lard of hogs, and
cutting it into squares as large as possible,
secured it to the rude sashes they had
made. Thus did they admit the cheerful
and health-giving light of the*sun to their
humble habitations.

For light at night a good maple fire,
with an occasional pine-knot, when a
particularly brilliant light was desired,
answered admirably in the absence of
candles or lamps.

Many of the settlers were without teams.
These were obliged to work for their more
fortunate heighbors in exchange for the use
of their teams.- Sometimes a team was the
common property of two or three persons,
each using it in turrr, or as suited mutual
convenience; 'and instances have -been
known of a horse and a cow being trained
to work together; but some were unable to
obtain a team in any way, and were, conse-
quently, obliged to put their crops in alto-
gether by hand.

The agricultural implements among then
were such as would be regarded now as
curiosities by our farmers' lads of the
present day. Orie of them called the
" shovel plough," consisted of a horizontal
beaip, into which was inserted nearly at
rightangles a wooden shaft, having upon
its lower extremity an iron plate. The
single handle was placed at one end of the
beam, and to the other the team was
attached. As it was drawn along, the iron-
plated shaft tore up the earth. So fertile
was the soil that with even such husbandry
it yielded rich returns..

In x8oo it appears that there was but one
grist-mill in all that section of country
embraced within the present County of
Wellend, and for a consider*ble extent
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beyond its borders. This mill was at the
Falls of Niagara, and was known as Street's
Mill.

Here, as in other parts of the country,
many of the inhabitants were from twenty
to thirty miles distant from the mill. If so
fortunate as to possess a horse, the grain
was usually conveyed thither on horseback,
though not à few of them, being without
beasts of burden of any kind, were'neces-
sitated to carry it on their own backs. The
distance being so great, leaving the grain
and returning for the flour, was not to be

.thought of. Each was compelled by stand-
ing rule in such cases to wait his turn; and
often some temporary damage to the mill
having to be repaired caused still longer
delay. About two bushels of grain was
considered a load for a horse, and in order
to get that small quantity converted into
flour, a journey of forty miles had to be
performed by many of the back settlers,
besides being detained days from their
homes; their families in many cases
meanwhile subsisting upon potatoes, eked
out by mast or edible forest plants and
roots.

CHAPTER XXV.

THE STARKEY CHILDREN LOST IN THE WOODS
-NEIGHBORS ASSEMBLE TO SEARCH FOR
TIEM-RANGE WOODS AND SWAMPS FOR
EIGHT DAYS, WITIIOU1T FINDING THEM-
DAVID PRICE AGAI1 -- HIS "ViSION", -

STARTS ALONE FOR THE GREAT MARSH IN
oUEST OF THE LOST CHILDREN.

In 5804, the sensibilities of the Crowland
settlers were stirred to the very core by one
of those painfully exciting. events which
sometimes occur in new countries. A
family named Starkey, living on a place
called Doane's Ridge, in the Township of
Crowland, lost two children, aged respec-
tively nine and eleven years.

They had gone out one day, in the month
of September, to pick berries. When chil-
dren were absent from their homes, with
woods to pass through whichever way they

came, the mothers naturally became anxi-
ous if the absence was prolonged. Parti-
cularly if night was approaching were eye
and ear upon 'the alert to catch the first
pight or sound indicatjye of their return.

Buit often and eagerly as Mrs. Starkey
might look towards the point at which her
children should have emerged from the
woods, only the usgal inanimate objects
met her view, and to her listening ear
came no sound of children's bounding foot-
steps or gladsome voices.

The shadows lengthened across the little
clearance, and still the little ones came not.
Twilight faded into night, and as its gloom
enveloped the landscape dark apprehen-
sions shrouded the mother's spirit. In vain
did the distressed parents endeavor in the
darkness to explore the forest pathway. In
vain did they, in tones intensified by their
fears, call upon the names of their darlings
-the old woods took up the shout and
flung it back again, and thatwas all. Had
they been within hearing distance and
awake, they must have heard. The dark-
ness precluded the possibility of finding
them if lying asleep; therefore the unhappy
parents were constrained to postpone fur-
ther effort till daylight. How they endured
the torturing suspense of that sad night, let
those who are parents ask themselves as
they look upon their own cherished child-
ren, and fancy them wandering in the wild
woods, in the darkness, they kno* not
whither, exposed to the cold night-winds
of autumn, and in peril of their lives from
beasts of prey.

As usual in such cases, runners were dis-
patched to apprize the scattered inhabi-
tants of the loss of the children, and to
invoke their assistance in looking for them.
As in the case of the Farrs, they heartily
responded to the sutnmous.

Early in the morning the kind neighbors
began to collect. Soon quite a company
were assembled, eager to set out in quest of
the wanderers, and confidently expecting
that.ere the close of the day they would,
through their efforts, be restored to their
sorrowing parents.

Armed with gyns, horns, and axes, and
followed by their dogs, they entered the
woods. All day 14ng they tramped over
woodlands, through swamps and along the
margins of the streams, peering behind
old logs, among the branches of' fallen
trees, and into sheltered nooks, and anxi-
ously scrutinizing the moist soil wherever
it appe4red, not only for the trackç of the
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children, but also to assure themselves that cessors in fruitless. toil. As the jaded and
ravenous beasts had not been roamiug
there dùring the night.

The sun looked from his meridian height
upon the earnest band, and he had gathered
the golden curtains of his couch about him
in the western horizon before they, with
flagging footsteps and downcast counten-
ances, returned, having failed to ascertain
aught of the fate of those they sought.

Day after day the search was continued,
but with like results. The dreaded Cran-
berry Marsh was explored as far as it was
thought probable that the children could
have penetrated its tangled thickets and
dismal bogs, but to no purpose. A week
was thus spent, and still no tidings of the
lost ones. During this protracted period
of harrassing anxiety, of alternate hope
and despondency, who can pourtray the
mental misery of the wretched parents?
With each returning dawn hope revived-
that day might give back their children to
their arms. But when darkness ensued,
and the men came back with failure written
upon their faces, hope fled, and a deeper
darkness fell upon their hearts.

After seven days of diligent, though un-
successful effort, the men became discour-
aged. Thinking that if the children had
not been carried off by the Indians, or
devoured by wild beasts, they must before
that time have died from hunger, they
therefore~ concluded that any further search
would be perfectly useless. But when they
saw the anguish that overwhelmed the
bereaved parents at the thought that their
little ones were now to be abandoned to
their fate, sympathy for the afflicted family
overcame their determination, and' they
consented to persevere for one day longer.
The men were almost unanimous in con-
sidering the case hopeless, but some of
them imagined it barely possible that they
might find the dead bodies, or the mangled
remains of the poor children.

How. different the dispirited air ýwith
which the men took up the line of march
that eighth morning from the enthusiasm
which had characterized them as they set
out the first morning. Then they were
vigorous and confident, now they plodded
wearily along with scarcely a hope of suc-

disheartened men came in at night in twos
and threes, the sorrow-stricken parents read
in the faces of each successive group that
the doom of their children was sealed.
Even that modern Nimrod, David Price,
had been unsuccessful.

After it was definitely understood that
the search had been abandoned, Davy Price
announced that he had had a dream (or
vision as he called it), in which he had seen
the children in a dark. and dismal place, a.
long way off in the great marsh; that
they were alive, and that he was determined
to continue to hunt for them whether any
one else would or not.

The majority ridicuJed the old hunter's
dream, and soine of them were not without
suspicions that it had been manufactured
for the occasion. His strong sympathy for
the afflicted family, they thought, might
have prompted him to take that method of
trying to induce the people to prosecute the
search 'yet longer, and to extend it farther
into the marsh than they had as yet gone.
A few believing in Davy, tried to believe in
his dream, and to hope that it might mean
something.

The ninth day dawned, but all the old
Indian Interpreter's eloquence was insuffi-
cient to persuade any one to volunteer to
accompany hirn into the marsh. " Drown-
ing men will catch at straws;" so Davy's
own full faith in his vision having been
sent to guide him to the lost children, in-
spired confidence in the despairing parents,
and their almost dead hopes again revived.

Undiscouraged by the failures of the
eight preceding days, undaunted by the
dangers by which he knew the Cranberry
Marsh to be infested, and undeterred by the
scoffs and insinuations of those who refused
to believe in his vision, he coolly set about
making his preparations. Havingprocured
provisions for two days and a good supply
of ammunition (to be prepared for an emer-
gency), with his inevitable rifle upon his
shoulder, his hatchet and his knife in his
girdie, and his faithful dog " Bose" at his
side, he toôk his departure.

The almost heart-broken parents, whose
last hope seemed to hang upon the old
hunter, followed his retreating form with

cess. That day was spent like its prede- strained eyes till he disappeared in the
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depths of the forest. Then they turned had transpired'since the sweet "good-bye"

again to their desolate hearth-not to weep, of her loved ones had fallen like sweetest

for the fountain of tears had long been ex- music on that mother's ear, as her darlings

hausted; but to resume the sad watching, went out full of life and glee upon that

the weary waiting, varied only by the alter- fatal expedition. It seems months that

nations of their hopes and fears, to which she bas been enduring this long-drawn

they had become habituated during those agony, and yet she must wai4 WAIT,

wretched days. Ctuld it be that only days gWAIT.

wnTo b cof tin lgd.)

IN MEMORIAM.

BY JOHN READa.

In hours of happiness Time hurries by,

As though in haste his envy found relief;

But in our days of anguish his cold eye

Lingers upon us, gloating o'er our grief;

Yet in the past we fain would live again,

Forgetting for the gladness all the pain.

So pass our years. It seems a little while

Since, with wild throbbings in my boyish heart,

I westward gazed from my own western isle,

And saw the white-winged messengers depart.

Ah! little thought I then that o'er the sea

Lived any ne that should be dear to me.

Years fled, and other eyes were westward turned,

And I was on the bosom of the deep,

While strange emotions in my bosom burned-

A sorrow that I thought would never sleep;

For all that I had loved on earth was gone-

Perhaps forever-and-I was alone;

Save that I heard the dear familiar noise

Of the old ocean, and can well recall

The bliss, the awe, the love without a voice,

. With which I felt that great heart rise and fall;

Like some untamed anc tamelesa " thing of life"

That frets for something worthy of its strife.

And then I was alone ainid the dlin

Of ceaseless strugglers after wealth àtid power,

Content to hide the better soul within,

,And pass in men's applause a gaudy hour;

To act out well a something they are not,-

To be admired and praised-despised, forgot.

I was alone, but in my fancy grew

A fair ideal, fashioned from the best

And purest feelings that my spirit knew;

And this ideal was the goddess-guest

In my heart's temple; but I sought not then

To flid my goddess in the haunts of men.

And yet I found her-all personified,

The goddess of my lonely, loving heart,
And-as an artist, when he stands beside

Some genius-fathered, beauteous child of art,

Worships it mutely with enraptured gaze-

My love was far too deep for words of praise.

But ah I earth's brightest joys are bought with
pain,

Meeting with parting, &miles with bitter teaus,

Hopes end in sorrow, loss succeeds to gain,

And youth's gay spring-time leads to wintry

years,

Naught lives that dies not in the world'a wide

range,

And nothing is unchangeable but change.

My bliss was o'er, I was againalone,

Amid the scenes that I had learned to love

For her dear sake; but, ah, the charm was gone

From river-side and mountain-slope and grove,-

All save the memory of happy hours

That lingered like the sweetness of dead flowers.
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And, as the ground on which a temple stood
la holy, though the temple stands no more,

So river, mountain, waterfall and wood
Wore something of the brightness that they

wore

When her loved presence blessed them, and her
face

Made all around her smile with her sweet grace.

And I am still alone, and years have fled;
And other scenes are round me as I call

The pastby memory's magic from the dead.
As Endor's sibyl brought the seer to Saul.

(May he not then have thought of that good time
When David's music drew hie soul from crime?>

And I, with more of bitterness than bliss,
The summoned years of my past life review,

Till Hope's red lips with love pale Sorrow's kiss,
And all things good and beautiful and true

Start rainbow-like from Sorrow's falling tears,
Spanning with hues of heaven all my yvars.

And as I ope the temple of my heart,
And seek its inmost and its holiest shrine,

Still there, my love, my darling one, thou art;
There stili I worship thee and call thee mine.

And this sweet anthem ail that temple fille,
"Love cannot 108, 'tis loss of love that kills.»

[PosTscaIPr.]

What cry was that which woke me from my dream ?
I stand upon my native island.shore,

And hear thestartled curlews round me screeim
'er the mute cliffs that make the farce waves

roar,
I watch the " stately shipa" go sailing by,
And wonder how my heart bas learned to sigh.

Ah ! tat was but a dream. A summer's eve
Breathes ail its balmy blessings on my brow;

I feel as though the earth had got reprieve
From its death sentence. See, the sun sets

now.

The blue of heaven grows gently dark above;
Below, blue eyes are growing dark with love.

Tkat, too, was but a dream. What startled me ?
The winds are making havoc 'mong the leaves

Of summer-time, and each once happy tree
For its lost darlings rocks itself and grieves.

The night is dark, the sky is thick with clouds-
Kind frost-nymphs make the little leaves their

shrouds.

THE LAND OF THE PHARAOHS.

BY GEO. V. LE VAUX.

THE KEYS OF INDIA-ALEXANDRIA-CLEO-

PATRA- POMPEY - NELSON - GEOGRA-

PHY OF EGYPT-THE NILE AND ITS
MOUTHS-LAND OF GOSHEN-MARSHES

OF PITHOM-THE SUEZ CANAL, ITS
LENGTH, BREADTH AND DEPTH-PORT
SAID AND ITS BREAKWATERS - THE
FRESH-WATÉR CANAL - ISMALIA-THE,
CANAL OF KINGS-SHISHACH-DARIUS
-ADRIAN-AMROU AND OMAR-NAPO-

LEON-OPENING OF THE SUEZ CANAL
-ITS EFFECT ON COMMERCE-ANNUAL

INUNDATIONS-THE NILE VALLEY-DE-
STRUCTION OF VILLAGES- TRADITION
OF THE GREAT FAMINE-THE SEASONS
-EAUTY OF SKIES-DELIGHTFUL AT-
MOSPHERE - MOONLIGHT - EFFECT OF
THE tMOON'S ATTRACTION ON THE:

and ever will be, the most important and
most interesting country in Africa. Situ-

ated midway between England and India,
it is the key to the British possessions in
Asia and Australia. The çompletion of
the Suez Canal tends very much to aug-
ment its importance. While England is
desirous of maintaining her power and
prestige in the East, she can never allow
any of the great military powers of Europe
to seize the "Keys of India." It is her
interest to maintain the independence of
Egypt, whatever'pOlicy she may pursue to-
wards that effete empire which claims the
allegiance of the Coptic Viceroy. It is,
therefore, very desirible that England and
Egypt should justly appreciate each other.
The warriors of the Nile and of Britain

FThUaRES. rhave fought side by side ere now, and nayThe land of the Pharaohs alwa, yas, 1 have to 4o it agait, Egyptmay yet require
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the sword of another Nelson or an Aber-
crombie, and it may be England's interest

JEDITERRANEAN

to aid her Coptic ally. Kindly feelings
should, therefore, be cultivated, regardless
of the obsolete jealousies of 'the Grand
Turk. The present Viceroy, with his usual
liberality, seizes every occasion to exhibit
and express his friendly sentiments towards
the "land of the Franks"-of the " good-
natured Inglis," as he calls them.

Cairo is the seat of government, but
Alexandria is the cômmercial capital. It
presents a magnificent appearance from
the sea-from the vicinity of the Isle of
Pharos. The lights of Pharos are as well
known to modern mariners as to their
ancient predecessors. The Cape of Figs,
covered with windmills, occupies a promi-
nent position in the scene. Cleopatra's
brother, who was also her husband, was
buried on its summit. Pompey's pillar,
said to be erected on the spot where that
great man was assassinated after his defeat
at Pharsalia, will not fail to attract a fair
share of attention. It links the present
with the past, and proves to us the vanity
of human greatness. The Bay of Aboukir,
the scene of the battle of the Nile, not far
distant, will remind us of the valiant
Nelson and the brave but unfortunate
Bruyère.

To the reader of classic history the site of
Alexandria is holy ground. He will look
back through the long vista of ages past, to
the time (B. C. 332) when the mighty Mace-
donian hero stood upon these very shores,
surrounded by a soldiery destined to sub-
due the civilized world. The youthful com-
mander admired the locality, approved of
the harbor, and resolved to build a city that
would bear his name. Surrounded by able
engineers, he defined his plan, and then his
attendants spread four on the earth to mark
the site of the embryo streets; after which
the son of Jupiter, as he delighted to call
himself, laid the foundation stone of the
first house. Then the trumpets sounded,
the drums beat, and the people cheered.
'But that auspicious day has passed away.
The rule of the Greek and the Roman, like
that of the Pharaohs, is a thing of the past,
and even the great city of Alexandria is but
the wreck of its former self, thogh still a
noble monumentof its founder's genius and
foresight.
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Before treating of the antiquities of solid and cemented masonry, and on the
Egypt, we will venture to make a few re- whole it is as gigantic a work as has ever
marks concerning been undertaken by man. The honor of its

i execution is due to M. de Lesseps-a man
of indomitable energy and iron will.

of this remarkable country. Egypt con-
sists, for the most part, of a fertile valley,
which varies from ten to two hundred and
fifty miles in breadth. The Nile, a river
nearly as large as the St. Lawrence, flows
through the centre of this valley, and is
the grand highway of commerce and civili-
zation. In ancient times it discharged its
waters into the Mediterranean by seven
streams, called the Bucolic, Bolbetinian,
Canopic, Sybenitic, Mendesian, Zanitic
and Pelusiac branches.

The first two, now called the Damietta
and Rosetta branches, are the only ones fit
for navigation at present. Some of the
ancient mouths have been closed for cen-
turies. The country between the two
modern branches is called the Delta, because
of its resemblance to the Greek letter A, or
D. A number of lakes or lagoons, some
of which are now dry, stretch along the sea
coast. The largest of these is Lake Men-
zaleh. The Sihor, called also the River
of Egypt, separates this singular country
from the Holy Land. It is now nearly dry,
being almost choked with sand. The Land
of Goshen, the " house of bondege" of the
Israelites, was a fruitful region, situated
between the salt marshes of Pithom (now
called the Bitter Lakes) and the Pelusiac
branch of the Nile. The Canal of Kings,
passing through these marshes, traversed
the Land of Goshen, and connected the
Nile with the Red Sea.

THE LESSEPS OR SUEZ CANAL

passes through these marshes also, and
thence to the Red Sea, and occupies the site
of its ancient predecessor. The water in
the Pithom Marshes was always very shal-
low, but they are now the site of a magnifi-
cent lake. They have been flooded by
water from the Red Sea conducted through
the Suez Canal. The banks of the modern
canal have been lined, in many parts, with

THE GEOGRAPHY According to the original treaty between
this gentleman and Said Pacha, the latter,
as Viceroy of Egypt, ceded to the Suez
Company a wide belt of land on either side
the Canal. He afterwards paid the Com-
pany three and a half millions of dollars for
permission to revoke this part of his agree-
ment.

The total length of the Canal is ninety-
nine miles, though the Isthmus is only
eighty in breadth. The average width of
the Canal-from Port Said, on the Mediter-
ranean, to the southern end of Lake Pithom
-is 327 feet at the surface of the water;
thence to Suez it is only 196 feet. The
width at the bottom throughout the whole
course is 72 feet, and the depth 26 feet.

The site of Port Said was only a sandy
waste ere the Canal works were commenced.
It is now a large town-containing about
1o,ooo inhabitants. Henceforth it is likely
to rival Alexandria. The sea off Port Said
being very' shallow and the sands of a
shifting nature, the engineers found, it
necessary to construct two immense moles
or breakwaters-one of them being nearly
two miles long, and the other a mile and
a half. They then dredged out the inter-
vening space, and thus formed a passage
for the Canal into deep water. Similar
works have been constructed at Suez on
the Red Sea.

A fresh-water canal has been constructed
from Suez to Ismalia on Lake Timsah, and
thence to the Nile. By its means irrigation
has been carried on extensively, and large
tracts of barren soil have been reclaimed.
A corisiderable portion of this wilderness
now " blossoms as the rose," and yields
large crops of wheat, cotton and other pro-
ducts. In its vicinity the wild Arabs have
"turned their swords and spears into
ploughshares and pruning hooks." Ismalia
is situated midway between the Mediter-
ranean and Red Seas. A few short years
ago its site was a howling wilderness. It
now contains a population of 8,ooo souls,
and its sturdy citizens affirm that it will



one day become the emporium of the world,
and that ships from all the nations of the
earth, " from the rising to the setting of the
sun," will ride peacefully in its capacious
harbor. It is connected with Cairo by rail,
and possesses some of the finest squares
and largest hotels in Egypt. The country
on either side of the Canal has been thickly
planted with trees wheresoever this course
was practicable. It is believed they will pre-
vent the sands of the Desert from drifting
into the Canal. Many vessels have passed
through already, and on the I 7th ult. (Nov.,
1869) it was officially opened by the Viceroy
in the presence of many of the European
rulers-the Emperor of Austria and em-
press of the French included.

THE CANAL OF KING7S

-the ancient predecessor of the Suez Canal
-was projected by Pharaoh Necho, accord-
ing to the account of Herodotus; but Aris-
totle and Pliny affirm that it was constructed
by So or Sesostris-the Shishach of the
Scriptures. Darius, King of Persia and
conqueror of Egypt, is said to have repaired
and enlarged it; but after his time the
sands filled it up again. It was re-opened
by Trajan and Adrian, Emperors of Rome.
The flying sands of the Desert re-closed it
again, but it was re-opened once more
under the direction of Amrou, by order of
the Caliph Omar. Amrou was the Sara-
cenic conqueror of Egypt. After his time
the sands refilled it again, and no steps
were taken to re-open it until the occupation
of the country by the French under Napo-
leon (A. D. 1798). This great man in-
tended to re-open it, and actually issued
orders to that effect; but his precipitate
return to France, and the subsequent sur-
render of the Army of occupation to the
British, put an end to his efforts in this
respect. However his countrymen, aided
by the moral, if not pecuniary, support of
his nephew (Napoleon III.), have carried
out his intentions. The work has been
completed, the locks and flood-gates, few
in number, have been tested, and the Canal
has at length been opened to the " trade
universal" with becoming éclat. The
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greatest excitement prevails, not only in
Europe, but also in the adjoining countries
ot Asia and Africa. Commercial companies
are being revived, re-organized, or re-ani-
mated, and steamships are being con-structed for the various maritime nations.
Austria, France, Italy, and even Rus-
sia have resolved to have a share of
the trade with China, Japan and the
Indies. Russia intends to run a line of
steamers from Odessa to Japan. Bom-
bay expects to become the metropolis of
India in consequence of her commercial
position, and'even the little town of Aden,
the Gibraltar of the South, expects to
rival Alexandria. The completion and
successful working of the Suez Canal can-
not fail to revolutionize commerce and alter
the condition and prospects of the nations
of the Old World; nor will its effects be
altogether unfelt in the New.

THE ANNUAL OVERFLOWING OF THE

NILE

has caused much disaster of late. It at-
tained its maximum height on the roth
October, when it swept away several vil-
lages. Many hundreds of the inhabitants
were drowned. Generally speaking, those
who escaped from the doomed villages
have only .survived to die of starvation, as
their flocks and herds have been all
drowned. The inundation of the present
year (1869) does not exceed the average.
The grçat destruction of life and property
has been caused by a causeway lately
erected from the base of the Pyramids to
the verge of the river. Many more of the
towns above the Pyramids would have
been destroyed were it not that this
causeway was swept away by the force
of the waters. After its destruction they
inundated a large portion of theDelta, and
so escaped to the sea, carrying away
houses, furniture, and the bodies of man
and beast in their headlong career. The
inundations do much mischief, but more
good. Were it not for their influence the
sands of the desert would gradually en-
croach on the valley, and in less than half
a century the land of the Pharaohs would

T he Lan thV/ e PhL h
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become a howling wilderness. The Fellahs vast sea studded with " island cities innu-
or peasants of the South relate an anecdote merable." The temperature in winter is
which is worthy of note. They affirm that nearly as great as that of England in sum-
in olden times the mother of one of the mer. There is seldom any frost. Rain
Pharaohs fell in love with Serapis, the rarely falls in Upper Egypt, and even in

guardian god of the Nile. The King, her Cairo and Suez it does not rain six times
son, having discovered her secret, caused in a year. lowever the dews are exceed-
her to be drowned in the river. The gods ingly heavy. The atmosphere is very clear,
of Ethiopia and of Egypt immediately dried and it is a rare thing to see a cloud. Exis-
up the.fountains of the Nile and cursed the tence in these southern climes is a perpetual

land for the sake of its impious ruler. The feast. Everything looks well beneath these
blast of the desert burnt up the corn, and sunny skies. Eveijthing is gay, brilliant,
the people died of hunger. At last the serene. A divine light, soft and sweet, dit-
gods, pitying their condition, sent them a
great spirit, who fed them with bread for
one hundred months, or moons, and
satisfied their thirst by pointing out to them
where to dig for water. This is evidentlv
a tradition of the famine which occurred in
the time of Joseph.

THE SEASONS.

In Northern Egypt there are four seasons,
but in Upper Egypt there are only two.
Spring commences in the former about the
time of the winter solstice, and continues
until the vernal equinox. The nights are
cold, the days hot, and vegetation is gene-
rally very rapid and luxuriant. The
weather during this season resembles that
of May and June in Canada. The second
season, jisually called the " sickly period,"
commences in March and ends early in
June. The third season commences in June
and continues until the middle of July.
This is the most delightful of the Egyptian
seasons-it very much resembles the Fall
in America. It is exceedingly pleasant.
The fourth season, extending from July to
December, corresponds with the inunda-
tion of the Nile. Soon after the autumnal
equinox, the waters attain their maximum
height, and then gradually decline in depth
and breadth until they are once more
replenished by the melting of the snows on
the mountains of Central Africa. The
appearance of Egypt during the greater
portion of September and October is very
like that of the Thousand Islands minus
the trees-indeed it strongly resembles a

fused over the earth and heavens, imparts
to every Egyptian scene-though the coun-
try is by no means beautiful-an attractive
neatness, an enlivening brightness, a
charming symmetry, and a rare beauty
which no words can describe. Lamartine
likens it to the light which beams from the
eyes and features of a beautiful maiden cre
love and sorrow have dimmed her native
brightness. The similitude is excellent.
Happy, say we, is the man who can live in
such a clime surrounded by the historical
relics of other ages, in a home of his own
choice, on the borders of the glittering sea,
within sight of the shining mountains-
where hill and dale, water and herbage, vie
with each other in adorning the brilliant
scene.

Thc size of the stars is considerably mag-
nified, and the light of the moon is so great
that people can read or write at night with
nearly the same facility as in day-time.
Moonlight, and also the glare of the sun
reflected from the sands, produces blind-
ness; so that when people are of necessity
compelled to sleep in the open air they
make sure to cover their faces. The Fellahs
also assert that the attraction of the moon
seldom fails to distort the features of those
who neglect this precaution. Nor is this
assertion void of truth. We have seen
many Egyptians having the lower part of
the face deformed-twisted to either side-
who attributed their disfiguration to this
cause. It is evident that the Jewish pro-
phet had these facts in view when he ex-
claimed-" The sun shall not harm thee
by day nor the moon by night." More
anon.
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Human Twzs.

HUMAN TWIGS.

If you would have your children grow up
,trong and robust, you must require them
to be regular in their habits and careful of
their diet. Do not allow them to eat rich
and highly seasoned food at any time, and
forbid all "dainties " between meals. If
they are hungry-as no doubt they often
are-before meal time, give them a slice of
good bread and butter. This is sufficient,
and can do them no harm. They need
pilain, nutritious food. If you will give
them candy, nuts, cake, etc,, let it be in
very small quantities at a time-the less,
the better.

Children are naturally so very active,
they require a good deal of sleep; put them
to bed e.arly: if they are inclined to be
timid, do not compel them to go to bed in
the dark-they may be kept awake a long
time through fear. You need not think of
the light as a useless expense and similar
reasons,. for children who go to bed feeling
well in mind and body will drop to sleep
in from five to ten minutes, when the light
nay be removed. Do not tell your children

wild, tragical stories of hairbreadth escapes
fromwolves, bears, Indians. etc. Irecollect
a book in our school-district library which
I used to hear my older brothers and sis-
ters read. The stories and pictures it con-
tained really haunted me. I would dream of
them night after night, often waking up ter-
ribly frightened. Ifyou wish to tell them
stories,let them be entertaining, and such as
will leave a pleasant remembrance, if any.
Children must be amused; if they have
something to amuse them they will not be
so much inclined to mischief; yet too many
playthings are worse than none. .In this
case, they do not appreciate them, and
consequently destroy them. A little boy
will often leave a room full of toys for an
.:ld hammer, a piece of board, and a nail;
or a little girl will leave allfor her doll.
As soon as a little girl is old enough to
handle a thread and needle, keep her
supplied when she wants them. Do not
give her needles with brôken points, worh-
out scissors, thread too coarse for her
needle, etc., but just as good as you use
yourself; these things try the patience of
grown people, to say nothing of a child.
Give her pretty little pieces of goods, such
as are found in every house; encourage her
to cut and make her doll's clothing. When
she comes and asks you to do it for her,
give her only hints, and let her do the
work herself, unless you see she has. really
tried and failed, then by all means give her
a little assistance. In this way you will
teacli her to be self-relying and ingenious.

Give children occasionally 'some little
piece of work; nothing pleases them more
than to be able to do something that "big

folks" do; but do not overtax them by
compelling them to tend the baby, rock the
cradle, etc., for any great length of time.
I believe rnany a little girl has been injured
for life by being compelled to take care of
her younger brothers and sisters. We can-
not be too careful in measuring their
strength.

A little boy is generally a servant to the
whole household; he runs all the errands,
and in the end gets the credit of "doing
nothing." Be careful how you say this.
You will find, if you make a close calcula-
tion, that he has, perhaps, taken twice thet
the number of steps of any one else in the
house during the day. You may not se
the work accomplished, but he has worked
faithfully notwithstanding. Do not wound
his feelings by saying he has done nothing,
until you have well considered the matter.

If one of your children has something
nice given him-say, for instance, fruit, or
any thing you feel willing for him to eat-
teach him to divide it among the others.
Children soon grow to feel that they can-
not enjoy a luxury unless they share it
with the rest. Teach them to play toge-
ther peacefully with each others toys. If
two want the same thing at the same time,
and persist in having it, take it away
from both, until such time as one is willing
to yield to the other. You will only be
called upon to do this a few times; the
matter is soon settled.

Never send children to bed out of humor:
if you have had occasion to punish them,
do not send them off half repentant, but
make them yield entirely; then let the
matter drop-it is wicked to refer to it any
timne after. It is quite common, I am sorry
to say, for parents to delay forgiveness,
thinking, if the child reflects on the enor-
mity of its transgiession, it will prove a
benefit. Here you.make a great mistake, I
believe. The tendency is rather to harden
than otherwise. When a child asks to be -
forgiven do it at once. When his little
heart is melted and ready to confess his
fault, should you not be ready :to
forgive? I have seen a child denied a good-
night kiss, from father and mother, for.some
fault committed during the day or evening,
when the child had already done all that
was required ofhim-that is, acknowledged
he committed the act, said he was sorry, and
promised never to repeat the offence. Is
such a course consistent? Think of it. It
may seem a small matter to you, but you
know very little about children if you think
it a small matter to them. The feeling to a
sensitive child, that father or mother is not
willing to give him a kiss, is a tro*uble to
his mind as great ai thé trouble a man .in
business rnight feel when he retires at night
thinking the morning may find him bank-
rupt.

Again, never show a preference for one
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child over another; let your love be as
equally divided as possible, and in all your
acts be guarded, that they may have no
possible chance to imagine you love one
better than the other. Never speak of the
faults of your children before others than
your own family. How often you hear
mothers and fathers speaking unguardedly
to some friend, in the presence of their
children, like this: "I really do not know
what we are going to do with James; he is
so dull, it seems as if he never would learn
any thing. Now, here is our little Julia,
no.t more half his age; she commits to
memory a dozen verses from the Bible every
week, to repeat at Stinday-school: she
learnsevery thing so readily, while James
can earcely learn three verses."

iWhat is the effect of this? Oftentimes
the boy is mortified; he is ashamed to meet
that person again; he feels discouraged.
This is downright unkindness. Pray do
not do it! Your very bright little girl may
make a showy, superficial woman, while
your dull boy grows up a thoroughly prac-
tical, sound-minded man.

Do not be in a hurry to teach children to
read; better let them get a start physically
than to tax their brains too early. Child-
ren of six or seven years are quite young
enough to begin to read. They may learn
their letters before and perhaps a few little
words, but do not confine them to a book
earlier than this. Some people take great
pride and delight in the precociousness of
their children. I greatly prefer to see a
child a little slow at learning than unusually
quick. You will find many of the greatest
scholars of the past and present are made
up of such as were once considered dull
boys and girls. A good, sound mind, with
good judgment and fixed Christian prin-
ciples, is only acquired by slow, careful
study and experience.

Children should be allowed to act and feel
like children. They should be indulged in
ail kinds of harmless sports. Let them romp
in the open air as much as possible; encour-
age them in all active sports which will
tend to strengthen and develop them phy-
sically. Go out occasionall.y andjoin with
them : nothing is more gratIfying to child-
ren than to have grown people step down
from the pedestal of their dignity and frolic
with them. Life is too short and real to try
to crowd happy, careless childhood into
manhood. Let them retain their youthful,
jubilant feelings as long as possible; take
every reasonable means to increase their
pleasures, then will they look back to the
days of their childhood as the happiest of
their life, and ever reverence the names of
father and mother. There can be no
stereotyped laws whereby to govern child-
ren, because all cannot be governed alike.
Different temperaments and dispositions
require different treatment. The parents

cught to be the best judges. In short, in
whatever you do, actwith decision without
sternness, with kindness, without too muc4
indulgence, act carefully and prayerfully,
leaving the result to the future and with
God.-Hearth and Home.

ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.

Some years ago I knew a lapidary who
gained a considerable fortune by a great
misfortune. An excellent workman, honest
as the day, Montin had but one fault; he was
too fond of good wine, Which caused him to
neglect his work-sometimes for days
together, to the great dissatisfaction of his
employer, who in all other respects valued
and esteemed him highly, both for his skil
and probity.

One day Montin received from his mas-
ter a diamond of the finest water to cut and
polish, with strict recommendations to keep
sober until the work was finished.

"I rely on your activity," said the
jeweller, on giving him the stone. "I
must have it without fail on the 15th of
this month; and if you disappoint me this
time, it will be the last work that you will
ever have from me."

Montin promised exactitude, asked, as
was usual with him, part of his pay in
advance, and set himself courageously to
work. Under his skilful hand the diamond
soon began to show forth its beauty; in a
few more hours it would have been
finished, when, unfortunately for Montin's
resolutions, a friend called on him, an old
comrade, who had been long absent from
Paris; what could they do but take a glass
together ? Arrived at the cabaret, the time
passed quickly away, and Montin thought
no more of his unfinished work.

During the morning his employer came
to see how the polishing of the diamond
proceeded. The concierge assured him
that Montin had only just gone out, and
would not fail to return directly, as he
had for some days been working steadily
and unremittingly. Only half satisfied.
the jeweller went away, to return in
two hours, and to find Montin still
absent. Convinced he was at the tavern,
the master charged one of his men to seek
him, and induce him to return to his work.
This was done, and Montin, grumbling
between his teeth, quitted hiscomrade, and
ascended to his workshop; but his head
was no longer clear, nor his hand steady.
To add to his trouble, the diamond became
unfixed; he seized it hastily to replace it;
his trembling fingers gave a jerk-and, by a
strange fatality, the precious stone flew out
of the window l Sobered in a moment by
this terrible accident, Montin continued
gazing out of the casement as if petrified,
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his pale lips murmuring the words, " Lost!
lost! lost !"

For more than an hour he remained
almost motionless, and was only roused
from his lethargy by the entrance of his
master.

" Is it thus you work, Montin ?"
exclaimed he; "three times have I called
for the diamond, and you spend your time
at the tavern. Give me the stone; I must
have it, finished or unfinished."

W1ontin looked wildly at him without
uttering a word.

" What is the matter with you?" asked
the jeweller. "Why don't you answer?
Have you drunk all your senses away?"

The lapidary tried in vain to speak.
IHis tongue seemed paralized. At last he
rose, and hiding his face in his hands.
murmured, " It-is-lost!"

" Explain yourself. What has happened?"
Out of the window."

" What! when?"
"The stone."

Well, well, well; tell me what has
occurred."

" The stone flew out."
It was now the turn of the master to

become silent with astonishment; then,
furious with i age, he cried, "I don't believe
a word of your story; you have sold my
diamond to pay for your dissipation."

This accusation was the coul de grace
for Montin. He fell fainting at the feet of
his master; and it was not without diffi-
culty that he was recalled to life, or rather
to a despair which amounted almost to mad-
ness. The jeweller, who understood what
was passing in his mind, tried to console
him, and at last succeeded in rendering
him more calm.

" It is a most unfortunate accident, no
doubt," said he, " but it is not irréparable."

" You do not, then, believe that I sold
your diamond for drink?" said Montin,
eagerly.

"No, no, Montin; you must forget what
I said in the first moment of anger, and let
us try to find a remedy for the misfortune.
The diamond was worth £20o; you must
endeavor to repay me the half of that sum
out of your wages, which, when you work
regularly, amount to £3 or £4 a week.
With industry and sobriety you will soon
get out of debt."

" From this time I will work steadily,"
said Montin, with tears in his eyes. " You
shall see, sir, that though I have been a
drunkard, I am not a thief."

"I believe you," replied the jeweHler. "I
have every confidence in you; you are a
goed workman; I will furnisþ you with
plenty of work, and in a few years you will
be right again. Well! will tha.t suit you?"

" Oh yes, Sir! only tell me once more
that you do not think I sold the diamond."

"I repeat, on my honor, that I only said

so in the first moment ofanger. I am con-
vinced you are an honest man-in fact, I
prove it by trusting you with more work."

" Yes, Sir, that is true, and I promise
you I will not disappoint you. I wili
repair my fault; the lesson has been severe,
but it will not be without its fruits."

Montin kept his word-he rose early, and
worked indefatigably; the lost stone was
replaced by another, which was polished as
ifbyenchantment. Faithful'to his promise,
he went no more to the tavern, and became
a model of steadiness and industry. At
the end of the year he had paid a consider-
able part of his debt. Sixteen months
passed thus. when one fine morning in
May, having finished his work, he placed
himself at the window, and watched the
boats passing and repassing on the river
which flowed close to the walls ofthe house.
Suddenly, his eye was attracted by some-
thing bright glittering on the extreme edge
of an old chimney. What was his surprise
to discover his half-polished diamond! It
seemed as if a breath would precipitate it
into the water beneath; and yet there it
had been for so many months suspended
between heaven and earth !

At this sight his emotion became almost
as great as on the day when he had seen
it disappear out of the window; he dared
not remove his eyes, fearing to lose sight
of the almost recovered treasure.

" It is-it is my diamond, which has
cost me so many tears," said he; "but how
shall I reach it? If it were to fall! But no.
I will take every precaution ; not too fast !-
let me consider well 1"

At this moment his employer entered the
room.

Oh. Sir !" cried Montin, " it is there !"
' What?" said the jeweller.
"My diamond, or rather yours. Ah! do

not touch it, we shall lose it forever."
"It is true; it is certainly the diamond

that has so tormented us; but the dificultv
is how to get it. Wait a moment, I know
how to do it." So saying, he left the room,
but quickly returned, bearing in his hand a
net prepared for catching butterflies. With
its aid, and that of a long stick. lie pro-
ceeded carefully to try and get the precious
stone-Montin hardly daring to breathe.
watching all his movements with the great-
estanxiety. At last his efforts were crowned
with success. and he cried, " Here it is.
Montin! I congratulate you on its recover v.
I am now your debtor to the amount ~of
nearly a hundred pounds. What do you
intend to do with the amount?"

" Leave it in your hands, Sir, if you will
be kind enough to keep it for me."

" Most willingly; I will pay you the
interest, and if you continue to add to it.
you wil soon have a nice little sum," replied
the jeweller.

This was the beginning of Montin's for-
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tune. In a few years he became a partner Russia; the beautiful groves of Baden,with his master, whose daughter he remnants of the Black Forest of old; themarried, and he is now one ofthe principal firs and larches of Scotland, and the yewsjewellers in Paris. of England; the varied evergreens that
clothejthe Alps, the Apennines, and thePyrenees; the cypresses whose sombreTIIE GREAT TREES OF MARIPOSA. boughs shadow the Mohammedan dead;
nay, the goodly cedars of Lebanon; but irBY EDNA DEAN PROCTOR. all these there are none to equal for coin-bined majesty and beauty the cone-bearingAmong the guests with whom we dined trees of California. Aside from the gigan-at White & Hatch's were three German tic seynoias, there are the sugar-pinýs,

gentlemen, one of them Robert von Schla- growing from two hundred to three hun-genwelt. the famous traveller, with his dred feet in height, and from three tomassive brow and keen eyes, that have twelve feet in diameter, tapering so slowlyranged the Ilimalayas. They had just that at one hundred feet from the groundcome from the Yosemite Valley, and could they seem almost as large as at their base;talk of nothing but its wonders. " Ah," while their brown cones, eighteen inchessaid the most demonstrative of the three, in length, hang from the upper branches,when I was in my own land, I thought or fall with the wind or their own ripeI should be willing to die if I could see weight, and lie on the ground beneath, fairChamouni and Niagara and Yosemite. I as shells upon the shore. Then there arehave seen them, and now I want to live to the stately cedars; the balsam firs, grace-remember them!" fullest of trees, with their drooping, fan-likeHanging about the house, ready for any boughs; the tall, featherv larches; and awork that might offer, was the chief of the multitude of others, standing together inband of Indians who held the Yosemite loving company, and making the SierraValley at the time of its discovery by the more glorious in its forests than any moun-whites-a tame-looking, middle-aged man, tain chain upon earth. Through such a wooddressed in whatever cast-offclothes he could we journeyed on. About us, on either side,procure, and without the least vestige of were flowers and blooming shrubs; theauthority in tone or manner-a very ser- ceanothus, the wild lilac of California, withvant of servants to the invaders. We sat its white and lavender clusters and itssome time on the broad, low piazza, watch- honeyed perfume; an exquisite little eglan-ing this wreck of royalty, and speculating tine, growing close to the ground; lupines,upon the origin and destiny of his fast- larkspurs, our garden forget-me-nots; pat-fading raee, when our guide and horses ches of small bright blossoms, clinging toarrived from Mariposa, and we at once the soil like a carpet; and great beds ofmounted for the twelve-miles ride toClark's, azaleas by the brooks, white with a petalthe fallen chief acting as 'groom. For a tinged like a tea rose, their spicy fragrancelittle distance there was a broad road, and betraying their nearness while they werethen we turned into a bridle-path that led yet hidden in the hollows.through the woods and over the hille. A Passing through a valley, we found our-moment after there was a sharp clatter of selves in the midst of a flock of four thou-horses' hoofs behind us, and up rode three sand sheep, that were being driven into themen, with guns over their shoulders and mountains for summer pasturage. Theypistols in their belts-a formidable looking were resting there through the heat of thetrio. Interrogated by our guide, they said day; and it was a novel sight to see themthey were just from Mariposa, and were lying in groups under the trees as far asgoing up into the mountains looking the eye could search the shade, while thefor horse-thieves-an errand which they shepherds who attended them lav stretchedseemed to consider highly pleasurable. on the grass, dreamy and idle as Arcadians.One of them was Duncan, the noted hun- It is a common practice here to drive theter, who has killed in this region during flocks and herds into the river bottoms andthe last two years sixty-three grizzly bears. up to the high pastures during the droughtlis round, jolly face lit up with animation of the year. At length we emerged fromas he spoke of his exploits and of the rare the woods, and came upon one of thosefun he had stealing through the woods small mountain meadows, the parks of thealone in search of game. Then, like a Sierra. In the foreground, surrounded byhawk eager for the quarry, he dashed past lofty, scattered pines, was " Clark's"-aus, and all three disappeared over the hill. long, low house, with a piazza runningO the balmy odor of the pines in that across the entire front. Dismounting atafternoon sun, filling all the pure, dry air the open door, our horses were set free towith sweetness and making every breath graze in the green fields behind it. whilea delight! I have seen the dark ranks in its rustic, comfortable rooms we reposedthat brave the storms on Norwegian hills; after the fatigues of the day.the solemn breadths of the pine woods of We were now only six miles from the
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Great Trees of the Mariposa Grove; and
carly the next morning we were astir to
visit them. Our guide, who, wrapped in
his blanket, had slept al] night at the foot
of one of the pines, had the horses saddled
at sunrise; and, through the first dew we
had seen since we left Lake Tahoe, we rode
across the meadow, through which runs a
small, clear stream, the south fork of the
Merced, and then into the thick woods and
up the hills. For the seynola disdains the
valleys, and grows only on the western
slope of the Sierra, from five to eight thou-
sand feet above the sea, and never beyond
the influence of the fogs of the Pacific.
About us were the giant pines; and, though
I knew the dimensions of the Great Trees,
I doubted if, after all, they would seem
nuch larger or grander than their neigh-

bors. Slowly we ascended, with now and
then an opening in the forest and noble
views of the deep ravine and wooded moun-
tain. The cones of many a year were
strewn at our feet; and among them, here
and there, was the scarlet snow-plant, that
strange, dazzling, bulb-like flower, peculiar
to these latitudes.

For some time we rode on in silence;
when suddenly our guide halted, and, point-
ing to the right, exclaimed, " There are
two of them !"

It was as when, amid the ruins of Kar-
nak, one sees tower the monoliths of
Egypt's prime; or, before the Temple of
the Sun at Baalbec, confronts the huge
stones which tradition says onlygenii have
built into the wall! Straight before us they
rose, two colossal, reddish-brown columns,
each at least eighty feet in circumference,
their gnarled roots spreading at the base
like a pedestal, from whence the trunks
ascended with just the diminishing lines of
the ancient obelisk. The soil beneath them
had the same brown hue, and was elastic to
the tread. made up of fallen cones and bark
and boughs through who shall tell how
many centuries. We dismounted, and
walked in their shadow reverently, as if we
paced the aisle beneath the Strasburg spire.
My majestic pines were dwarfed indeed!

These twin trees, though not the largest,
are, perhaps, the most beautiful of the wood,
nterlacing roots and branches, while be-
tween them flows a little rivulet, cool and
clear. Besides them there are several hun-
dred here, scatteredover a distance of from
two to three miles. The forest is dense
about them, and they stand sometimes
singly and sometimes in groups. All the
larger ones are more or less injured by fire,
and have their tops broken and ragged with
the storms of a thousand years. Their
leaves are small and almostinconspicuous;
their branches few and poor, compared
with the height. The trunk is the glory.
Their diminutive, egg-shaped cones fall,
filled with seeds no bigger than those of
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" the fairy flax that blooms in the month of
May ;" yet, oh, miracle of miracles, in eachone is wrapped up a giant tree! The con-
ditions favorable to their growth seem stili
to exist here; for many flourishing youngtrees are found in this and the other groves,and many sprung from the seed are grow-
ing in the parks of our own country and of
Europe. It is doubtful, however, if any-
where else, in all time, they attain the grandsize of these in the Sierra.

Under the "Grizzly Giant," the largest
of the grove, we sat down to lunch. This
tree, with a diameter of thirty-three feet at
the base, puts out a hundred feet from the
ground its first branch, which is full six
feet in thickness. How superb it was, how
far off, how indifferent, with its top in the
sky! " Ah," thought 1, as I glanced up atits inaccessible heights, "you are a glori-
ous old fellow; but, with clouds and winds
and stars for company, what do you care
for aught that goes on at your feet? From
your loftiness you could never let down a
caressing bough, nor even drop a cone,
without danger of inflictinga wound.." And
as for a home, one would choose a cozy
room, with carpeted floor and curtained
windows and cheerful fire, rather than the
cold vastness and splendor of St. Peter's;
so for daily sight and communion give me
some low-branching fir, some plumy larch,
some pine through which the breeze can -
sigh close to my listening ear, before even
the proudest of these magnificent, unsym-
pathetic monarchs of the Sierra.-Letter to
Independent.

THE SNOW-BIRD.

BY AUGUSTA MOORE.

Wherc doth the Snow-Bird sleep?
The stormy winter's night comes on apace,
Thick falls the snow-knows it a sheltered place
Where it can snugly creep,
And, safe and warm, its dusty pinions fold?
Where doth le hide His Snow-Birds fron the cold?
All day the dark-winged flock
About my window, hopping, chirping, corne,
Asking of Tinylu a seed, a crumb
From his abundant stock.
The yellow, pampered captive from the Isles,
Where summer with perpetual verdure smiles,
Welcomes these wanderers through the winter's

storm,
And fain would share with them his shelter warn,
With smali, faint song,
With twitter, and with low and present hum,
Hungry and bold, nimble and brave, they corne
Swept with the snow along.
They frolic in the snow,-
They dance with the white flakes
And every small foot makes
In the pure covering its tiny track;
While stars and spangles deck cach littie back,
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They frolic in the snow
That falls so thickly round,
O'er all the frozen ground;
But do the gay ones know
Where they this freezing night may hide awav,
And all securely until morning stay?
Close to tie glass they creep,
In at the panes they peep,
Holding strange Masonry with Tinylu;
And their enticing ways,
And all their antic plays
Are full in the lone captive's charmed view.
They see the shadows fall,
And to each other call,
And Tinylu replies and tries to go

Out to the hardy brood,
With whom he shares his food,
The little dusky elves that haunt the snow.
Eagerly but in vain
le smites the window pane-

Oh I foolish little Bird, where wouldst thou fly?
Thy nest is safe and warm,
Nought shall ny birdie harin,
But out in the cold snow he soon would die.
Where do the Snow-Birds sleep?
Where doth He safely keep
His hardy, happy, litte Winter sprites?
I know their haunts by day-
But see-they haste away-
Where does le shelter thein these stormy nights?

CLOUDS AND SUNSHINE; oR, SCHOOL DAYS OF
BERTHA PRICE.

BY MRS. A. CAMPBELL, QUEBEC.

CHAPTER h.

"Must I be left behind? Cannot you
take me too?" and the sad, earnest little
face looked up with quivering lip and swim-
ming eyes.

"No, my dear, we cannot. Your father
is so ill he will need all my care upon the
voyage. I have had to engage a person to
help nurse him, and look after your little
brother, as it is. You will have to be left
behind. We may be obliged to move
about a good deal after we reach England
if your father's health be improved by the
voyage; so your education would be too
nuch neglected, and you are now nine

years old you know, and time is precious to
you. I have made arrangements to place
you at a comfortable boarding-school, a
little out of town, where I trust you will be
happy and try to be a good girl till our
return, which I expect will be within a
year; but all depends upon the benefitpoor
papa may gain by the change."

" Why did you not tell me this before,
mamma! To-morrow isso soon, so quick."

"I wished you to be happy while you

might. my child. Why should I sadden
your poor little heart before the time?"

"Oh! I don't know," was the deeply
mournful reply. " I hardly seem to believe
it, it has come so quick. If I had known
what all those pretty things you were buy-
ing me were for, I should not have been so
glad about them. I wish you had told me
before."

The next day saw Bertha and Mrs. Price
wending their way in a light one-horse
vehicle, followed by a baggage truck,
through the narrow, winding streets of
Stadacona, out at one of its old-fashioned
gates, and along the road for half a mile,
till they drew up and got out at the gate of
a very pretentious suburban residence. A
broad brass plate upon the door announced
the fact to passers-by that this was " Miss
Mark's Boarding and Day School for Young
Ladies." The inside of the house (at least
that part seen by casual visitors and strang-
ers) was quite in keeping with the outside.
Miss Mark's drawing-room mightbe called
well furnished, if quantity could be taken
for quality. There were ottomans large
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and ottomans small; tables large and tables
'mall. It seemed as if aIl the ancestors

Miss Mark had ever possessed, had left her
some relic of their day in the shape of a bit
of furniture, and here they were gathered
together in most artistic grouping. The
chairs and sofas were set back against the
wall, and carefully covered up in spotless
holland pinafores, as if in quiet rebuke to
the untidyness of a stray young lady who
at rare intervals entered these sacred pre-
cints to receive a visitor-manifestly un-
comfortable the while. Green dragons of
hideous shape grinned upon the mantel-
shelf, while a locked-up grand piano and a
covered harp left small space for turning
-ound. The large dining-room on the
other side seemed comfortable enough,
were it not that it had a sort of unused
appearance, telling tales of being kept for
company only; while the little crowded
basement room off the kitchen below, with
its wooden table and benches, did aIl the
work. Miss Mark herself was a well-pre-
served looking lady. descending the shady
side of forty, evidently against her will,
catching hold of ail the twigs and branches
that would stay her rapid descent in the
shape of puffs, odontos and false teeth. A
reddish-haired, florid person, she reminded
one strongly, in the style of her features
and expression of her face, of the pictures
one sees of Queen Elizabeth;' and Bertha
Price, while her mother was concluding all
arrangements with her new schoolmistress,
studied her features with close scrutiny
that apparently was not of a satisfactory
nature. Children are generally good phy-
siognomists and careful observers of little
things. Bertha had evidently drawn some
unfavorable conclusions in her own mind,
for when Mrs. Price during a pause in the
conversation turned and said, " I think you
will find Bertha obedient and tractable, and
I trust she will give you no trouble, Miss
Mark," that young lady broke out in the
most bitter cries and sobs, and with an
energy which the sorrow of parting alone
would not have caused, saidý-" Oh, mam-
ma, I won't stay here, I won't live with
Miss Mark; take me home, take me home."
Such passionate exclamations from one
who was usually gentle, considerably dis-
concerted lier mother, who strove to soothe

her. saving-" My dear, you will be very
happy here; Miss Mark will take good care
of you." But nothing availed the child.
" I shall die! I shall die! Oh, why am I
to be left? Why are you so cruel? Mamma!
Mamma !"

In a state of mind not much more com-
posed than the child's, Mrs. Price at last
tore herself away, leaving her sobbing little
daughiter in the hands of Miss Mark. In
vain had the child tried to tear herself from
lier grasp and rush after her mother. One
or two struggles and she sank on the floor
exhausted by the violence of such unusual
emotion. As soon as she saw the child had
worn herself out, Miss Mark took her by
the hand, and, lifting her up, said-" Now,
we have had enough of this. You must be
a good girl. I have other little girls like
you here, away from their parents, and
they don't cry and make a fuss over it; dry
up your tears, and I shall take you to see
them."

Crushing back her sobs, Bertha looked
up at the hard-featured, unsympathising
woman and said, with a sigh:-

"I don't think you ever had a mamma.''
"Oh, yes, but I had though, and a papa

too; but I was a good child and obeyed
them, and never gave the trouble you did to
your poor mamma to-day; so naughty of
you to make her cry as you did. Come,
this is the way to the school-room. Go in
and make the acquaintance of your school-
fellows, while 1 get your baggage taken up-
stairs."

The busy hum and buzz of the school-
room ceased when Miss Mark opened the
door and said:-

" Young ladies, this is Miss Price, the
new scholar; you will please make her
acquaintance," and, turning, left the room
again.

Awkwardly the child stood justwhere she
had been left, with about two dozen strange
girls gazing at her swollen face and red
eyes, no one liking to move or speak first.
At last her sense of loneliness in the crowd
so oppressed her that she again burst into
tears. This aroused the quick sympathy
of some of her companions, who seemed for
the first time to be aware that they were
doing something which might be thought
rude. and one offered her a seat, while
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another told her not to cry, and a third "But if she doesn't know him ?"
asked her how old she was, and with the "Oh, if she doesn't papa will be sure to
quick masonry of childhood soothed and heknows everybody, and they vili get VOL,
comforted her; so that when Miss Mark taken away. Won't that be nice?" And
returned some half-hour after to open after- Bertha skipped about with delight at til
noon school, she found Bertha talking and idea.
smiling, though sadly and wearily, as if Yes," said hercompanion thoughtfull v
she had grown old in an hour, with ayoung "but don't tell anybody.-
girl whom they called Elinor, much about "No," was the reply, "there is no occa-
her own age. It was a relief to Bertha to sion to; its nobody's business butyours and
be allowed to leave the school-room and mine."
unpack and arrange her things, and, as a The pretty work-box, riting-desk and
special favor, Elinor was allowed to go and dressing-case-the last presents given h
help ber. Bertha's mother-ere ail unpacked, and

"lDo you always ]ive here ?" inquired took a great deal of time in settling where
Bertha, as they began lifting the clothes out thev were to go. The three littie keyvs were
of one of the trunks and arranging them in strung upon a black chain around Bertha%,
a neat set of drawers provided by the little neck, and the little girl felt ful of impor-
girl's careful mother. tance as she heard them jingling-never

"Oh yes, 1 have nowhere else to go," having had chargeof keys of her own before.
was the reply. "My amma died three I"There, now, think we are done;" and
years ago, and papa gave up housekeeping she stepped back to take a Iast look at the
and put me here." eflect of her finishing, touch to her trea-

Do you like it?" was the anxious inter- sures. o Mamma said I was to give the
rogatory. sheets and towels and spoons and forks to

"No," said the child siowly and cau- Miss Mark and we had better go and do
tiously, glancin- round as iffearful of being i . l'il show Biddy how nice my boxe
overbeard, IlI hate it." look on my drawers when she cornes."

l Then why don'tyou tel your father to Who is Biddv?"
take you away when he chres to see you ?" '40h, Biddy; don't ioui know Bidd?'

BerOh, 1 can't. You don't know Miss laughed the child; "but of course you
Mark, or you wouldn't say that. She is don't, she is ry dear old nurse. Mamma
always in the room, and tels papa I'm so told Miss Mark she wished Biddy to see me
happy and getting on so well, and he's so whenever she cae, and she could not
fond of me; and he believes her; and if I refuse, though I don't think she liked it.
told him anything else she would whip me, l'Il tel Biddy if she whips me, and youtll
and perhaps papa might not take ne away see if she does it again."
after al. He is so busy he has no time to Perhaps," was the repl; but you dont
be troubled with me." know Miss Mark. 1 don'It think aIl the

"Id tels him though and risk il," was the Biddys in the world would stop er if she
energetic reply, given with a firmness and wanted to."
decision that shewed the developing of a "Oh, but you don't know Biddy either
shade of character bitherto lying dormant in said Bertha; Ishe's wonderful Biddy is. I
the quiet life of the child, namely, a strong can't tel how she does it, but ssoe gets e
resistance against wrong, which was soon everytbing 1 want."
to make Bertha the acknowledged cbam- This last argument seerned convincîngr

-pion of rigtamongst ber companion, and enough to Elinor, for she did not answer
to place her, yoting as she was, once or it; nevertheless, she doubtfully shook ber
twice in the position of an open and avowed bead as they descended the stairs together.
antagonist to Miss Mark herself. 11 shah Great was the influence which Biddy
fot stay," she continued, after papa and Malony possessed over ber litte charge

mamma corne home. lIl tel you what l'Il Bertha. Mr. Price had been iii, and at
do then; l'Il tehi mamma about you, and times very seriously he, for the last four
she can get your papa to take you away." years, and during that period bis e ife had
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been so occupied with nursing him and the Great was the horror of Miss Rich, the
care of her little boy, that she was glad to young assistant-governess at Miss Mark's.
leave Bertha entirely in Biddy's charge, when she heard Bertha say her prayers
satisfied that she would be faithful and kind aloud, according to the rule of the school,
to her. Shut up, therefore, a great deal in the first night of her coming. With deeply
the nursery; afraid to make a noise; serious face and hands crossed upon her
thrown entirely upon her nurse for com- breast, the child began a "God bless papa.
panionship and amusement, it was no won- "Gentie Jesus," and ended with an "Ave
der Biddy obtained a powerful influence Maria," I Paternoster," and "Four Corners
over the heart of the child. A good-tem- to my Bed."
pered, ardent, affectionate Irishwoman she "Child, who taught you those dreadful
was; yet so imbued with al] the supersti- Popish prayers?" was the inquiry of the
tions of her class, and the most rigid of astonished young lady.
Roman Catholic views, that she left the They are ry prayers," was the injured
iipress of her teachings upon Bertha's reply ofthe littie one, drawing herseif up
young and susceptible mind for many years as she spoke. I always say them."
afterwards, Stories of ghosts; stories of Who taught you them?"
hobgoblins and fairies, were intermingled Biddy, my nurse," was the unwillinglY
with graphic stories of real life, and the given reply.
wildest tales of martyrs and saints-how "Oh, 1 thought as much; your mother
they lived and died, what wonders they would neyer have allowed you to say thern
wrought, and how they now watched over had she known it. You must not use theni
and cared for those who tried to follow in again. 1 mean the three last. Miss Mark
their steps. These were illustrated by pic- makes ail the young ladies say the 'Our
tures from Biddy's almost boundless store, Father' and the Creed."
which served to deepen and render almost "I say those at church," remarked the
indelible their effect. A peep at two favor- child, "flot on my knees at home."
ite pictures generally finished the lessons. "Well, then, you must say them here a-
One represented the Great Judge, with bal- well. So begin."
ances in hand, weighing the good and bad Bertha obeyed, but after lying down
deeds of the sinner-he looking on in ter- devoutly repeated her condemned "Ave
rible anxiety as to the result. The other Maria and Paternoster" to herself.
was the Devil grinning with exultation, as Next day Miss Mark had a theological
with a large pitchfork he tossed the sinner controversy with the little Papist, as she
into hell, where thousands of others were called her. Iorror-strjcken was the lady,
seen burning before him. What Bertha's good Protestant and pious churchwoman
religious belief consisted in, it would have as she considered herself, to see how firmly
been hard to say; certain it was that fear, rooted in error her little pupil was. A
not love, formed its principle ingredient. page. of the catechism was marked off at
She hádpinned a large part of her faith to once for her to learn.
Biddy's skirts, and neverdoubted-anything to look well afterher, and theyoung ladies,
she told her; so the hard-working little particularly Elinor, were cautioned to have
woman was trying to lay up a balance-sheet no conversation upon religious topics with
of good deeds in heaven, that when she one who might infect them with false doc-
died she might help her friends as well as trines.
herself. When Mrs. Price had been able Had Miss Mark been a consistent Chris-
to go to church she had taken her little tian woman, she might in some measure.
daughter with her; at other times she had by the force of gentle Christian example,
gone with Biddy, until at last she confi- have easily effaced some of Bertha's errors
dently told her nurse that she liked her by teaching ber to respect evangelical
beautiful picture church, where they had truth; but as it was, though a high pro-
grand music, a great deal better than her fessor, she was a narrow-minded, bad-tem-
rnother's plain old barn of a church, where pered, unjust woman, whose one idea was
she awent to sleep. to make as much out of the school and the
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pupils as she could, with the view of retir-
ing as soon as possible from the work; so
that it was not to be wondered at, that as
time sped on and Bertha saw Miss Mark's
-real character unroll as a scroll before her,
she hugged her own darling delusions the
more tenaciously-the fierce denunciations
against them having but the opposite effect
to what was intended they should. Con-
tinuallv in her own mind did the child
draw a picture of the contrast of dear old
Biddy's religion as exemplified in her warm
love, honesty and large-hearted charity to
the poor, with that of her teacher, illus-
trated as she thought it was by oppression,
niggardliness and meanness to those about
her; and she soon got to look upon herself
as a martyr suffering for conscience sake.
One day, wrought up to a pitch of aggrava-
tion by some sharp taunt at whatwas called
her idolatrous notions, she confided to
Biddy, who happened to call, her firm
resolve to become a Roman Catholic as
soon as she was old enough. " She would
no more be a Protestant and be like Miss
Mark," she said, " than fly." If she only
could be like the sweet, gentle nuns Biddy
had taken her to see, she thought, she would
be satisfied.

Poor child! Her life as days and weeks
rolled on was not a happy one. The little
face grew thin and pinched, and the rosy
cheeks turned sallow, while the whole air
of the child shewed she was burdened with
a load of care unfit for her tender years.
Want of attention and bad food had also to
do with this state of things. Miss Mark
breakfasted and took tea in her own sitting-
room, and the children had these meals by
themselves. Bread, often very stale, bad
butter, colorless tea, the milk of which was
frequently redeemed from actual sourness
by soda being dissolved in it, was ail that
was set before them. Dinner was of a bet-
ter character, as Miss Mark and her assist-
ant shared it with them. But who.among
all those half-starved little girls ever ven-
tured to send a plate a second time for more
of the carefully cut joint. It would have
been much the case of " Oliver Twist"
enacted over again if she did. Often had
poor Bertha a feeling of faintness and diz-
ziness she could notunderstand. We think
the poor are the only sufferers from hunger,

but a glimpse into some of our boarding-
schools might dispel that idea.

Accustomed to be pampered and daintily
fed at home, her stomach loathed her food
here, and the rich cakes and sweetmeats
now and then surreptitiously conveyed to
her by Biddy did but increase the evil.
Had the food, however, been the only
trouble, Bertha's looks might not have
faded as they did; but want of sympâthy
and care in other things was telling its tale
upon her as well. Nobody looked after the
child to tell her how to dress, or how to
wrap up in changes of weather. One bitter
day she walked to church. a distance of a
mile from the house, in rubber over-shoes
instead of her warm cloth boots, and in
consequence got her feet so badly frost-
bitten that she hobbled about the house
like a lame duck for a long time after; then,
when the weather got milder and a thaw
came on, rembering her suffering from the
rubbers, she carefully tucked the little.toes
into the flannel-lined cloth boots, and sat
in church with wet feet all the morning.
A violent cold was the result, and Miss
Mark angrily declared that, had she known
what a sickly, delicate child Mrs. Price
was going to leave her, she would not have
been troubled with her.

Like her Miss Mark did not. There was
a bluntness and outspoken hotiesty about
the child which sometimes shewed little
respect for her teacher, and a small touch
of defiance which occasionally dared Miss
Mark to go too far in punishing her.
Though whipping and blows given with a
thick strap were affairs of daily occurrence at
the school, yet Bertha generally managed to
escape anything of a very severe nature
pretty well, save on two occasions, when
her friend Elinor had been the means of
getting her into trouble.

Elinor Lake was a pale, feeble-looking
girl, who suffered dreadfully from asthma.
Agitation always aggravated the disease.
Tne veins'would swell in her throat so as
almost to choke her, and she would be tired
and panting after the least exertion-her
pitying schoolmates unable to give her any
relief. Bertha had been her decided friend
and champion from the moment she set
foot in the school, as if she felt that the
motherless, almost friendless, girl needed
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her love the most. Regardless of her weak

health, Miss Mark frequently treated her

with an unjust harshness which her friend
* sorrowed over but could not prevent. One

day Elinor had missed her lessons, and
seemed stupid and heavy. Miss Mark lost
all patience, gave her several slaps, and
finally, pushing her from her with more
violence than she probably intended, the
child fell over a stool, and hitting her head
againsta deskwas hurtseverely. Instantly
Bertha was at her side, and lifting her head
tried to staunch the blood which flowed
from it with her handkerchief.

"Go to your seat and leave her to me,"
was the vexed command of the teacher.

Bertha arose to obey, but very slowly,
putting her arms round her friend and kis-
sing her before she did so. At once, down
came a blow like a thunderbolt upon the
bare neck and shoulders of the astonished
child for her want of prompt obedience.
Jumping to her feet, every bad passion
aroused by the stroke, Bertha faced Miss
Mark, and, in the presence of the awe-
stricken school, said:-

" You have struck me for nothing, Miss
Mark. When mamma comes home I shall
tell her. You will not be allowed to treat
me as you do poor dear Elinor, who has no
one to protect her. As soon as ever mam-
ma comes home I shall tell Mr. Lake as
well."

Such a bold threat from a pupil for a
moment or two palsied the hand of the sur-
prised lady. It was not for long, however.
Bertha met her share of punishment, and
the raised swollen welts upon her thin little
shoulders testified plairily to the rest of the
young ladies how their teacher could stamp
out rebellion.

Biddy, the next time she came, had a
special meeting with Miss Mark about the
affair. What transpired nobody knew; but
certain it was that Biddy was not admitted
to see her darling for over a month after-
wards. Certain it also was though, that
Miss Mark did not touch the child for a
long time either. ,

One day, later on in the season, at house-
cleaning time, when the most saintly of
adies get ruffled, and the best of house-

keepers find anything in the world easier

to keep than temper, Bertha's evil genius
got her into trouble with Miss Mark again.
It occurred in this way:-The passage had
been newly painted, and everybody for-
bidden to walk over it. Elinor, rushing
along in thoughtless haste, got half over
before she remembered what she was doing.
Retracing her steps, she burst into tears.

"What is the matter?' inquired Bertha,
who entered the room as she spoke.

"Oh, look what I have done," was the
distressed reply. " I have walked on the
passage, and Miss Mark will be so
angry."

" Never mind. See here; il soon set it
all right ;" and Bertha as she spoke jumped
step after stepwhere Elinor had gonebefore
her. " Now, when we are all asked, I can
say I did it. I'm not afraid of Miss Mark.
So come along; I want to show you how I
spent my pocket money. I suppose my
next quarter will be stopped to paint over
the passage with, but I don't care," she
laughed; " it will be cheap enough if it
saves you one of those horrid whip-
pings."

" Bertha, I think Ill die when you go
away," was Elinor's remark as she lovingly
stole her arm round her friend's waist.

"No, indeed, Nelly; what nonsense you
talk. You'llgo too if mamma can manage
it, and she's clever enough for any-
thing."

Neither of the girls noticed that a dark,
sinister-looking girl of about fourteen had
been sitting in the shade of the window cur-
tain ail this time. This was Betsy Paltry, a
great favorite of Miss Mark's, with whom*
she curried favor by retailing all the gossip
and carrying her all the tales of the school.
Bertha, with her bluntness, had several
times shown her contempt for " Miss Tell
Tale," as she called her, and the girl vowed
revenge. So good a chance as thiswas not
to be lost. Miss Mark received a highly
colored version of the affair, and Bertha's
pocket money was not onlyconfiscated, but
she and Elinor both punished as well. Sor-
rows, however, of a heavier nature than
her school troubles were soon to fall upon
our little heroine; but we must reserve
them for another chapter.

(To be continued.)



Ben Hollander's 'Vew ear's."

BEN HOLLANDER'S "NEW YEAR'S.'

BY PERLE LEY.

low are you Father and Mother anc
aill?"-

What a rush of the gusty storm swept ir
at the door along with the cheery voice!

"Benny's come! Benny's come !" shouted
half a dozen voices, and half a dozen pairs
of hands gave glad confirmation to the
statement. It was wonderful how the dark
dreary room lightened and brightened in a
minute. Let us see how many there were
to be glad of the new comer's arrival.

Over in the corner near the small fire-
place, sat a crippled father, with one stiff-
ened leg extended upon a low footstool.
Certainlyapleasantsmile suddenlykindled
his drawn features, and was answered by a
glad gleam on the face of the sad-eyed,
patient, bowed mother who held a great
rollicking, year-old baby. Then there were
Ned and Johnny who were eight-year old
twins; Maggie and Elsie, the brown and
blue eyed sisters; Billy, a rogue of a curly-
pate, and a Maltese pussy who manifested
her pleasure in her own fashion, by purr-
ing with al her might, on the bit of rug
before the stove.

Yes, everybody in the room was evi-
dently glad to see Ben, and the boy's face
was radiant with his responding gladness
as he shut out the breath of the storm, and
turned to catch up the nearest child in his
strong arms.

Poor Ben! what a comfort he was t'o all
of them, and yet his life was very barren
of joy for himself, save that which grew
from his noble, generous, Christian heart.
People pitied him every day as they saw
him in the streets, with his low-stooped
figure, his unnaturally broad shoulders,
and the great hump between them, for Ben
was deformed. In his little boyhood he had
fallen from a high window, and from that
time, though sturdiness and strength came
to him, beauty and grace were forever with-
drawn until "mortality shall put on im-
mortality." I. say they had withdrawn,
but they had not left his eyes, which were
Ben's only physical beauty. These were
large, and dark, and brilliant, though per-
haps, indeed, if he had not carried so great
and good a heart within him, even his eyes
would not have glowed with so steady alight.

But Ben bore his lot with the spirit of
Christ, and the loveliness that was denied
his outer man seemed to have become the
portion of his soul in double measure.

Within the last few years his father had
become hopelessly lamed and disabled
from labor by rheumatism, and the support
of the large family now fell largely upon
this oldest boy.

le took up his burden riglit bravely, and
struggled on hopefully.

To-day was New Year's day. The time
had been, when it had been a little fête-
day with the family, but poverty is a very
practical teacher, and no toy or candy-bag
had as yet found out the little children, in

i the low, dark tenement that gave then
shelter. Beside, a pitiless storm had been

I falling all day, so they had been kept close-
ly within doors, and could not have ever
the pitiful excitement of a holiday look at
the toy-shop windows.

How much Ben had been thinking oýthem all at home, while the long hours of
the stormy day had found him sorting coal.
down in the cold warehouse of rich Mr.
Prince! Not a very exhilarating fashion o
celebrating New Year's, certainly. Ben'
heart felt sort of swollen and unreconciled
as he went through the snow in the morn-
ing, but by and by, up through the disap-
pointment, little blooms of heart's ease
began to thrust themselves. A bright idea
dawned upon him, that quite reconciled
him to the dreary labor.

The dear, kind fellow had been devising
some little surprises for them all at home.
Poor ones they were, to be sure, but up
where the true reckonings are made, they
were counted great gifts.

" Well, mother," said the boy, as he took
the baby from her aching arms, when he
had taken off his patched and grimy over-
coat, " you are dreadfully tired, I know.

" Father, how's the lame leg, to-night.
I've thought of you all lots, to-day. I did
think Mr. Prince might have given us ali
hands a holiday, seeing its New Year's.
But he is always thinking about monev.
you know, and said when Sam Skinner
went to ask for us all, if we might have a
rest, 'Oh, yes, if you can afford to lose a
day's wages out of the week. Work
before play. No work no pay..' So we al[
turned to it again, since we couildn't any of
us bear to lose a part of our wages.

"But evening did come, at last, and I
decided that if I must work on a holiday, it
shouldn't be for nothing, and we would
have an extra good supper.

" Father, don't you think you'd relish a
bit of a nice steak? And, mother, here's
going to be a cup of the very finest chalk
of tea-Here, Ned, hold the baby, while I
stir the fire and put on the tea-kettle."

Ben's enthusiasm stirred the zeal of
Maggie and Elsie, who in a trice had the
old-fashioned square table in the middle of
the room, and gained the mother's consent
that it be spread with the clean, but worn
linen table-cloth, sole remaining represen-
tative of the stores of shining linen that
had in the prosperous days been the pride
of Mrs. Hollander's housekeeping heart.

Oh ! how the small dark kitchen glowed
with the love-light and cheer that this
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,)lain, hump-backed boy brought with him !
Benny was a perfect cordial to the whole
house. His mother's heart blessed him all
the day long.

" My dear boy," she said, " how tired
vou must be !" as the boy's active fingers
:urned the steak to keep it from burning.

" Well, some, mother, but I'm going to
have a good time, nevertheless. Girls, is
the bread ready? You'll find a nice slice of
butter on the closet shelf.

"Now for the salt and pepper, and then
there's as nice a steak as a king need eat!

"Elsie, set up the chairs. Father, l'Il help
your lame leg, shan't I?

" Now all sit down, and I will hold the
baby. I want you to have the comfort of one
uninterrupted supper, mother."

So they all sat down. Rather a crowded
table-full to be sure, but such a happy set of
boys and girls as one does not see every day.

Is it any wonder that the tears tood in
Benny's eyes while his father asked the
blessing? Ithink not.

" Oh ! oh ! oh !" said Billy, who happened
to be the first one who turned over his
plate. " Oh my ! here's a pair of reins!
Where did they come fron? Red, white
and blue! Splendid! Now I can play
horse, like everything! Say, Ben, I knowu
you put 'em there! You're always doing
nice things."

By this time, there was a grand chorus
of exclamations, for every child's plate had
been remembered, and Benny was over-
whelmed with such an avalanche of grati-
tude and boisterous joy, as might have
crushed him, had he not possessed verystrong shoulders.

Ned and Johnny, who always wanted
just the same thing, had each a bright red
pairof mittens, and Elsie and Maggie found
joy to their hearts in the possession of two
paper dolls, with lovely frocks and hats
and cloaks.

To complete the matter, Ben produced
from his pocket a bright tin rattle, which
he succeeded at last in iriserting between
baby's fat fingers.

Oh! what a splendid, splendid supper!
and what a glorious time every way they
did have that evening. I never can begin
'o tell you, so I won't try.

After the supper dishes were washed, Ben
had a bag of chestnuts to roast, that he,
thoughtful brother that he always was, had
been saving up for weeks against this very
evening. Then came an ear of corn to pop
i n the iron spider, and poor papa taught his
aching nerves and muscles patience for the
pleasure ofiiis children, while Ben led off
in a hearty game ot " Blind Man's Buff."

After all was done, came the quiet family
prayers, and the " Our Father," and " Now-
I-lay-me" of the children, followed by the
soft, sweet child slumbers, that come 'alike
to rich and poor.

Oh rare Ben Hollander! God bless you!
many a hoary millionaire has not lea7rned
the first tesson of ChristlI living, as have
you, in your few. young, over-burdened
years!

Verily. "the cup of cold water in the
nane of a disciple shall in no wise lose its
reward."

LITTLE LOU'S SAYINGS AND

DOINGS.

(By the Author of " Susie's Six Birthdays.")

PART I.-(Concluded.)

CHAPTER XV.

All the next day Lou was in disgrace.
His food was placed on a little table in a
corper, and he had to eat it quite alone.
His papa and mamma spoke to him very
seldom, and then gravely and sadly. He
moped about the house, not knowing what
to do. His heart felt like a lump of lead.

At last he went to Aunt Fanny's room.
" You can come in, Lou," said she, " but

I have no stories to tell you to-day. This
is the second time in your little life that
you have struck your dear, precious mam-
ma, who loves you so dearly."

" I never struck her but once," said Lou
in a sullen voice.

"Yes, you have. I was with you at the
time. Your papa was driving us in the
sleigh; you were sitting on your mamma's
lap, and I was by her side. The sleigh was
upset,'and we were all thrown out into the
snow. You instantly flew at your poor
mamma and struck her. You thought she
had thrown you into the snow on purpose.
You were a very little boy then, and I
thoughtyou did not know any better."

Lou was silent. He sat kicking his heels
against his chair, feeling very unhappy
indeed.

" I know what I should do, if I were you,"
continued Aunt Fanny. "I should go
away into some little corner, where no one
could see me, and I should kneel down and
ask God to forgive me, and beg, and beg,
and beg Him to make me good."

" Papa said just the same thing," said
Lou; and he stopped kicking.

" Yes, and he and your mamma pray for
you day and night."

Lou got up and sauntered about the
room. All his best friends were displeased
with him. No one had kissed him that
day. And ever since he could remnember
he had been loved and caressed so much
that he never thought any more of the love
his friends gave him than he did of the air
God gave him to breathe.

At last he stole softly away. He knew of
a place where he could go and hide his
sorrowful little heart away, and pray to God
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to forgive him, and helphim to fight against
his passionate temper. There was a large
lilac-bush in Aunt Fanny's little garden,
and underneath it there was room to creep
iii. Chloe had shown it to him. le went
there now, and folded his hands together;
the very hands that had tried to hurt his
dear mamma, and would have hurt her if
they had been large and strong enough.
lie folded his hands, but he did not know
what to say. But God saw the little face
hidden away under the lilac-bush, and the
little heavy, sorrowful. heart. lie knew
that Lou wished he had not been so
naughty. lie knew that he longed to be
forgiven. And lie did forgive him.

After a while Lou came creeping out
from his little nest, and went softly up to
his mamma's roorn. le did not have to
tell her how sorry he was, nor to ask her
forgiveness. She saw it in his face. She
opened her arms, and he ran and threw him-
self into them, and clasped his around her
neck, and burst into a flood of tears. His
mamma cried too. But after a little while
she wiped away her tears and his, and they
talked together about being good, till they
both thought there was nothing else in
the world worth caring for.

CHAPTER XVI.

After this affair, which was like a clear-
ing-off shower, Loi came forth a little
piece of sunshine. lie was so affectionate
and pleasant that no one could help loving
him. 1-is mamma made him repeat tt her
the verses about "My mother," which she
had taught him long ago, but which seemed
now to have a new meaning for him.

" Why !" he exclaimed, " are you the
very mother that on my cheeks sweet kisses
pressed ? Is this the very arm I used to lie
on when I was a baby? 'Oh then l'Il
.always try to be affectionate and kind to
thee, who was so very kind to me!'"

As he had now made up his mind to con-
quer himself, he no longer objected to go
to the beach, and his mamma had leisure to
wander off by herself, or to sit quietly in
her room, looking out upon the ocean, or
enjoying the sight of her darling little boy,
as, with Chloe by his side, he made wells
in the sand, and ran to and fro as merry
as the breeze. These last weeks at the sea-
side were very happy weeks, and they all
grew quite strong and well. But at last
vacation was over, and they had to go
home. And when they got there, home
looked very pleasant. Lou ran about joy-
fully into all the places he loved best, and
was very glad to see his kitty once more,
and to make use of his little hatchet and
wheelbarrow. Mamma had now to begin
to get ready for winter. Apples were pared
and cored and strung, and hung up to dry.

Tomatoes and peaches were canned, and
put away in the store-room. The beautifu'
little red and yellow crab-apples were
picked, and made intojelly, and the jelly
was poured into tumblers, and bits of white
paper pasted over each. Papa had his
share of work, too. Besides his lectures to
the students, he had a good deal to do ir
gathering in the fruit from the orchard.
The apples and the winter pears were
picked carefully, and stored away in the
cellar; and a little later pumpkins and
squashes and other vegetables were brought
in from the field, and stored away with the
apples. Then the potatoes must be dug,
and piled up in heaps all over the field, and
then collected in baskets, which were emp-
tied into carts, and a great bin in the cellar
was filled with thein. Lou watched many,
of these operations, and thought he was ot
great use, because he trundled home a
pumpkirt in his wheelbarrow, and severai
loads ofpotatoes. Meanwhile he was learn -
ing something new every day, for his papa
kept him with him a good deal in the orch-
ard and out inthe field, and was constantlv
teaching him the names of things and tieir
uses.

Before long there was a sharp frost that
took everybody by surprise. Mamma bur-
ried to get her tender plants into the shel-
ter of her little conservatory that opened
out of the library on one side and the din-
ing-room on the other. A good many
flowers died, and some only died down to
the ground, beneath which their roots lay
sheltered, and all ready to send up new
leaves in the spring. Lou followed his
mamma about, chattering like a magpie.
"Look at this picture, mamma," said lie.
"Papa has just given it to me."

" Yes, dear, I see," said mamma, and she
went on arranging her plants on the shelves.
It was a picture of a little dog in a cage
with a lion.

" Why doesn't the lion eat the little dog?
Would he eat me if I were there? Would
he kiss me ?"

" I don't think he would kiss you," said
mamma, " for he doesn't know you."

"But if I should tell him my name was
Louis James, what would he do then?
Would he say, Well!-w-e-1-11 in a roaring
voice? He couldn't say it in a soft voice.
could he, mamma?"

" Oh, I don't know," she answered, laugh-
ing. " You do ask so many odd questions,
Lou; and I am so busy'1"

"I only want to ask one more, mamma.
When I am beginning to die, will my eyes
be blazed?"

" Blazed !" repeated mamma, setting
down the flower-pot she held in her hands.

" Yes, blazed. Papa told me a story
about a dog whose eyes were blazed when
ie lay dying."

l Glazed he said."
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" Yes, glazed, that's it. And what shall
I be put in when I die? Will wicked sol-
diers that are buried in the ground get me?
Will God give me a new soul then? Shall
1 come right up out of the ground the min-
ite the trumpet sounds ?"

''My dear Lou," said mamma, "God
will teach you what to do when the time
cornes. After you die, and your body is
laid away in the ground, He will watch over
it wherever it is, and keep it safely. You
need not have any anxious thoughts about
it. He loves you even better than papa
and mamma love you."

Lou now ran away to play, quite satisfied.
"Ah !" thought his mamma, looking

after him, " I might spend my whole time
answering his questions !"

Just then he came running back.
" What is a dragon, mamma? Does he

drag?"
"Who has been talking to you about

dragons?"
" Nobody. I heard papa read in the

Bible at prayers about a great red dragon
that had seven heads, and ten horns, and
ten crowns upon his heads."

" Then if you heard about it from papa,
you had better ask him whatever you want
to know. For my part, I never saw a
dragon, and never want to see one. Now,
darling, you really must not ask me another
question just now."

CHAPTER XVII.

Quite early in thewnter, Lou was sitting
i a high chair near the window when his
papa came in from the post-office with the
letters and papers. One letter was from
Uncle Henry. Mamma read it to herself
first, and then she ran to Lou and kissed
him, and said "God has sent a little baby
to Aunt Fanny. It is your cousin, and I
hope you will love it very much ?"

" Ah ! what is it?" asked papa. " A boy
or a girl?"

" It is a girl. and it is to be called Fanny,
for its grandmamma."

" How did God get it to Aunt Fanny?"
asked Lou. " Did it come flying softly
down like a snow-flake? How funny it
would look to see the air full of little babies
aIl flying down together 1"

" When it is I shall go out and catch one,"
said mamma. I would catch a little sister
for you. Aunt Fanny sends her love to
you, and says she wishes you could see her
baby."

" Can I go there ?" cried Lou, jumping
down from his chair.

"Not tosday. I hope Aunt Fanny will
bring it here next spring."

" Well," he said in a joyful voice, "and
l'il lend her my little hatchet."

"Oh, girls don't care for hatchets."
"Do they care for wheelbarrows ?"

"Not much."
" What sort of things are girls, then? I

don't believe they have much sense."
"Little girls are quieter than boys. They

like to play with dolls, and make believe
they are live babies."

"Ho! I am glad I am not a girl!"
"Sometimes I wish you were a girl.

You are so noisy on the stairs, and you
slarn the doors so hard, and frighten me
byclimbingup intosuch dangerous places."

"I will be a little girl then," said Lou.
climbing into his mamma's lap. -'But
you'll have to give nie a new name, and
buy me a dolly."

"Very well. Your name shall be Mar'..
As to a doll, here is one that I was going to
give your cousin Ella at Christmas. Will
you have that, my dear little Mary?"

"If you please, mamma," said " Mar"
in a soft voice.

He sat down and held the doll as well as
he could, but he did not know how to act.

"I wish my baby would behave," saidl
he. " She tumbles over as soon as I let g,
of her. I believe I will give her a ride in,
My wheelbarrow."

" Oh, you haven't any wheelbarrow no.
that you are a little girl."

" Then UIl toss her up in the air. Peoplt
always toss up babies. It says so in
stories."

" But they don't toss them up to the ceil-
ing as you do. That would kill them."

Just then mamma was called away. Lou
picked up the doll and looked at her closely.
"I wonder what she's made of inside?" he
thougt. " I will prick her to see if any
blood comes. Why, the pin won't go in!
Anyhow I can crack her open with my hat-
chet, and then I shall know !"

He ran tor his hatchet, and with one
blow crushed the dolly's head to powder.
His mamma came back just in time to sec
what he had done.

"That was wrong; you know I do not
like you to destroy your toys, Lou."

"Oh, am I Lou again? I'm so glad! I
do not like to be a little Mary at all. I did
not break the doll for fAischief; I only
wanted to see what she had inside of her.''

'Gather up the pieces and carry them
away," said his mamma. "I am sorry I
gave you your little cousin's doll. It would
have lasted her a year, and I hoped it would
amuse you and keep you out of mischief
long enough for me to write to Aunt Fanny.
Now I do not know what to do with you."

" I will keep still, mamma. You can
write a letter as long as from here to Uncle
Arthur's."

Mamma sat down to write, and Lou
played about the roon amusing himself.
Once, on looking up, she saw him unroll
a piece of tape, and stretch it across the
floor. "There! That is the river Jordan,"
said he. " It flows through the land of
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Canaan. I wish I had some Israeliteg. Letthii mark of the king's favor he basme see! That old doll would have donc sometit e been though's frt het-
for one." His mamma went on with er laureate of England.ogt the first poet-
:etter. At last it was finished. She closed Several times Edward sent him to thc
her desk and sat down with her work. One Continent on political errands. and therc
of her spools rolled from her lap, and ran he Iad good opportuniti to learn there
across the room on the other side of Lou's thing and see everything.
river. During Edward's reign hie becamne"Get my spool for me, Lou," said she. attached to John of Gaunt,-whom Shake-

"I would, mamma, but I shall have to speare ca.is Time-honored Lancaster,-
wet my feet in the river Jordan." and. ais advice, the poet married a lady"Verv well. I can use another. I hope of I a nault adovice in married afted
vour river Jordan will dry up before long, Chaucers arriage, John of Af
or I shall not care to wet my feet crossing married an older sister of the saune family.

So the poet and bis patron were brothers-"Its waves will roll back at my com- in-law.
rnand," replied Lou. " Look, mamma!" After Edward came Richard II., and biAnd ihe a an to roe up the piece of bis reign were hot times. Wyclyfe, the"ape with an air that seened to say- great preacher, who fought stoutly against"Moses hiself could not have donc the bad and ignorant priests, and tried hardbetter." to make the church better, began his career.

THE END. John of Gaunt favored this great reformer,and Chaucer did also. So the poet got in
G F CHAUCER- disgrace with the court. He fled toGEOFFREY CHAUCER. Hainault, where his wife's family lived, andB twas very kind to his fellow-countrymen. there, who were also obliged to flee on

account of these quarrels about religion.You have heard of Dr. SamuelJohnson, Wyclyfe was a very noble, fearless man,have you ni ot? dt c who made a great and it is one of the best things we know ofEnglisb dictionary, who was famous for Chaucer that he was on his side.saying wise tings, and was, in bis way, a After a while he came back to England-avry great man. One of bis sayings was, little too soon, however, for he was arrestedThat a soet oug t to know verything and and stripped of his revenue. Then he wentto bae sed treythen fAnd this emst to live in retirement on the estate of Johnto be proved truc by the fact that most of of Gaunt. and bere, wbcn nearly sixty, hiethe really wonderful poets have been men wrot "The Canterbury Taes,"isgreatest
of very wide experience in life, or else they work.
observed so closely and were gifted with wThese were the davs of romance, ofsuch clear insight, that all things of which crusades, and tourneys' and Chaucer bad
they wrote were as real to them as if they alenty of material for stories. And at bis
werc a part of them. I.et fmtra o tre.Ada iSo Shakespeare bas been thougbt to be a ripe age he brought ripe learning and ripeSchool-teachr a law ea dotor, b a sodierexperience to his work.school-teacer, a lawyer, a doctor, a soldier, After a while Henry Bolingbroke, theas well as an actor and manager of a son of John of Gaunt, became king. Thistheatre. And Chaucer, about whom I wish was the "cankered Bolingbroke" whomto tel you, as been toug t just sucasIotspui quarrelledwith. So Chaucer cameanother Jack-of-all-trads. into the sunshine of royal favor again.Goffrey C au r, who is called thc But he was quite an old man at this time."Father of English Poetry,"-tbink wbat a Tels efn fhmlehrdahueititle that is to wear for four centuries and a I The last we find of bim he hired a bouse inhal!-ws brn n Lndo, i 138--eary Ithe garden of Westminster Abbey, in whichhalf -was born in London, in 1328-narly lie hived till his death. Then he was buried'two bundred and forty yiars before Shake- in the great Abbey, the very first of a longspeare, and over one bundred and fify line of poets who sleep there, in what isycars before Columbus discovered this called the -"Poets' Corner" of tbe grandContinent. It is so long ago that all things old churcb.
about him are uncertain, except that be was Chaucer is said to bave been vry hand-
a great poet. That will stand, I hope, some, and I fancy it is truc, snce bis beau-
while the English language lasts. LikesoeanIfncitstrsnehsbauShaisearh e is satoae stdike tiful works must have made him beautiful.Shakespeare, le is said to have studied law, But all the description I find of him doesand been a soldier, but tbe first we really not read very flatteringly. This is it:-know of hi be is a courtier in the palace "His stature was not very tail;of King Edward III. L.ean he was, his legs were small;He was in great favor there, and a dailv Hosed with a tock of red,
pitcher of wine used to be sent him fromî A buttoned bonnet on his head."the king's own table,-a gift which was Hls poetryivld-fashiond now-muchafterwards changed into a pension. So from of it is nfit o ad.-fa in ed no-uc
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verses, especially when he describes nature,
we seem to see the daisy or the dewy grass,
or smell the odor of new-mown hay in
country pastures, and hear the cattle low-
ing, and feel the fresh air blowing from
woods and fields.

Some of his stories are very entertaining.
Iwill tell you one froin " Canterbury Tales,"
called

THE KNIGHT'S TALE.

After Theseus, duke of Athens, had mar-
ried Hypolita, the fair and brave queen of
the Amazons, all Greece dwelt for a time
in peace and happiness. Hypolita herself
shone in peace no less than in war, and was
a noble ornament in the palace of the duke.

But Theseus was not a warrior to remain
long idle. Very shortly after he had safely
bestowed his queen on the half of his royal
throne, chivalry called him to Thebes to
avenge the wrongs some fair women had
suffered at the hands of the Theban king;
and after devastating that city, and slaying
King Creon in honorable battle, the duke
came back to Greece, again a conqueror.

Then the merry-making that was seen in
Athens cannot now be told; nor how the
queen Hypolita proudly greeted her victo-
rious lord-nor how the ladies of the court
vied to do him honor. All this you must
fancy while you hear of sadder things.

In Thebes had lived two noble kinsmen,
cousins by birth, named Palamon and
Arcite, These two, covered with wounds
on the battle-field, had Theseus taken pri-
soner, and nursing their hurts carefully,
had cured them, so they were able to be
brought to Athens in the train of the con-
queror. Now, in one prison were the two
shut up together to bewail the .cruel stars
which had spared their lives only that they
might live in such misery,

The prison tower in where they were
kept overlooked the garden of the palace.
Tfirough the bars the sunlight slanted in,
and the songs of the birds outside mocked
them with thoughts of freedom. Some-
times, by standing on tiptoe, they caught
glimpses of the garden paths, and saw
where the many colored flowers blossomed
below.

One beautiful May morning, sweet Lady
Emelie, the youngest sister of Hypolita,
who was like the queen in fairness as the
soft evening star is like the full-orbed moon,
must needs go walking in this very-garden
to pick flowers for a May-day wreath. Her-
self fairer than May, and sweeter than the
roses, which were glad to borrow their red
from her cheeks, she sang, as she wove her
garland, a little song which fell like a bird's
from her fair throat.

While she sang thus, Palamon, straining
to catch a glimpse of the.sun through his

prison bars, beheld her in the garden path.
At that moment he uttered a cry as if some
sharp pain had stabbed him suddenly.

" What ails thee, dear cousin ?" asked-
Arcite, coming hurriedly to his side.

" Indeed I know not if I dream, but some -
thing walks in the garden below-whether
she is maid or a goddess I cannot tell, but
I think none but Venus could so walk, or
look thus."

Then, sinking on his knees, Palamon
prayed :-

" Sweet goddess (if it be indeed thy divine
self I have seen), help us, thy servants, to
escape these prison bars and find a way
out of our captivity."

Burning with curiosity, Arcite meanwhile
raised himself to the gratings and beheld
Emelie. But his eye, less reverent than
Palamon's, knew her at once for a mortal
like himself.

" O lovely maiden," he cried piteously,
"either I must have thy grace, or I am dead
henceforth. Ail my life and all the deeds
that my knighthood may yet be found wor-
thy of, I lay at thy feet."

At this Palamon started up in anger.
" What dost thou say, Arcite?" he ques-

tioned. " The lady is my love, I saw her
first."

" What of that?" rejoined Arcite. " Are
not my eyes free to love her too?"

" No honorable knight loves the lady of
his sworn brother," cried Palamon,
fiercely.

" But you adored her as a goddess," said
Arcite, " I loved her at once as a fair
woman, and by all the stars and all the
laws of knighthood, I will love her with all
my heart till I die."

On this the quarrel between these two
cousins, who had been so dear to each other
that no manly friendship had ever exceeded
theirs, became so hot, that, if it had not
been for their unarmed condition, they
would have fought till one was killed. And
all the time the sweet Lady Emelie walked
and sang in the garden below, and heard
nothing and dreamed ot of the two knights
who quarrelled for hef sweet sake over ber
head.

Fron this time forth, day after day, nonth
after month, the'two cousins had no other
hope than to espy Enelie in the garden
under their prison tower. And still they
contended with each other which had the
right to love her, and each claimed ber as
his own lady.

Judge how mad this strife was. when both
were locked in walls so thick that no hope
of escape could pierce them. But fortune
changed a little for one of the kinsmen. A
noble duke who was a friend to Theseus.
had known and loved Arcite in Thebes.
He interceded for his release, and after a
time Theseus let hin go, on conditoion that
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he instantly leave Athens, and never again with the sword. Rest thee here to-night,set foot there on pain of death. Then it for thou art still weak and prison-worn. Iwas hard to tell which of the two kinsmen will bring here to this wood, food and amade the most moan. Arcite, that he must couch for to-night's comfort. To-morrow,quit the prison where he might stili behold or ere the rising of the sun, I will be hereEmelie, and depart her country forever, or with two sets of armor, and swords for botb.Palamon, that he must remain alone behind Thou shait choose the best and leave thehis bars wbile his cousin went free. other for me. And we will fight till one ofArcite left Athens and went straigbt to us is dead from his wounds."Thebes. But now Thebes was a prison, Arcite kept his word in every point, andand liberty was bond age, because he was next day at early dawn he was in the woodshut out from the si ght of Emelie. He with two sets of armor, and swords to matchgrieved se over the tho ught that he might them. Palamon awaited him eagerly, andneyer see her more, that his form became with ail courtesy each helped the otherwasted, his eyes su nken and haggard, his buckle on his harness and make re orlocks hung dishevelled, and his whole coun- uthe affra. Soon th adae rady fortenance was changed. In this plight it swords sote sparks of fire so thick thatoccurred to him that he was so altered that wthe orsone in the gree nwood like myriadsno one would recognize him if he should of sre-flies.
go to Athens in some other guise, and by Suddenly, in the middle of their deadlythat means see.Emelie again. y sport, the knigmts heard the sharp bay ofSo he put off his knightly attire, and, hounds, the blast of the horns, the rush ofwearing the coarser dress of a squire, he many steeds; and, looking Up, they sawwent to Athens. Fortune so favored him themselves and l up, tysthat he got a place in the duke's palace, thmele surrounded by a royal huntingad ha e t attceind Emle. e walas, party. There was the noble Duke Theseus,and bad leave to attend Emelie. He was and by his side Hypolita, with snow-whiteknown as Philostrate, and because bis falcon on her wrist, while foremost amongmanners and bearing were so far above; the ladies of the court, ahl clad in green,his feigned condition,. he became famed rode Emelie, the unconscious cause of ailthroughout ail the court, and at length this strife.

attracted the notice of Theseus. Yet for When the duke demanded tbe reason ofail this he dared not reveal himselfnor own this affray, and teirdrawnweapons, therehis love to Emelie, lest he should instantly was nor a ter drawniaos thotbbe put to death. cwas o e oter way for the knigbts than toAndpu now ithapp d t t confess the truth, and tell the cause of theirAnd now it bappened tbat, after many quarrel. This Palamon did, not bidingtrials, Palamon escaped fron prison. ue tbat be had broken loose from his strongdetermined to go at once toThebes, and, if prison, and accusing Arcite of having for-possible, stir up his friends to war against sworn himself in returning to Athens toTheseus, that in this way he might force live as a menial in the palace of thehim to bestow Emelie on him as bis wife. duke.
Just outside tbe city of Athens was a wood, When ail this story had been told, thewhere Arcite was wont to walk, and lament listeners were much moved. The hardythe cruel fate which placed him so near queen, more used to battles than to tears,Emelie as ber serving-man, while it forbade wept for very womanhood; and Emelie,him to speak to ber as a true knight who rosy with blushes that these two knights.loved ber. On the very eve that Palamon should so boldly avow their love for her,had escaped, be walked by himself in this must nee ds cool the burning of her cheekswood, and recounted aloud the sigbs e witb overrunning crystal teari ,breathed and the pa e had sufiered, And the duke, while ail cried out uponand ol that had be en him since bis im to be merciful, at length gave this asreturn to Athens. Now in this very spot his decree.Palamon was hiding to wait for tbe next First he exacted of the two kinsmen thatda s dawn to go on his journey, and from tey should promise never more to makea eafy covert he ceard aIl Arcites com- war on his country, nor to plot any mischiefplaints. At tbe close of his speech be against him; and when they had pledgedsuddenly burst out upon him. this, he said,-" Now, though Emelie be a"False traitor " he cried. I Stain oni worthy match for any knight in Christen-fair knighthood Perjured Arcite Darest dom, yet she cannot marry both, be yourstill to love my lady, for w aose sweet sake deserts equally great. Therefore ye shallb have burst throug stone walls and iron abide tbe test of honorable combat. Inbars? If I had a weapon I could slay thee, one year's time, at Athens here, we willbut weaponless as 1 am, I defy tbee here. hold a tourney, at which both Palamon andChoose, then, if you wilt give up Emelie or Arcite,with each a hundred bravest knights,die.h shall enter the lists, and he who comes offAt this Arcite answered more mildly,- conqueror shal wed the lady. The otherBe it s0, cousin; I arn willing to test this, must do as be best can."
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To this, with many praises of the duke's
goodness, all assented.

Now, all the year Theseus was buildingThe lists for the tournament. Never since
the world began, were there such brave
preparations. The field was made a circle,
and walled about with stone. At three
points in the walls a fair temple was built.
One of pure marble, in honor of Venus,
.queen of Love and Beauty. The second.
shining with gold, was to Mars, god of war.
The third, of red and white coral, beautiful
beyond comparison,was dedicated to Diana,
at whose altar sweet Emelie worshipped.

When the year was at an end, into Athens
-came Palamon with his hundred knights,
each the flower of chivalry. First came the
brave Lycurgus, of Thrace, riding in his
golden chariot, drawn by four milk-white
bulls. Hie long black hair streamed over
his shoulders, and on his head he wore a
heavy crown of gold gleaming with jewels.
Beside hie car walked ten huge white mas-
tiffs, each nearly as large as a steer, close
muzzled to their very throats.
. At the same hour, through another gateofthe city, entered Arcite. With him came

Emetrius, king of Ind, leading his hundred
warriors.

Emetrius bestrode a horse whose trap-pings were ail of gold. His cloakalsowas
cloth ofgold, embroidered closely with great
pearîs, and a little mantleover hie shoulder
shone like a flame, so thick was it sown
with fire-red rubies. Over his crisp curls
of bright brown he wore a green laurel r
wreath, and his blue eyes glittered like
steel, in his eagerness for the affray.

The morning dawned brightly,-such
another May morning as that in which Pala-
mon and Arcite first saw the Lady Emelie C
walking in the garden beside their prison
walls. Two hours before day broke Pala- b
mon had risen and gone into the temple of t
Venus, and laid gifts on her altars. And c
after he had as ed her aid, the goddess v
had smiled mu him, and nodded in answer
to hie supplications. Emelie, too, as was , a
her wont, went to the temple of Diana,
.and the huntress queen then told her that cone of the knights should be her wedded blord, but which one not even Emeliemight oknow till the tourney was over. g

Last of all, Arcite went to the temple of hMars, and fiinging sweet incense on his aaltar, prayed to him with many supplica- otions. The statue of the god had clashed dits glittering arms, and murmured "Vic- 6tory." At which, full of hope, Arcite rose tup to go and array himself for the b
combat.

Meanwhile, in the court ofJupiter, king p
of gods and of men, there w a great con- a
tention. To Mars, Jupiter ad promised a
the victory for his chosen knight; but oVenus, her lovely eyes red with weeping o

besought that her favored Suitor, young
Palamon, might have Emelie for hie bride.While she thus prayed the stern Jupiter,her breast heavy wth sighs, and her cheekrwet with silver tears, Saturn, oldet of the
gods, thus whispered lier,-" Grieve not,O fairest of the daughters of the gode. To
Jupiter and Mars belong victory in war, andhonor among men; to me, dark treasonand black pestilence; mine is the drowningin the lonely sea, the strangling rope, thedeadly poison, and all means of suddendeath. Weep no more, for I promise thy
pleasure shall yetbe done, and Palamshall have Emelie." , aon

Now in the broad daylight, Athens is allastir. Now is heard the clattering of hoofsand the ringing of hammers, which rivet
together the links of the armor, and the
tramping of hurried feet, and the sharpword of command, and the knights callingon their squires. Now is seentheglitterof
gold and the flash of steel, the waving of
plumes and fluttering of mantles, Now eachman has fastened the last buckle and helpedhis master to mount, and the steeds champtheir shining bits, impatient to be gone.

Inside the walls of the tourney-ground,
Ander a canopy, sat Theseus and his court.
.,mong ail the ladies,' none s0 lovely asEmelie. She is clad all in white, with lier
yellow hair garlanding lier head; and e
fair was she, that the very air seemed toreathe lier praises. And now Theseus
gave aloud, by the mouth of the lerald, tueules by which the tourney shah be con-ducted. First, in order to prevent lons ofife, no man shall carry into the liste eitherow and arrows nor poleaxe, nor shortword. Neither shall he ride but oneourse with sharp-pointed spear.If an3 transgress these rules, they shalle taken out from the liste, and stand athe stake till the tourney is ended. If eitherhieftain be overthrown or conquered, theictory is declared.

The weapons shall be oniy speare, lances,
nd the mace.
Now the heralds have cried aloud the

large, and the trumpets and clarions have
lown and the drums beat, and the fierce
nsetbegun. The lances shivered, swords
eamed, the maces rang heavily on steel

elmets. Nowthis brave knight is unhorsed,
nd meets lis enemy in fierce grapple; now
ne is trampled under foot; now clouds of
ust lice ail like a thick smoke: here they.
truggle unfairly and are led to the stake
iii the affray is over; there one ie borneleeding from the fielc.
Many times the heralds sound the trum-

ets for a breathing-space in the battle, and
gain and again return to the charge. But
las for Palamon! just at evening he is
vercome, when he, would go to the helpf the brave Lycurgus, who is unhorsed,
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and fighting bravely; and Theseus cried THE SONG OF THE WIND.
out that Arcite has the victory, and Pala-
mon must yield himself conquered.

Then Palamon's heart sinks like lead in [Every thing depends upon the way one learns to
his breast, and by the throne of Jupiter, on repeat these verses to the baby-suiting the action t)
high Olympus, Venus wrings her hands in the word, and substituting " her" for " his" when
anguish of his defeat. But who is more circumstances require it.
proud than Arcite, and whose eyes beam N.B.Grammatical and common-sense people need
so tenderly as Emelie's, since, woman-like, 1N..- c o ee
her heart is already moved with love for the not apply.-S.S.]
victorious hero. Whooo! whooo! where's the baby?

Now he rides forward, the dust on his Whooo! whoool whirly-where;
armor, many a stain of red blood on his Whooo 1 whooo 1 whirly-curly-
waving mantle, his plumes nodding Whiffl whiffl blow his hair!
proudly, his eyes full of gladness. Now
Emelie bends forward, with the laurel Whooo! whooo! where's his eyes-es?
wreath in her hand, when, alas that I must Whoool whooo 1 birdie bright;
write it! the fiery steed of Arcite starts, Whooo whooo! bluesy-doosey-
plunges forward and then back, and over Whiff I whiff! shut 'em tight Ihis arched neck flings Arcite on the stone
pavement in front of the royal dais. Thus Whooo! whooo! wherc's his nosey?
has Saturn redeemed Iris pledge to Venus, Whooo! whoool whirly-wheeze;
and sudden death overtaken the victor Whooo! whooo! Shaky-waky-
under the shadow of the laurel wreath. Whiff! whiff 1 make him sneeze

They cleared the brave knight of his
armor, and still he lingered for a little, Whoool whonî where's his ears-es?
always crying for Emelie. Then he died, Whoool whoool whisperwaff;
and his fair lady and Palamon wept Whooo whooo lifty-curly-
together at his bedside. Over all the Whiff I whiff I make hitn laugh
land was great mourning. Theseuswould
hardly be comforted for the loss of this Whooo1 whooo! where's his tootsies?
brave heart, and Hypolita bewailed this Whoool whoool whirly-blow;
flower of knighthood rudely cut off in his Whoool whooo! rosy-posy-
prime. Ail the maidens cry by his bier, Whiff 1 whiff! kias him, so!
" Alas, alas! Arcite, why didst thou die -Heartk and Home.
thus? Hadst thou not gold enough, and
Emelie ?" _________

At last they made a great funeral pyre of CASWT H HLRNal rare ad costly woods, and Emelie her- H IH HE HI e
self lighted the torch which consumed it to
ashes. After this she mourned him for a A POOR CHILD's CHRISTMAS-TREe.
long time ia deep widowwood; but wben
the period of mouraiag had been prolonged atSuryevngIwn oachla year, Theseus called both Palamon and Ls audyeeigIwn oacuEmelie to his presence. drea'sWparty. o t wasaverypleasantparty,

but at the same time so peculiar tbat I want

It i notgoodto gievealwa s," e sadWhote o y ho oog !he r's his tbootsis ? o

to Emelie. Arcite was a noble gentle- ilbo
man, and loved you dear, but you cannot you remember what a wild, rainy, and dis-
caîl him back with grieving. Here is his mal Wight it was? The wind whistled
kinsmnan, not less brave, who bas loved round the corners of the streets, and blew

yuas long and as dearly. What say you baskets, and even sbutters, before it, as iftey were no weigbt worth metioaing.
tohimEmelie? As for Palamon, I warrant Poor aged people could scarcely maintainhe will not say me nay." their footing; and as for the cabmen's o-

And with these words, Theseus placed skia cloaks, the fierce gusts flapped them
the ha d of his sister in that of the knight, about like sails which bave broken tose
and Emelie looked at Palamon ad smiled from tbeir cordage, and which were oalyup in hi face with a smile which made waitig to sap the last link which heldsuashine in his sad heart. them to take their flight no one knew

Then there was a royal wedding at the whiter. I thought of ships in distress, ofpalace, and neyer was a more loving pair seamen's cries for help being drowned bythan these two, no husband more tender, the fury ofthe gale, of bright sigal-rockets
no wif more true. No grief ever came darting up into the dark sky, and of bravebetweena them, and no shadow felh on their me cauching the life-boat and urginglives tilo death came to take them apart.- their way, in tbe teetb of tbe biti g itorm,
Riverside Magazine. to save shipwrecked crews.
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Where was the party, do you ask? Now,
if you please, you are not to ask that;
because it would grieve me not to tell you,
and I must not tell you more than this,
that it was in the neighborhood of London;
and I will go so far as this-not more than
eight miles from St. Paul's Cathedral.
When I arrived at the gentleman's house
in which the party was to take place, I was
shown into the dining-room, where a pretty
sight awaited me. How pleasant it was to
see the fire brightly burning in the grate,
and to hear the wind roaring down the
chimney, and the rain pattering against
the windows! Five joyous little children,
sowarm and bloomingwith their happiness,
were around me in a moment, and imme-
diately out of breath with their efforts to
point out the wonders of the room into
which I had entered. A handsome banner
with " Welcome" faced the door; the walls
were garnished with holly and other ever-
greens, and instead of gas the room was
lighted by Christmas candles and colored
lamps.

But the chief object of attraction was a
large Christmas-tree, the fruit of which
was so varied and rich and beautiful that I
am quite at a loss how to describe it. On
its boughs delicate little lamps were sus-
pended, shedding a bright light on dolls,bonbons in silver and gold, baskets,
oranges, books, and a multitude of useful
articles not usually seen on Christmas-trees.
And for whom do you think, my young
friends, had this tree been garnished s0
tastefully? For those who could ask the
five little children again ? For thoseyoung
people who go to children's parties in bril-
liant sashes, white dresses and satin shoes?

No; this Christmas-tree was out of thecommon way, and while we are awaiting
the coming of the guests, and while the
" Dick Whittington" of the Illustrated
News is listening on the wall to hear their
rat-tat-tat, I will tell you its story. A
month before Christmas these five little
children, carrying out the teachihg of the
home circle, that it was more blessed to
give than to receive, bethought themselves
how pleasant it would be to get up as pretty
a Christmas-tree as they could for some
poor children of the neighborhood. They e
worked hard in all the time they could f
spare from school. They saved their C
money; thev went without sugar in their t
tea, that at the end of the week they.night d
put into the " Tree Box" the money which f
they thus fairly earned; and now thé happy c
evening was corne when they were to see s
the reward of their efforts. As I looked
upon their glistening young faces, and saw t
theirjoy in the prospect of conferringplea- i
sure upon others, I felt what our Queen fl
has so well described by " a lump in my h
throat." n

n53
There was no abatement in the fury ofthe wind and rain-not thatthis much mat-tered; for at the appointed time in trooped

the poor little guests. They are as difficult
to describe as the wonderful tree itself
There were the children of the charwoman-
the children of the mangling woman; thechildren of the washerwoman; and the
children of I know not how many goodwomen besides. The little ones were very
shy at first, but gradually, what with plum~-
cake and a hearty welcome, they recovered
their self-possession. They laughed, and
sang, and entered heartily into the spirit of
the evening. The bonbons cracked, the
articles on the tree were distributed, to the
immense delight of the children, who at
first thought they had come only to see, and
" not to have nothing." The proceedings
were most joyous, and-which is no slight
thing to say-appeared completely toanswer the expectations of the five little
children of the house, who, in the prospect
of them, had worked so diligently. By-
and-by "papa" told the old Divine story ofthe Babe of Bethlehem, after which the
little guests went home. I thought-Of
the many children's parties that will be
given this winter, how many will be as sen-
sible as this one, which was got up in the
interests of benevolence?

AMUSEMENT FOR WINTER
EVENINGS.

The games that we have to propose this
month are not new, but are old tried favor-
ites. Still, manyofour youngfriendsmay
not be familiar with them, at least in the
present form. While we are at this subject,
let us suggest that if any of you know a
nice game which makes the evening pass
pleasantly when you are met with your
young friends, you will confer a favor bywriting out a careful account of how it is
played, and sending it in. Of course we
cannot promise to insert all that may come,
but we will do our best to please all. Here
are the games :-

Here is a quick, lively, little game-" Fly
away, Pigeon 1" The leader sits with his
eet on a stool, so as to make a large lap;
r, which is better, all sit round a little
able. The leader then puts his fingerown upon it, and the others place all their
ingers round his. " Fly away, pigeon !"
ries he suddenly, and up all the fingerstart. Then they all settle down again.
'Fly away, eagle!" cries he again, and off
hey all go once more. " Fly away, bull!"
s now the cry, and away most of the fingers
y as before, not remembering that bulls
ave no wings. Those who 'nake this
istake pay a forfeit amidst the laughter
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of the others. " Fly away, feather !" cries all the party. He who gets most straws
the leader again; but the others, taught by wins the game; if he gets the king, he
the last experience, keep all their fingers counts it as four; the queen as three, and
fixed to the table, and the leader's flies up the bishop as two. I think, when there
alone. are only a few playing, it would be an

"Why don't you fly?" says he. improvement to divide the party into two,
"Why, feathers don't fly, do they? They each person playing for his party; if any

have no wings !" one, however, moves the heap he is out of
"No, but they fly for all that. Don't the game.

you remember the ' Persecuted Feather' we " Jerking Straws" is exactly similar to
played at some evenings ago, when the this, except that the straws are thrown in
feather flew all round the room, and after- a heap upon the table, and each one tries
wards went up the chimney ?" So the to remove them, under the same conditions,
leader, like an Eastern king, settles all dis- by means of the hook, or a splinter sharp-
putes by his own decision. ened to a point.

In the " Elements" you require to have The " Dumb Orator" is a kind of little
your wits as much about you as in the play acted by only two persons, the rest of
" Pigeon." This game creates much the party being merely spectators, or reliev-
laughter-not from its comicality, but be- ing these two out of their own ranks when
cause of the frequent and ridiculous mis- they are fatigued. When two actors have
takes committed by those who are engaged been chosen-the qualities requisite for
in it. Before describing the game, I must their parts being only that both should
premise that the only " elements" acknow- possess plenty of self-possession, and that
ledged in this game are earth, water and one should be acquainted with a popular
air-fire being omitted, because there are speech-they leave the room, and consult
no creatures known to exist in it, the sala- with each other which shall be the dumb
manders we sometimes read of in old books and which the speaking orator. The latter
being fabulous creatures. When all are then puts on a large cloak, which should
prepared, the beginner of the proceedings likewise hide completely his associate, who
takes a handkerchief, and looking at some creeps beneath it, with the exception of
one, as if he were about to throw it at him, his arms, which are thrust out before him,
suddenly darts it at another person, crying to represent the arms of the speaker, these
"Air" (or whatever element he chooses); being held close to his side beneath the

one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, cloak. When thus prepared, they re-enter
ei ght, nine, ten!" The other, if he be ready- the room, resembling as much as possible
witted, will answer, before the numbers dne individual, and begin the performance,
are over, " Sparrow," or the name of some The speaker recites with energy some well-
other bird; but frequently, when thus taken known speech admitting of a great deal of
by surprise, he will either remain in a state action, while the other gesticulates in a
or stupid perplexity, or give the name of a violent manner, throwing out his arms,
four-footed beast as an inhabitant of the clasping them together, or beating the
air! If he inake a mistake, he pays a for- speaker's forehead and breast at the pathetic
feit; but at anyrate throws the handker- parts; and throwing then in the air, or
chief in his turn, and soon meets with clenching his handswhen indignation and
plenty ofcompanions in nisfortune, whose anger are to be depicted. Neither speaker
forfeits are forming into a pile on the table. nor dumb orator can be too energetic in

A good deal of care and delicacy of touch order to produce the object of the game-a
is required for "Jack Straws." A number hearty laugh. Any common speech will
of little straws, or fine splinters of wood do; but " My name is Norval" is generally
bearing this name, are procured, and placed chosen, because it admits of a great deal of
on end on the table, meeting at the top, acting, and is the speech most familiar to
something in the same way as we see the the generality of girls and boys:-
new-mown corn in the fields. Three of " My name is Norval: on the Grampian hills
these little straws are marked in a peculiar My father feeds his docks; s frugal swain,
manner-each one different-and called Whose constant careswere ta increase his store,
King, Queen, and Bishop. The difficulty And keep his only son, myseif, at home.
of the game (and those who have tried it For Lhad heard ofbattles, and i longed
will agree with me in thinking it a difficulty) To follow ta the field saine warlike lord;
is by means of a little pin bent in the form And Heaven soon granted what ny sire decied.
of a hook, and stuck into a splinter, to This moon, which rase Ist nightround as my shield,
remove one of these straws without moving Had not yet filled her horns, when, by her light,
any of the others. If the experimenter suc- A band offierce barbarians, from the hills,
ceeds, he lays the straw aside, as the card- Rushed like a torrent down upon the vale,
players do, counting it as one. After he Sweeping aur docks and herds. The shepherds fled
has obtained that one, he gives up the For safety and for succor. 1 alane,
hook ta another, and thus it passes througi With bended bow and quiver fuli of arrow,
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Ilovered about the enemy, and marked

The road he took: then hastened to my friends,
Whom, with a troop of fifty chosen men,
I met advancing. The pursuit I led,
Till we o'ertook the spoil-encumbered foe.
We fought, and conquered. Ere a sword was drawn,
An arrow from my bow had pierced their chiet,
Who worethat day the arms which now 1 wear.

Returning home in triumph, I disdained
The shepherd's slothful life; and having heard
That our good king had summoned his bold peers
To lead their warriors to the Carron side,
I left my father's house, and took with me
A chosen servant to conduct my steps-
You trembling coward, who forsook his master 1

Journeying with this intent, I passed these towers,
And Heaven-directed, came this day to do
The happy deed that gilds my humble nane."

When this speech is well spoken, the
exaggerated action of the dumb orator has
a most absurd effect, and the actors are
usually repaid with roars of applause.

Here are some curious experiments.
AN EGG PUT IN A PHIAL.

To accomplish this seemingly incredible
act requires the following preparation:-
You must take an egg and soak it in strong
vinegar: and in process of time its shell
will become quite soft, so that it may be
extended lengthways without breaking;
then insert it into the neck of a small bottle,
and, by pouring cold water upon it, it will
re-assume its former figure and hardness.
This is really a complete curiosity, and
baffles those whe are not in the secret to
find out how it is accomplished.

HOW TO MAKE A ZINC SHRUB.

Reduce to powder three-fourths of an
ounce of sugar of lead; put into a common
decanter, and fill with water; shake till
dissolved, and allow to rernain three days.
Pour off carefully, so as not to disturb the
dregs; rinse out the decanter, and then
return the solution. Suspend a piece of
zinc in the decanter, by means of thread
or wire, so as just to be covered by the
liquid. Place it where it will not be dis-
turbed; the zinc will soon become covered
with a moss-like appearance, which will
shoot forth in brilliant crystallization, in
the form of a tree or shrub. This is a very
pleasing experiment. A large, round glass
bottle may be substituted for the decanter
-being easier to handle.

MAGIC PICTURE.

Take two pieces of glass (plate glass is
the best) about three inches long and four
wide, exactly of the same size; lay one
upon the other, and manage so as to leave
a space between them, by pasting a piece
of card, or two or three small pieces of
thick paper, at each corner. Join these
glasses together at the edge by a composi-
tion of lime, slacked by exposure to the

air, mixed with the white of an egg. Cover
all the edges with parchment or bladder,
except at one edge, which is to be left open
to admit the following composition :-Six
ounces of hog's lard, dissolved by a slow
fire, with half an ounce of white wax, added
to an ounce of clear linseed oil. This must
be poured in its liquid state, and before a
fire, between the glasses, by the space left
at the end, which is then closed up. Wipe
the glasses clean, and hold them before the
fire to see that the composition will not run
out at any part. Then fasten with gum a
picture or print, painted upon very thin
paper, with its face to one of the glasses,
and if you choose you may fix the whole
in a frame. While the mixture between
the glasses is cold the picture will be quite-
concealed, but becomes transparent when
held to the fire, and as the composition
cools it will gradually disappear.

AN EGG IN A FIT.
Provide a pennyworth of quicksilver in a

quill, sealed at both ends with good hard
wax; cause an egg to be roasted or boiled,
and take off a small bit of the shell of the
narrow end; then thrust in your quill of.
quicksilver, and lay the eggon the ground :
you will have sport enough, for it will
never leave tumbling about as long as there-
is any heat in it. So, also, if you put quick-
silver into a sheep's bladder and blow it
out, and then go to the fire and warm the
bladder, and fiing it on the ground, it will
jump and skip about for a long time.

Here are two or three English riddles,
which you will not find very easy to guess;
but work away and see who will send us the
best answer, in rhyme if you can, but if
not the simple answer will do. Send it in
as early as you can, so that it will be in
time for the next month.

1.
Toil on, toil on ye busy crew,
Tho' little profit is for you:
The harvest time is almost past,
The autumn tints are ripening fast,
Tho' of myftrst you've goodly store,
Toil on, toil on I and make stili more.
Alas, you'll prove in winter's hour

How covetous is man;
And stili " they take who have the power,"

And still " they keep who can."

Row on, row on 1 my next is high,
The stars are shining in the sky;
The tide, methinks, is ebbing fast,
The evening hour is almost past-
Haste, lover, haste, one looks for thee,
One watches from her balcony 1
Love on, young hearts, love whilst ye may,

While life and hope are new,
Perchance may dawn a darker day

When love is not for vou.
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My whole none ever can forget,
And some look back with fond regret,
And sigh the happy time is gone
When hand join'd hand, and two were one:
And many wish, but wish in vain
To live that blissful time again 1
'Tis sweet, aye very sweet indeed,

My whole is said to be,
Altho' to ail 'tis not decreed

That happy time to see.

2.

ftcader, guess what I can be!
This very book is full of nie!
I may be large, I may be small,
So clear I can be seen by ail,
But when another meaning's mine
So hidden few can me divine-
There's nothing done or said that's new
But straight I bring it to your view,
And make you know, from time to time,
What's thought in prose, or writ in rhyme.
Go, and with curious study, cast
Your eye o'er records of the past,
And there in history you'll sec
How ail mankind made use of me.
In sacrifice 1 mnight be trac'd,
In many mystic scenes was plac'd-
A ring, a serpent I might be,
Then speaking of eternity l
A withered flow'r, fading grass,
Showing how man's life doth pass:
A bird, a dog, a ship at sea,
These ail have been employed as me.

3.
lush 1 hush! break not the silence
Whilst I am .hovering near,

In sickness and in sorrow
Ever a friend most dear.

Yet just cut off my head, and now
What are you ail about,

That with such noise and bustle
You should strive to sweep me out?

Guessing riddles is ail very well, but
making then is much better fun, and we
hope that our riddles and puzzles may soon
ail be supplied by our readers, who will
find that making them is very entertaining
work indeed.

As many, doubtless, will see this who did
not see the December number, we will
repeat the rules there given to contributors
to this Department:-

i. Riddles sent nust be original, or never
before published.

2. They must be written on one side of
the paper only.

3. They must be accompanied. by the
answers, not only to the whole, but to every
separate part, if there are such parts.
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Fashions for 7anuary.

~Lj~e ~fas1~iuns.

FASH IONS FOR JANUARY.

We have been examining more particu-

larly this month the various styles in cloaks

and cloakings which are in vogue this

winter. Imitation fur and other fancy

materials are, as usual, more in favor than

cloth, being not only more comfortable in

appearance, but in reality very much
warmer in proportion to their weight, as

the volume of air carried about in the furry

texture is a better non-conductor of heat

than anything else.

Jackets of these materials are always
loose, and, as we said last month, pretty
long. Many are made with a wide collar,
having two vandyke points in front-the
pockets in this case being trimmed to
match. Plain cloths, on the contrary, are
almost invariably fitted to the figure, and
generally edged with a broad band of

fur.
In New York, white is the fashionable

color for dress cloaks, the material being
astrachan plush, ermine cloth, soft lamb's
wool, or velvet beaver. Scalloped edges,
bound with plaid velvet or solid colored
plush, are the trimmings. Plaid cloaks of
heavy twilled waterproof are made with
two large capes, or with a sacque and cape-
a gay and comfortable wrap for dismal
damp days.

The hood worn by the second figure in
our plate, which goes by the name of a
Bashlik, is meeting with a good deal of
favor in the United States. It appears,
when made of wool, to be just a modifica-
tion of the cloud 80 long worn in Canada.
Indeed the style of cloud which has come
in this winter, with the ends sewed up for
a considerable distance, and a narrow bor-
der round the opening, is given in the

fashion magazines as a new kind of bash-
lik. The bashlik, however, is made in all
kinds of materials,'and often very elabo-
rately trimmed.

DESCRIPTION OF FASHION PLATE.
FIG. i.-Jackets for little girls from two to six years,

in long-haired, white fancy stuff, trimmed with white
Angora fringe and colored satin rolls and bows,
which lie half-hidden in the stuff.

FIG. 2.-Paletot for a young girl, in dark blue double
cloth. The trimming is a quilling an inch and a half
wide of black ribbed silk, with a plain narrow fold of
the same on either side.

FIG. 3--Paletot of brown velvet, trimmed with a
border of brown plush from three-quarters to an inch 4
and a half wide-the sleeves having also satin folds
and bows of the same color. The belt, which is two
and a half inches wide, and the bow at the back, are
likewise bound with satin. The sash ends, cut on the
straight and sloped on one side, are eleven and a half
inches long and seven and a quarter wide. Brown
silk ribbed buttons and button-holes bound with satin.

FIG. 4.-Half-tight Paletot of slate grey velvet.
The black velvet fold, two inches and a quarter wide,
is run on at the back, and then turned over and finished
with a light grey satin piping without cord-the front
and sleeves beng bound with the same satin. The
velvet fold is carried up several inches on the side
seams, a row of pointed satin buttons being placed
just behind as on the sleeves. The button-holes are
simulated by black silk cord put on double. Smaller
buttons of the same kind, hanging on fine cord, make
the bell fringe on the slit sleeve.

FIG. 5.-Half-tight Paletot with brace collar. Our
pattern is made in coffee brown velvet, trimmed in
the same color with imitation astrachan, rich chenille
fringe on the collar, and a satin piping without cord
on the sleeves and pocket lappets. The trimming is
four inches and a quarter in width round the paletot,
three and a quarter on the sleeve, and a little over
two on the pocket. Worked silk buttons.

FIG. 6.- Cardinal Cloak for elderly ladies. Our
illustration shows this cloak in woollen plaid, trimmed
with a border of ribbed silk an inch and a half wide,
bow of the same and heavy silk fringe. The front is
cut straight and fastened with hooks and eyes. The
side of the back should be bound with narrow ribbon,
and hemmed nnder the front. A coat sleeve may be
added for greater warmth. This clpak is also made
in velvet and other materials.



Cold.' Cold!
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COLD! COLD!

BY MRS. A. CAMPBELL, QUEBEC.

"Does she work cheap?"
" I don't know, I'm sure, You can make

your own arrangements with her; but it is
amusing to hear you talk of cheap work-
you, who need it so little."

" I can't see what that has to do with it,
or why I shouldn't get my work done cheap
as well as anybody else. I thought you
said you had often employed her?" This
latter was said a little superciliously.

" So I have," was the quiet reply; " but
the fact is my husband abhors what is
called cheap sewing, and says what I can't
afford to pay liberally for, I must do myself;
but I shall send her to you, and you can
make your own price. Good morning."

The above conversation took place at the
counter of the fashionable store of Frisky
& Frisky's between two ladies-one of
whom, enveloped in furs, stepped into a
handsome sleigh and drove off. The other
sighed as she turned #ound and murmured
to herself-"Ah, me! I fear there is little
hope for poor Madame La Chance there. If
she is to be bargained with to do cheap
work, I had better not send her, perhaps;
but then she would be so disappointed, as
I promised to speak for her; and after all
I may misjudge Mrs. Z. She may have been
joking, and will, probably, do justice to the
woman after all;" and catching up ber
neat dress to keep it from the snow, she
briskly trotted off.

"It's a terribly cold day, Madame La
Chance, and it's a full mile further to walk,
and you have already come all the way from
the Faubourg. Had you not better wait
for to-morrow?"

" No, madam, I can't afford to wait," was
the.reply, given in broken English. "The
childrens must eat, you know, and my hus-

band's rheumatis is so bad he won't be out
of bed long titne I'm afraid. I don't mind
the cold. Plenty work to do will cheer me
up, keep me chaud, chaud. Josette can take
good care of the Petite now, and I can sit
up at night to sew, and soon make all com-
fortable again;" and the thin, pinched face
of the woman beamed all over at the pic-
ture she had conjured up.

" Well, then go," said Mrs. J., " here is
the written name of the house in case you
should forget it. Call in onyourway back
and get warmed. l'Il tell the cook to keep
some dinner for you."

It was fully three hours ere the work-
woman presented herself again to Mrs. J.
That lady had been sitting near the window
sewing. and .glancing up saw the weary,
dispirited, exhausted-looking woman ap-
parently hesitating whether to open the
little garden gate or not. Mrs. J. went to
the door at once and said-" Come in,
madam. You look perished."

" Oui, j'ai froid! froid !" was the
short, almost sharply given, reply.

" Why then did vou stand? Why didn't
you come in at once ?"

"En vérité I thought not to come in at
all. I not want to live upon you, madam.
You are too good already, and I don't get
work."

"Not get work !" was the surprised reply.
"Did you not see Mrs. Z.?"

"Oui. I see ber; I wait, wait, wait; at
last she come down stair. She got lot of
work, she say; but chère madam, she want
me'to work for noting. She want cheap
work, she say-so me offer ber bargain;
but she think me work for noting-not
enough to pay candle to see by," said the
woman bitterly. " See, madam, she offer
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me fourpence for large linen pillow-case
with double frill to hem all round."

"Not possible," was the grieved reply.
"'Tis possible, madam. She-Mrs. Z.

-say she get done at the Magdalene or
Refuge, or some such place, for that, and
she give no more. I feel so wicked at my
heart, chère madam, I nearly cry. I say
' Oui, Madame Z., that possible. Honest

woman, with six children to put bread in

mouth and sick husband, not able to work

so cheap as de bad folks who live by wicked-

ness, and then come to charity. I not ask

charity. I ask work, ma'am; but I can't

work for noting. If you want cheap work
-very cheap work-go to the jail, madam;
you get cheap enough there. Lots of the
stuff stole, too.' I sorry, ma'm, I say it; but
I too quick vexed, I suppose," said the
woman with a sigh. "The lady say I too
proud, and she'll not encourage pride in
poor people, and she give me no work at
all; so she went up-stairs and leave me to
come away, and so I get back. Lost all
my day, chère madam, and I done noting ;"
and the poor, sad-looking creature choked
back a sob as she finished.

" Let me see," said Mrs. J., driving back
a tear herself as she spoke. " Are your feet
not wet? Where you have been standing

a pool'of water has melted."
' "Oui, I wet, but no matter," was the

reply, given with a sad, half-bitter smile,
as she lifted her skirt, and shewed the
woollen sock wet up to the knee through
ploughing along in the deep snow. "If
it not for the poor children I glad to die
and be done With it."

" Hush ! hush! Madame La Chance, don't
speak so. Remember who sends troubles.
Go down t6 the kitchen, take off those wet
things, and cook will see you made com-
fortable."

"Mary," said the lady a few moments
after to the housemaid who had answered
her bell, " you spoke of having some under-
clothing you wanted made. I have no
work cut out for Madame La Chance to-
day, and she has been disappointed in what
she expected. Should you like to give it
to her? I know she would do it reasonably
for you."

" Yes, ma'm, I'd be glad to get them done

if you will please give thein to her. I don't
mind the price for the poor thing. A few
pence here nor there won't beggar me. She
has a heap of children, and earns her living
hard enough. I'd be uone the better for a
little taken off her bones, and l'Il never be
the poorer, ma'm, for paving her properly.
So don't you mind me. l'Il be glad to help
the poor Frenchwoman, and I don't want
no bargain out of her."

"Thank you, Mary," was the reply; "I
do not indeed think you will ever be the
poorer for it. She will go away comforted,
I am sure, with your work. It grieves her
so to live upon charity."

Madame La Chance did leave comforted,
and a servant who earned her own daily
bread had done what she could towards it.
And Mrs. J., as she took up her work by
the window again, and saw the dashing
equipage of Mrs. Z. fly past with ils pair of
splendid horses, and that lady herself
wrapped up in a seal-skin cloak, did not
envy her the possession of them; but
thought how riches must have hardened
her heart to let her send an honest, indus-
trious, suffering work-woman from her
door frozen, cold! cold i

SELECTED RECIPES.

LiMON PIE.-Beat the yolks of two eggs, the juice
of one lernon and one cup of sugar together. Bake
with only one crust. When done have ready the
whites of the eggs, beat to a froth, with two table-
spoonfuls of white sugar and pour it over the top. Put
it into the oven again and let it stand until of a light
brown.

HOT PUDDING-SAUCE.-TO four large spoonfuls of
rolled, clean brown sugar, put two of butter, and stir
it together in an earthen dish until white; then put if
into a sauce-pan with a teacup of hot water, and set it
upon the coals. Stir it steadily till it boils, and then
add a spoonful or two of lemon juice, or rose-
water, and let it boil up again. Pour it into a sauce-
tureen, and grate nutmeg over the top. The advantage
of stirring the butter and sugar together before
nelti:ig * is that it produces a thick, white foam
upon the top. The reason for stirring it steadily while
on the coals is that it would otherwise become oily.

PARKER HousE ROLLS.-Two quarts flour, one large
spoonful of lard, one pint boiled milk-set aside till
cold,-half cup sugar, half cup yeast. Make a hole in
centre of the flour, put in milk, &c., and rise over
night. In the morning knead it weIl, and rise till
noon; then cut into long, narrow rolls and let it rise
till tea time.
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To MAKE A CUP OF TEA.-The teapot itself

should be as perfectly plain and even in shape,
inside and out, as possible; it will thus throw

off less heat, and consequently keep hot longer,

and be more easily kept thoroughly clean. A level

teaspoon for one cup. When the pot is perfectly

clean, and dry, put in the dry tea and stand it before the
fire for at least ten minutes; then pour on the boiling

rain or soft water, let it stand five minutes, and it is

ready for use; then put your sugar and milk in the

teacup, and pour the tea upon it.

TOFFEY.-With the butter (of which you can put as

much or as little as you like) at the bottom of

the sauce-pan, put in one pound of sugar and two

tablespoonfuls of vinegar. Leave it to soak one night.

If it looks too dry in the morning, add a little more

vinegar. Then put it on the fire and boil, not stirring

it. When you think it likely to be done, stick a knife

into the middle of it, and drop it into a cup of cold

water, and if it bites crisp it is done. Just before it

is donc, drop in a teaspoonful of essence of vanilla.
Then pour the toffey thinly all over a buttered tin, and

it will soon be cold.

BURNED SUGAR.- Put alittle sugar on the fire, and

a little water, and let it burn. Then add water and

bottle it. It keeps any length of time. Used for

browning gravy.

RANCID BUTrTR, boiled in water, with a portion of

charcoal, (say a tenth part,) will be entirely divested

of its rancidity, and may be used for cookingpurposes,
although its âue flavor will not be restored for the

table.

CHANTILLY CREAM.-Of ail cold desserts, Chantilly

cream is the easiest to prepare, but on condition of

having rich cream worthy ofits name. Mix the whites

ot two eggs with a quart of rich cream, beat it to a

snow by means of a little whisk. Add then, but

without ceasing to whip, half a pound of powdered

sugar, and flavor with vanilla, orange, essence of

coffee, or any desirable extract. Pile it up in a glass

dish, surround it by sponge-cakes, and serve.

CHILDRENIs CLOTHING.-It is a sad truth that

hundreds of l4tle children annually perish from not

being properlydressed. The legs and arms, including

the feet and hands, more than any other part of the

body, need to be warmly clad. These being the

furthest removed from the centre of the circulation,
are with more difficulty kept warm, and need an extra

amount of clothing. If the limbs are allowed to

become chilled, the blood is driven back from them,
and the chest, head, or some other part becomes con-

gested; and suddenly the frightened mother finds her

darling sick with an alarming attack of croup, brain-

fever, or bowel complaint, which may terminate in

death.

ICING.-Take one pound of powdered or flour sugar

(not the common pulverized) and the whites of four

eggs. Put the sugar to the eggs before you beat it at

all; then beat till it is stiff. Spread it on the cake with

a wet knife, wetting it in cold water each time you

use it. Set it in front of the stove to dry, or in ant

oven with the least particle of heat. The cake must
be nearly cold. You carf flavor the icing with rose,
orange, or lemon; if the latter, add a very small por-
tion of grated rind. It is much nicer to add sugar to>
eggs before beating than afterward.

THE IIEALTH OF GOLD FisH.--A correspondent ol
the Scientrfc American furnishes the following rules
for keeping gold fish -

" For each quart of water only one fish, as gold fish
cannot thrive if crowded. Do not change the source
of water, whether from ell or hydrant. in summer,.
renew it daily; in winter, o -ery second or third
day.

Shallow glass dishes should not be use hey
should be deep and kept in the shade, strong light an
a heated roon being detrimental to the fish. Thte
bottom of the globe should be covered with smooth

gravel to absorb the excrements and keep the water
clean.

" In changing the water for cleaning the globe you

should take the fish out with a fine net, but never witlh
the hand. Do not feed them with bread or cake. or
any food containing tannin; but give thein wafers and
eggs, flies, yolk of eggs, water cress, etc., but only

once in three or fonr days. and then sparingly.
" In the months of November, December, January

and February, the fish should not be fed at ail, as this
is their hybernating season, and food in this season
is unnatural. In March, April and May, they should
be fed scantily.

" If these rules are followed, these aquarian orna-
ments of your homes will live and thrive for many

years."1

SPOTS IN CARPETs.-First, take a warmn iron and a

piece of brown paper, and press the spot till all the

grease that can be extracted in that way is removed

fromn the carpet, then cover the spot with whiting, and

leave it a day or so. Brush off with a clothes-brush

and renew the application, For removing grease.

stains in silk, benzine is excellent; fine starch mois -

tened and laid on the spot is also good: sometimes a

warm iron and a piece of paper is sufficient; lay the

silk right-side down on the ironing-blanket, put tht

paper on top, and apply a flatiron just hot enough to>

scorch the paper.

BROWN LEAVES occur upon bouse plants, espe-

cially if the temperature of the room be high,

much to the annoyance of the cultivator. In the

majority of cases, the trouble is caused by the insect

popularly known as the " Red Spider." It is so>

small that it requires sharp eyes to sec it, and one

would hardly think such a mite of a thing capable of
producing so much damage, yet it is one of the worst

pests, not only of the greenhouse, but of many open

air plants. The red spider will not flourish in a moist
atmosphere, and frequent drenchings are fatal to it.

The remedy is to shower the plants frequently, espe-
cially the under side of the leaves. If you have no

syringe, lay the plants down and shower them from a

1 watering pot with a fie nose.



A Good New rear.- 7he late George Peabody.

editorial.

A GOOD NEW YEAR.

The time has come round again for us

to wish our readers a "l Happy New Year."

Winter is upon us once more with its long

evenings, which render a good supply of

interestiDg-rlading matter almost a neces-

S- .xly,11especially in country places. We hope

to make our Monthly visits a source of

both pleasure and profit to the homes of

subscribers. During the past twelve

months we have effected several improve-

ments in the Magazine; but with the New

Year, having been obliged to raise the sub-

scription price to a dollar and a half, we

present still farther attractions. In this

number we commence an original serial,

entitled, "Marguerite; a Tale of Forest

Life in Acadia," written by J. G. Bourinot,

Esq., whose articles on I Gentlemen

Adventures in Acadia" have been so highly

appreciated. In our Fashion Departmen t,

begun in last number, it is our intention,

not so much to give a complete view of

fashions in its extremes, as to present a

few practical hints for sensible people who

wish to dress elegantly and at the same

time economically. In the Young Folks

Department we have this year a serial by
our esteemed contributor, Mrs. A. Camp-

bell, of Q:iebec. We shall also give in

future a few riddles and puzzles each

month, and to this column we invite

original contributions. We shall continue

to make the early history of our country a

specialty; and desire to receive more of

such tales as that of " The Colonists,"

concluded in the December number. which

is true in all its historic details and gives a

vivid picture of life in the olden time.

Truth in this case, as often happens, is

stranger than fiction. With an increased

subscription list we should be able to make

other desireable changes, and to this end

we offer large inducements to clubs. Every

old subscriber who sends us a new name
will be entitled to the two copies at the
old price of one dollar each, and a club of
five will receive the same reduction. If

each of our friends would do something,
however little, to induce others to take the

magazine, we should probably be able, by

the beginning of next year, to report a

doubled circulation.

THE LATE GEORGE PEABODY.

Mr. Peabody, whose praise just now is in
every one's mouth, whose name will long
be a household word among the poor of

London, was born in South Danvers, Mas-

sachusetts. His career as a banker in the
world's metropolis, and the magnificent

benefactions which have made his name
famous, are too well known to need recap-
itulation. His donations in his native

country were principally to forward the
cause of education-his great interest in

which probably arose in part from the fact

that he was taken from school at eleven

years of age, and had thus himself felt the

need of the advantages he so liberally sup-
plied for others. To the Danvers celebra-
tion in 185o, he sent the toast-" Education :

a debt due from present to future genera-

tions."

The first money Mr. Peabody earned,

outside of his small salary as a clerk, was

for writing ballots for the Federal party at
Newburyport. When he first resided in

London he lived very frugally-his per-

sonal expenses for ten years averaging less

than £6oo per annum. He was very care-

ful about little things, and especially op-

posed to small frauds. Being overcharged

a shilling for fare once on an English rail-

way, he complained to the Directors, and

had the official removed-" not that he

could not afford to pay the shillirtg, but the-
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man was cheating many travellers to whom
the swindle would be oppressive."

He visited, incognito, the houses erected
by his munificence for the London poor,
to see if those in charge of the charity pro-
perly attended to their duties. Asking the
wife of the superintendent the name of her
child, he was answered, " George Peabody."
This prompted a present to the infant,
which the mother quietly interpreted, and
announced to her neighbors the presence
of their distinguished benefactor, who
gladly took refuge in a cab to be rid of their
benedictions.

He was a beautiful penman, and his let-
ters were usually brief and to the point.
He received an epistle of thirty-six foolscap
pages from a decayed English gentleman,
who solicited a loan of a few thousand
pounds to establish the claims of his family
to an estate. Mr. Peabody wrote in reply
substantially this-" That you should have
written such a letter would surprise your
friends; that I should have read it would
indeed surprise mine." Chief-Justice Shaw
paid Mr. Peabody the compliment of re-
marking, that a business document written
by him was one of the clearest and most
comprehensive papers ever presented to
the Supreme Court.

Several years ago Mr. Peabody selected
his grave in the beautiful cemetery near his
native place called Harmony Grove, where
the remains of many of his kindred are
buried. The last time he eyer spoke in
public was at the National PeaceJubilee in
Boston. It was a fitting place and occasion
for one whose long and useful life had done
so much for peace and concord.

Mr. Peabody always cherished the mem-
ory of his mother, to whose comfort he
ministered in early life. One who knew
all the circumstances alluded to them in
the following words:-

"Might we invade the sanctuary of his
early home, and the circle of his immediate
connections, we could light round the
youthful possessor of a few hundred dollars
-the avails of the most severe and untiring
efforts-a brighter halo than his elegant
hospitalities, his magnificent donatiqis, or
his liberal public acts, now shed over the
London banker."

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

The experience of two years having
proved that a magazine of the size of the
NEw DOMINION . MONTHLY could not be
issued at ten cents per copy or a dollar per
annum without loss, the publishers have
been under the necessity, as announced
last month, of raising the price fifty per
cent. This advance is, however, accom-
panied by an increase of attractions; one
of which is a fashion-plate with accom-
panying descriptions; and another a depart-
ment for the reviews of new books.

The price, beginning with this number,
is fifteen cents per copy or $1.5o per
annum. Any old subscriber, remitting
for himself and a new subscriber, can
have the two copies, addressed separately,
for $2. A club of five will be furnished,
addressed separately, for $5. We hope all
who favor the publication of such a maga-
zine in British North America will aid us
by saying a good word for the NEw
DOMINION MONTHLY for 1870.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPON-
DENCE.

An esteened contributor in Nova Scotia
says:-" I have no doubt your circulation
will increase from this time; the chief
objection hitherto being that people thought,
judging from the price, the matter of the
magazine must be inferior."

A lady writes from St. John's :-" We are
much pleased with the prospectus for 1870,
and hope that the Canadian puþlic will not
suffer the effort to languish for want of
support. For what the magazine gives its,
price, even as increased, is little more than
nominal; and a part from its literary merit,
its religious and national tone should
ensure it a welcome in every Canadian
home."

The NEW DOMINION MONTHLY furnishes
a good medium for advertisements of
Manufactures, Implements, Machines,
Colleges, Schools, Publications, Property
for Sale, &c., &c., which will be inserted
on moderate ternms on fly leaves.
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LITERARY NOTICES.

HISTORY OF THE SETTLEMENT OF UPPER

CANADA (Ontario), with special reference to the

Bay of Quinte; by Wm. Canniff, M.D., M.R.C.S.

E., Professor of Surgery University Victoria Col-

lege, Author of the "Principles of Surgery."

Toronto: A. Dredge & Co., Publishers.

BY REV. wM. sTnPHENSON, TORONTo.

It has been the complaint of histórians that the early
history of nations is too often enveloped in obscurity
-mere legends forming the basis of ponderous vol-

umes, in which the development and progress of ideas

and peopies are delineated. Accepting the legends as

facts, it has sometimes occurred that the characteria-

tics of a nation have been accounted for in this way;
and yet a fuller examination ias served to explode
the legendary theory, and the speculator has been left

in the dark, or made to pursue some different line of

avestigation in order to account for an existing state

of things. How charming would have been the task

of writing the early history of Rome, or Greece, if in

the national archives could have been found an authen-

tic document touching the incipient history of those

nations, similar te this furnished by Dr. Canniff regard-
ing the settlement of Ontario. The fact that the author

belongs to a profession rather unimaginative and

severe in investIgation, sill not, we think, be found,4n
.after times, to detract from the merit of the volume

before us. When the time shall have come for writing
the history of the Dominion, we venture the assertion

that nothing will plesse the Herodotus of that day, or
aford him more solid satisfaction, than Dr. Cannifi's

present contribution to our historic literature.

The publication of certain histories, such as biogral
phies have frequently been deferred lest parties still
surviving should be aggrieved by the historian's reve-
lations of the early struggles and plebeian condition of
their forefathers. There may be reasonableness in this
course, yet there are, unquestionably, hazards. The
original fac's may be los1-they mnay be tampered
with, and veracious history lose by the delay. To our
snind this book of Dr. Canniff's has peculiar interest.
A few, only a few, of the original settlers are yet alive;
their children and rrand-children have grown up
vigorous branchcs of a hardy and essentially vita.
stock; and this book unfoids with historic fidelity the
condition of a people who, in no distant future, will be
regarded as the fathers of a wide and far-branching
Dominion. One thing we knov: in those parts of the
country of which our author gives the fullest details,
that is, in and around tic tenl telraltownships of the
old Midland District, this bock i sought and read with
an eager and deep-fe:t gratification. Well-educated,
intelligent, influctial, and worthy persons, are not
ashamed to be reminded of their origin nf the hqrd-

fought, oft-foiled, finally-success fu strugges of their
ancestors. In fact, no one interested iln wlat is noble
in daring, andi chiv.alrous li endeavor, and grsnd jn
achievement, but must welc-me thi -je te vol-
unie. "The Pilgrim Fathers" ofthiånemis a were

men of demontrative liyalty; and who11, i t.ie ;

of their adoption, they conitd no longer she' be: ti

the loved shadow of the "l Old Lion," nor behold, wav-
ing over them as wont, the rare " Old Flag," rendered
precious by all that was thrilling in association and
sacred in long-nursed and cherished feeling, they pre-
ferred to sacrifice, and risk, and encounter ail that
might be involved In a migration to Canada. It would
iadeed be difficult for us, even by the aid of Dr. Can.
niff's vivid pictures, fully to realize what was then
implied in a settlement in' .his country. Thie climate,
the seasons, the want and the wilderness, and that, too,
all unsubdued and seemingly unconquerable, were in
the lista against them.

It certainly was no drawing-room treaty, no holiday
engagement with those men, when they fixed the
remoive to grasp the triple-bolted fastnesses of our
Canadian territories, and thus become the pioneers in
the march of freedom and empire in North Amuerica.
The struggles into which they entered, the dilfficulties
they surmounted, and the success which crowned their
determined efforts-transforming the rugged wilder-
nets into a wide area of fertility-have all been set
forth by Dr. Canniff with equal feeling and perspica-
city. Being himself a descendant of a " United Em-
pire Loyalist," he evinces much sympathy with the
whole class, alike in their motives for abandoning the
Republic, and their heroic endurances on this aide the
lines. Their daily avocations, their manfulness in
suffering, their generosity in famine, their weary
journeyings, their unpretentious hospitalities, their
quaint nuptial festivities, and the meiting simplicity
of their solemn scenes and funeral sadnesms, are all
fully depicted on these pages. To nome it may Sem
that the Doctor is a littie severe in mne of his stric-
tures on the colossal institutions of the neighboring
nation; but it must be borne in mind that he only
adopta a canon of criticism which many American
writers, when Britain or the British Colonias say
have been the theme, have adopted before him-Me is
evidently satisfied, wç had almoât said intesmely
pleased, with that form of Government nder which
he lives; and being from his cradle accustmed to the
recital of the horrors and atrocities of the Americmn
revolutionary war he knows, and emas to feel,
whereof le affirma. We have no doubt but that this
portion of the work, touching the U.E. Loyalistawill
be scanned with deepest lnteremt by thousands
throughout the Dominion.

Our author ha not failed to award a fil meed of
attention the aboriginal tribes of Ontario, and he has
presented us with many thrilling and affecting remin.
iscences of a people who are faàt waning before the
spread of civilisation and a higher national ilfe.
This book wili aiso be found to constitute a depository
of facts connected with the origin of our schools, the
rise and progress of'our periodical literature, the estab.
lishment of our varions denominational Churches, a
remarkable race of evangelizing clergymea-togther
with sketches of the governing, political and leading
military men of those times. It would le pleasinIg to
transcribe q few ot' Dr. Cannif's lucid pages for the
columns of your excellent magazine; but fearing to
encroach on your space, and feeling certain that the
work itself must be read as a whole to be appreciated
commensurate with Its high merit, we rçfrain from
doing so. The style of the Doctor is manly, vigorous
and succinct. His Industry is beyond prise, and he
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has succeeded in furnishing a very edifying :and reli.

able record. We are glad to note that most of the

eading journals of Ontario have noticed the book with

much favor, and we only hope its circulation may be

equal to its worth.
The publishersiave, on the whole, done their work

well, and the " getting up" of the volume is very'credit-

able. We observe a few typographical errors, which

will, no doubt, receive attention in a second issue.

When sucn future edition shall be called for, which

we hope will be early, we would suggest that the

author supply a classified index for referential, pur-

poses, as the large and copious table of contents is

scarcely sufficient in a work of such a character.

We thank Dr. Canniff for the labor he haslbestowed,

for the varied inf >rmation he has given, and for the

very great pleasure we have received in perusing his

admirable production.

HAYDN'S DICTIONARY OF DATES, relating

to ail Ages and Nations, for universal reference.

Edited by Benjamin Vincent, Ai sist4nt-Secretary

and Keeper of the Library of the Royal Institution

ofGreat Britain. Revisedforthe use ofAmerican

readers. New York: Harper & Brothers. For

sale by Dawson Bros., Montreal.

This work, which appeared a number of years ago
in England, was designed by the anthor to contain

rthe greatest possible amount of information which

could be compressed into a single volume, and to be a

book of reference whose extensive usefulness would

render its possession material to every individual.

Since its first appearance it has passed through nume-

rous English editions-, .and bas recqived many very

important additions. Besides this the Arperican pub-

lishers have spared no pains to make the work complete
in every respect, and to have the very latest information

on ail points. The matter which has been added lias

fnot been thrown into a supplement, but has been incor-

porated into the body of the wvork, making it more con-

venient for reference. Of course absolute perfection

in a work of this kind is unattainable; but, so far as

we can judge by a careful examination of this book, it

approaches as near perfection as possible. It will, as

the author claims, in almost every instance save its

possessor the trouble of turning over voluminous

authors to refresh his memory, or to ascertain the date,

order and features of any particular occurrence.

THE DiSCOVERY OF THE GREAT WEST; by

Francis Parkman, author of " Pioneers of France

in the New World" and "The Jesuits in North

America." Boston: Little, Brown & Co. Daw-

son Bros., Montreal.

The daring enterprises which two centuries ago
revealed to the world the existence and character of
the Mississipi and the Great Lakes, have hitherto been
but little known. This volume supplies the defect.
Much of the material used is entirely new, and has
been drawn from the French archives and from valu-
able documents collected by private investigators. The
individual who took the most prominent part in the

discovery of these new regions was Robert Cavelier,
Sieur de la Salle, the son of a wealthy citizen of

Rouen. La Salle, in the spring of 1666, sailed for

Canada to seek his fortune. He directed his steps to
Montreal, where the Seminary of St. Sulpice, anxious
to form a line of settlements along the front of the
Island, gave him a grant of a tractof land at Lachine.
Here he lived for some time, until his imagination
was fired by the accounts brought by Indians of a
great Western river, which, as he supposed, could not
but flow into the Vermillion Sea, as the Gulf of Cali-
fornia was then called. He sold his property, and set
off to explore what he hoped would prove a new road
for commerce to the riches of Chini and Japah. From
this time, 1669, until his assassination in 1687, he ceased
not to urge on the work of discovery. " Three
thoughts," says Parkman, " rapidly developing in his
mind, were mastering him, and engendering an invin-
ciblé purpose. First-He would achieve that which
Champlain had vainly attempted,' and of which our
own generation bas but now seen the accomplishment
-the opening of a passage to India and China across
the American Continent. -Next he would ocoupy the
ireat West, develop its commercial resoutrces, anid

anticipate the'Sjaniards and English in the possessibn
of it. Thirdly-for he soon became convinced that the
Mississipi discharged itself into the Gulf of Mexico--
lie would establish a fortified post at its mouth, thus
securing an outlet for the trade of the interior, check-
ing the progress of the Spaniards, and forming a base
whence in time of war their Northern Provinces could
be invaded and conquered." Thus this almost penni-
less voung man laid his plans for the disposition and
government of a vast continent as boldiy as though he
were a king with boundless wealth at his disposai.
In pursuit of these aims his invincible determination
of character set at naught ail risks and ail sufferings,
and the misfortunes he met with only made him more
determined to achieve his end. lis adventures in the
descent of the Mississipi are recorded at length by Mr.
Parkman,ý and are such as would seem impossible if
fou¿nd in a work of fiction. The incidents are drawn
from La Salils own letters, which "give," says the
author, " the particulars of each day with a cool and
business-like simplicity, recounting facts without
comment or the slightest attempt at rhetorical embel-
lishment." Unfortunately La Salle's firmness, cour-
age, knowledge and untiring energy were, in the view
of his followers, counterbalanced by a haughtiness of
manner which often made him insupportable, and by
a harshness towards those under his command whiclh
drew upon him an implacable hatred, and was at last
the cause of his being basely assassinated while on a
journey in search of relief for his colony. Though he
died at the early age of forty-three, he was one of the
most remarkable explorers wnose names live in his-
tory. " To estimate aright the marvels of his patient
fortitude," we again use Mr. Parkman's words, " one
must follow on his track through the vast scene of
his interminable journeyings, those thousands of
weary miles of forest, marsh and river where again
and again, in the bitterness of baffled striving, the
untiring pilgrim pushed onwards towards the goal
which he was never to attain. America owes him an
enduring memory; for in this masculine figure cast in
iron she sees the heroic pioneer who guided her to the
possession of her richest heritage."
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Housekeepers ! Bave your Old Grease-Kake your own BSoap.
By usin' HARTE' CELEBRATED CONCBINTATED LtE Fou cm make captal Roit,

Mkpfor one cent a gallon, or a. proportionste quantlty of beaUtful Bard Scp--equai to anytbimg

A unprinc pied parties are trying to foist imitations on the public under varons other
name, the gemune bas the words." G".mow PRUe HALL" stam pe on Lb. iid of each tin.

nme 25 cnta. For saie by Drngsts and Grocers throughout the Dominion.

DR. LAURIE'S IMPRIAL FOOD.
This article ia strongiy recommended o 0 unt of le superlor nutritive qualities ln restor-

in tone and luaperting vigorLo tbe debmlitated. IL l nviluablefr Infante where there i a
dieflciency of breast-mik. Price 25 and 50 oeutS.

DEPOT FOR IIOM(E1TIICM IJnWEB AN BOX.

DEMOT 10R ST. j0ormiWL

I. A. MARTE, DRUio@SST, QS.ASCoW DeO MALL, MOUTaAL.

ANCUS, LOCAN C0,

PiPER IAIUACTURERS
AND

WHOLESALE IMPORTERS

OF

PER ANDI $TATO0NERY,
378 Ste Paul Street,

MONTREAL.

AGENTS WANTED.
T O> ANVAi!s ON COMMISS ION

FOR THE

" &EW'DORIN10N RONTIrLY,"b
AND

OTHER PUBLICATIONS,
Apply witb credentials, as to character and ability, tg

JOHN DOUCALL & SON,
MONTREAL.



FIRST PRIZE SEWING MACHNES.

J. .L A WLT OR,
NINUFACTURER~

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,
3659 Notre' Dame Steéet, MontreaL

g(.4

Won i utóbt rs fu 1 ny t a stàCaSe n

A Xew Elliptic Family Machine,' with Stand, Price* $23.-00.

A New Lock Stitch Family Machine, rie$30.00.
g inger's Family, varioiýsA.tyles.
Singer's No. 2.-for Tailaiftig anîd hoe C
The Florence Reversible Feed Family Machine.
Howe's for Family and Manufacturing purposes.
The 2Etna Noiseless Machine, for Tailors and Family usa.
A Button Holle and Look Stitch Machine, combined.
Wax Thread Machines, which possess many advantages over all others.

I warrant ait Machines Made by me su perior in every resipeet to hose

allthe principal îanufacturingr Estab limnt andmtany of the best

F ahcnines inr nrel uee a moSt John N..,e:tifigt ers e

Ariaety. Ef long, emy ahinerice in hhe n ie, ani d SO
nnfactiring, enableme to$sel, Firt.-CO.lssgwinMachines from20to:;

r v cenrtlesthan " ife.ior Machinesof*t.hesamea n he purchased
SeZgere. sthe or6 ofer ltdrMothines and ttfo Teraoy to Agents.

Local and Traveluing Agents will do well to give !tsis Mater their
å attention.

A Spetial Discount mnade to-.he Cirgy and ltùligious Institutions.

The undersigned s desirous of securing the services of active persons 1n all parts of the Domi-
nion to act as local or travelling Agents for the sale of is clebrated Sewin Machines. A very
lberal salary and expenses will be paid, or commission allowed. Colitry Merchants, Post-
masters, Clergmn Farmers,.and the business public generally, are, particularly In vited to give

this matter their attention, as I can offer unparalleled 1ndacements, and at the same time the

cheapest as well as the best Sewing Machines now befyre tne public.
¯H A inds of SeingMaohine Repaired and Improved at the Factory, 48 Nat.rTtlh Street, and

at the adfsting Roms, over the Oiee, 15 Notre Damne Street, Montrel, and 22 St. John Street.

uebec; 82 King Street, St. John, N. B.; 10.3 Barrinton Street, Halifay, N.
Every description of Sewing Machine TrImnmings, wolesale and Retadin.efor Price
Peggn Machines Repaired at the Factory, 48 N oreth Street, Montrea. Sen Prce

Liste and L hotographa of Machines Address In all caser, J. D. L A W LO
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CIRCULATE

YOUR ADVERTISEMEUNTS

IN THE FAMILY.

NEW DOMINION MONTHLY

THllOUSA&!ND1S OF CAYN4DIAN HOMES.

TR ADVAeTAGES Or THE

N.EW DoMINION KO N T H LY

Are almostunequalled for Advertising

PROSPE. TUSEM and REPORTS of Public

oompanis and Joint Sto.k Compasies.

THE CANADIAN

FeUIT OULTURIST,
BY JAMES DOUGALL,

OF WINDSOR NUJRSERIUS.

TMs la a very complete compendium of Infor-
mation concerning the kinds and varieties of

fruit suitable for cultivation in Canada, west and

e&4 emboylng n a .erie. .f tamillar lettere
addressed to a new beginner, al necessary direc-
tions for cultivation, &c. The press of aIl parts

of Canada has spoken very highly of this book,
and every one who has read it will admit itn
great practical value. It will be sent througb
the mail, pgft paid, for 25 ents, remitted to

JOHN DOUGALL & ON,
PUELIsUEES, MoNTRAL.

W IT N ESS
MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISEMENTS, 1-P R I N T I N G H O U S E ,

with Pictures of their WorkA and Trade

Marks.

FARMS and VILLAS F.-R SALE.

PR)SPECTU8£S and CALENDARS of Schools

and CoUeges.

Every Businets that concerns the welrare of the

Family.

ADVERTISE IN THE NEXT NUMBER.

JOHN DOUGALL & éON.,

PROPRILMOrs,

St WT. JÂ;ARE RTE ET, MQNTREAL.

126 St. James Street, Moatreal.

ELEGANCE IN STYLE,

EXCELLENCE IN WORKXANSHIP,

MODERATION IN CRAEGES,

PBXPTNESS IN EXECTION,

FULFILMENT OF PROMISES.

CARDs,
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FUNERAL CARDS,
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